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Abstract 
 

The last decade has seen a period of rapid development for Software Engineering, with ever 

larger and more complex systems making it harder for end-users to get insights into their 

data, operations, and functionality. Users often are not aware of the underlying processes of 

complex system and thus implicitly have to trust them. Trust is vital when it comes to the 

users’ relationship with the software. Losing the trust of external or internal stakeholders in 

a product can have a significant negative impact on a company’s success and reputation.  

A major factor of users’ trust is the transparency of a system. Transparency is the 

appropriate amount of information that the user needs from the system to use it successfully 

(achieve their goals) and exercise informed trust judgment. However, it is vital that 

transparency is applied correctly and to the right areas in order to enhance users’ trust.  

This research develops a methodology to help requirements engineers capture and 

formulate transparency requirements in order to enhance users’ trust by providing them 

with the relevant and appropriate information. To substantiate this approach, the 

relationship between trust and transparency is investigated in a literature study. Then, the 

Transparency Engineering Methodology (TEM) is developed and evaluated using a case 

study. TEM has been shown to create greater regard for transparency concerns in the 

development cycle, leading to the user being informed about how their data used and who 

has access to it. This degree of transparency is extended to backend and indirect collection 

processes where informing the user is often overlooked. The positive effect is illustrated by 

the quality of the output and comments from the developers, which showed that TEM can 

generate holistic user stories with transparency at the centre. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction  

1.1  Overview  

Software systems are ubiquitous and increasingly opaque. The recent decade has been a 

period of rapid development for software, especially with the widespread adoption of agile 

development methods like SCRUM, which help to streamline the development of 

increasingly complex system but, in doing so, introduced new obstacles when making 

development decisions [1]. Software needs to be built with the aim of being transparent [2]. 

“Good transparency […] enables people to make informed decisions” [3]. Transparency is 

also a fundamental principle for data processing under General Data Protection Regulation 

[4]. Transparency about the use of personal data is considered an enabler to user’s trust [5].  

The current system’s complexity has, therefore, become important for the user to build the 

right trust with systems based on well-informed decisions, especially when it comes to their 

data. The right to be informed becomes essential as the users’ personal and behavioural 

data is used without them having much knowledge of why or how it is being used [6, 7]. 

This can cause them to lose trust or build false trust with a system [8]. It is important to 

address this in the system’s development since the software is everywhere in society and 

hugely impacts people’s daily life.  

Furthermore, as can be seen from several industry examples, losing the trust of external or 

internal stakeholders in a product can have a significant negative impact [9, 10]. For 

instance, when Samsung Galaxy Note 7 smartphone and several consumers reported cases 

where their new phones exploded, users lost their trust in the product and thus in the 

company [9]. To avoid this, enabling trust judgement is essential, especially when it comes 

to making decisions on changes to software systems [9, 10]. Companies who fail to 

maintain stakeholders’ trust will eventually fail to deliver successful products. To maintain 

trust, companies need to find a way to ensure trust through their development activities 

[11].  
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One of the qualities that have been examined in enhancing trust is transparency. However, 

the number of projects addressing transparency in the development process is very limited. 

A study stated that transparency is fundamental to trust [12]. Another study mentioned that 

“Transparency has been often associated with positive properties such as increasing trust” 

[13]. This research argues that transparency needs to be applied correctly in order to 

increase user trust (see Section 4.3.4) therefore, further investigation on their relationship is 

needed.  

Trust is a complex concept, and there are very few guidelines to help the requirements 

specialist and developers to build trustworthy systems [14]. Trust also has been identified 

as a “crucial requirement in the implementation process of information systems” [15]. Trust 

is a relationship between trustor and trustee [16]. The main focus of attention is on the end 

user’s relationship with a software system. For a user to have a trust relationship with a 

system, it is pertinent that the user knows about the system’s qualities, functionalities and 

data which would help them to make an informed decision in achieving their goals with 

that system. Trust related to the end-user can be divided into two categories: the initial trust 

and the ongoing trust [17]. This research supports both categories of trust. To address the 

ongoing trust enabling user’s trust judgment while interacting with the system is vital.     

Previous research has stated that trust can be engineered in a system systematically during 

the development process [18]. Researchers have suggested methods to develop user trust in 

software systems, such as software patterns [14] and factor analysis [19]. However, in both 

studies the focus was on high level goals of the system without providing details on how 

the system can achieve such goals. Moreover, the work considered the static requirements 

of trust while the dynamic nature of the concept was not covered. Additionally, methods for 

engineering transparency requirements in software have not been studied in this context. In 

fact, transparency requirements are often underestimated during software development. 

This can be due to stakeholders’ lack of understanding of the trust -transparency relation 

and worrying that users with a detailed understanding of how their data is processed may be 

less willing to provide it or consent to its use [20].  

Transparency can be seen as a quality to enhance trust by helping users achieve their goals. 

Transparency has been defined as a “user-centric principle” as it refers to openness and 
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disclosure of information to the user in data protection law, business and governance [7].  

Transparency can be described as the appropriate amount of information that the user 

requires for a better experience with the system as well as a function that enable their trust 

judgment. Providing the appropriate amount of information can be done by hiding as well 

as showing information see (Section 4.3.2). Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is another 

area of research that examine transparency and its effects on users, we refer to the literature 

on qualifiers of transparency [21] and user-friendly representations of privacy-related 

information [22]. The vast majority of these research are mainly concern about how the 

information is best presented to the user and can be limited to what the user sees when 

interacting with a system, which encompasses what that system is transparent about. It is 

therefore necessary to understand the relevant and appropriate amount of information to 

expose the user to. Common instances where user trust is affected due to inadequate 

transparency include: 

• When users’ expectations are not met due to a bad purchasing decision after they 

have spent some time researching about the product or service before they paid for 

it [23-25]. 

• When users fear they have lost control over their personal information or that it is 

being used without their knowledge or consent [5, 23]. 

Transparency can either encourage users to trust a system or discourage them from doing so  

[24] depending on various factors. The violation of the expectations of users with respect to 

system behaviour seems to be a ‘critical moderator’ of the impact that transparency has on 

users’ trust. A transparent system must provide information contextually relevant to the 

users’ concerns actions and personal data [5]. When it is, it has been shown to elicit a high 

level of trust and enhance the stakeholder-system relationship [5, 24, 26].  

This research, thus, investigates the relationship between transparency and trust. Then, after 

that relationship is established, transparency engineering methodology has been developed 

to address transparency requirements. This study looks at transparency, to identify where a 

software system is lacking in transparency based on its given user goals. For instance, 

informing the user in a systematic way about their data, why it is being taken, and what 

processes are occurring. This will keep the user informed during their interaction with the 
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system and will help them make more informed decisions. The study starts from defining 

the complex quality of trust in the context of information systems. Then reviewed the 

literature on trust and transparency, as a result a list of clusters has also been identified 

describing the possible connections between trust and transparency. 

1.2  Problem Statement and Research Gap  

This research is in requirements engineering, focusing on a system’s transparency in order 

to support the users’ trust in the system. Trust and transparency relationships have been 

examined in various research areas, such as business [27] , public services and governance 

[28, 29], education [24], art [25] etc. Most of these research areas have focused on studying 

this relationship or reporting on it as a whole without mentioning or fully investigating the 

specific transparency properties that affect trust. 

There is a strong potential for transparency to inspire trust in a software system in the 

following ways:  

1- Building initial trust by providing information about the functionality and 

limitations of the system [17, 30]. And maintaining ongoing trust by helping users 

to perform tasks more effectively while interacting with the system [16, 17].  

2- Improving trust judgment, leading to more informed decisions, and managing risks 

while using the system [25, 31, 32] 

It, therefore, becomes crucial to understand the in-depth relationship between these two 

concepts. However, the research in this area has not yet answered the question as to 

whether there is a clear relationship in software engineering.  

There is no clear definition of trust in software engineering, especially for ongoing trust. 

Without correct transparency users would miss relevant information. The user’s lack of 

exposure to relevant information which usually leads to users having to lose right or 

gaining false trust with the software system. This is a major issue specially regarding user 

data protection. Transparency is neither addressed in the system development nor evaluated 

in a real-life scenario.  
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1.3  Research Questions, Aim and Objectives 

The research questions, aim and objectives pertaining to this study are outlined below. 

Research questions 

The general questions to be addressed through this research are:  

1. How is trust defined in the software engineering literature?  

2. What is the connection between trust and transparency?  

3. How can transparency in a software system be engineered to enable users’ trust 

judgment?  

 

Research Aim and Objectives 

This research aims to help requirements engineers to manage transparency in order to 

enhance user trust and provide them with the right amount of information needed to enable 

their users trust judgment.  

In line with the research questions, a literature review is conducted considering the 

following objectives. The main objective of this research is to provide the fundamental 

concepts showing the relationship between trust and transparency in order to engineer 

transparency that aims to inspire user trust with the software. 

To achieve the aim of this research, the following objectives will be satisfied: 

• To ascertain the meaning of trust and transparency and how it relates to software 

engineering through a robust review of relevant literature. 

• To determine the relationship between user trust and transparency and to identify all 

factors that have an influence on this relationship.  

• To develop a transparency engineering methodology to be applied by requirements 

engineers and developers to guide them in their system designs.  

• To test this developed methodology using a case study investigating and evaluating 

its applicability, benefits, and limitations in a real-life situation in order to seek 

areas for future development. 
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1.4 Research Methodology Summary  

To attain the research objectives, a robust qualitative research methodology will be 

employed throughout this thesis. The methods to be used include a systematic literature 

review (using a concept map [33] and clusters [34]) , a conceptual framework (transparency 

engineering methodology), and a case study design (using semi-structured interviews, 

prequestionnaire, and focus groups). 

Figure 3.1: Qualitative research design in this thesis [NOP= number of participants] 

provides a pictorial representation of the research methods employed throughout this study. 

The research methodology and all methods adopted throughout this research is address in 

detail in (see Chapter 3) of this thesis.  

1.5 Main Contributions 

This research aims to help requirements engineers to manage transparency in order to 

enhance users’ trust and provide them with the right amount of information to enable their 

trust judgment. The main contributions to the filed are outlined below. 

• We introduce a definition of trust in software systems. 

• We develop a set of clusters using a concept map in order to investigate the 

relationship between trust and transparency in software systems. This is done using 

a systematic literature review see [4].  

• Through the reviewed literature, the factors that influence trust and transparency are 

grouped and studied in relation to transparency and trust properties to understand 

how transparency can enable user’s trust judgment. This leads us to develop a novel 

transparency engineering methodology, to guide requirements engineers on how 

best to engineer transparency within a software system.  

• In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this transparency engineering methodology 

in a real-life situation, a case study is designed using a software project from a 

health care company which leads to examining the capabilities and identifying the 

limitations of the developed methodology. We find that the transparency 

engineering methodology encourages the effective implementation of different 
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functional requirements and provides the relevant information to the user to enable 

their trust-judgment. 

1.6 Thesis Outline  

Chapter one introduces the research, outlining the existing problem and motivation for the 

study. It also highlights the research questions along with the research aim and objectives. 

A summary of the research methodology employed as well as the main contributions in the 

thesis are stated.  

Chapter two describes trust within and outside the field of software systems and explains 

the various factors that influence trust along with the rational for choosing trust as an 

overarching goal for this research. Transparency is also defined and its connections to trust 

within and outside the field are explored. Next, the chapter elaborates on the requirements 

engineering area of study along with its practices. 

Chapter three explains the research methodology that has been utilized throughout the 

research process. It also outlines the ethical considerations applied throughout the research 

during data collection.  

Chapter four comprises of a systematic literature review examining the relationship 

between trust and transparency. Using a concept map, the current state-of-the-art is derived 

from the literature review and provides a summary of the relationship between trust and 

transparency in software systems from different domains and contexts using a set of 

clusters.  

Chapter five explains the developed transparency engineering methodology. It highlights 

the vision, aim and scope of the methodology and gives a summary of the main concepts 

and terminology used. Transparency patterns are then introduced which formalize the 

requirements generation process. 

Chapter six describes the case study design and aggregate the results of the evaluation, 

showing the weaknesses and strengths of the transparency engineering methodology. The 

related work section highlights the connection and compares the current state of the art with 

the research contributions.  
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Chapter seven concludes the research showing the main findings and the contributions as 

well as the recommendations and future work.  

1.7 Publications  

 

1- B. Zieni, R. Chitchyan, and R. Heckel, "Trust as a sustainability requirement," in 

Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on IEEE Requirements Engineering 

for Sustainable Systems (RE4SuSy 2017), Lisbon, Portugal, 2017, vol. 5 

The main focus of this paper is to highlight the essential role of the trust as sustainability 

requirement. The main contribution is to address the nature of trust and summaries a 

working definition in software engineering (see Section 2.1.8). This paper has also been 

cited throughout the thesis.  

2- B. Zieni, R. Heckel, "TEM: A Transparency Engineering Methodology Enabling 

Users’ Trust Judgement " in International IEEE Requirements Engineering 

Conference (RE’21), South Bend, USA (forthcoming). 

Part of this publication is presented in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.  

3- B. Zieni, D. Spagnuelo, R. Heckel, "Transparency by default: GDPR Patterns for 

Agile Development " in the 10th International Conference on Electronic 

Government and the Information Systems Perspective (EGOVIS2021), Linz, 

Austria (forthcoming). 

Part of this publication is presented in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.  

4- B. Zieni, A. Rossi R. Heckel, "What is the Relationship between Trust and 

Transparency? A Review of the Literature on Software Systems" submitted to 

STAST2021 11th International Workshop on Socio-Technical Aspects in Security, 

Darmstadt, Germany.  

Part of this publications is presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. 

 

 



Chapter 2 

2. Background and Definitions 

This chapter first gives a brief overview and definitions of trust, transparency and 

requirements engineering as discussed in the literature, after which it addresses the relation 

of trust and transparency, in software systems and more broadly.  

2.1 Trust 

2.1.1 Definitions of Trust 

One common synonym of trust is the word “certainty”. This, however, does not allude to 

another common definition of trust which states that in any trust relationship there is a risk 

to be taken, which carries uncertainty into the trust relationship. If the result of an action is 

certain then no trust is needed [35].  

As a starting point for this research, the following general definition of trust will be 

adopted: 

“Trust, in a broad sense, is the belief that other people will react in predictable ways” [36]. 

The broad notion of trust can be described as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to 

the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular 

action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other 

party (p.712)” [37]. Trust is a relationship between trustor and trustee [16]. When the 

system becomes part of the trust relationship the trust cannot be built as explained [38]. 

However, social science has defined impersonal trust the trust between the human and a 

system or institution. Impersonal trust is not based on personal but system factors [39].  

Trust can be built through small details and actions; Brené Brown stated “trust is built in 

very small moments” [40].Therefore, continuous feedback is necessary for tracking the 

current trust level [41]. In the context of this research, trust is defined by the imperfect 

judgement of the likelihood that individual users’ needs, and expectations will be met [42]. 
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Trust is not modular.  

While most software engineering methods are modular, understanding trust requires a 

holistic view of the system [14, 43]. The aggregation of these small interactions needs to be 

considered holistically for the entire system, because trust in one subsystem can be 

influenced by the outcomes of interactions in a different part of the system [16].  

Trust is based on a stakeholder’s imperfect assessment of risk to the satisfaction of 

their requirements.  

One way to shape and focus the perspective on trust is by looking at the decisions that 

currently need to be made. which again can influence each other [44]. However, there is lot 

of uncertainty as many Any decision is potentially influenced by factors from various 

sources such as the environment, market, end-users, etc., of these factors are drawing from 

overlapping sources and detecting the same factor can be done from different perspectives. 

The information gathered on these factors will therefore be incomplete and might not be 

entirely accurate. Therefore, assessing a risk based on this deficient information will always 

lead to an uncertainty in the (expected) outcomes [45]. Decisions are made upon rational 

factors and other irrational factors. Although some scholars [46, 47] see humans completely 

as rational decision makers, the idea of bounded rationality possesses a view stating that the 

rationality is limited. Some limiting constructs include the amount of information and the 

intellectual restrictions of human brains as well as time frame in which the decision must be 

made. One way of initially measuring the trust can be by assessing the risk that decision 

makers are willing to take even with all these uncertainties present.  

Trust is a vital software quality. 

Trust is a vital software quality as it can increase customer loyalty and can raise the amount 

of money spent on digital purchases [42, 48]. To ensure this quality is present in the desired 

level, it would be beneficial to be able to engineer trust into a software system and 

constantly monitor it throughout different changes and adaptations. The way to influence 

the outcome of software system development is through requirements engineering.  
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Trust and users’ trust judgment.  

Enhancing user trust is achieved by enabling users to be better informed when using a 

system. Trust judgment is defined as the user’s ability to assess the system property of 

concern, which is based on their needs and expectations. It includes user assessment of trust 

degree and trust decision to trust or distrust the trustee [49]. This judgment occurs during 

validation, as well as throughout the user’s interaction with the system. Thus, from the user 

perspective the proposed approach aims to provide better understanding of the system by 

receiving the right amount of information in an understandable way. 

Even though better trust judgement can lead to a decrease as well as an increase of trust, 

either way the system itself will be a better one from the users’ perspective (e.g. being able 

to judge that the system is not right for the user since they cannot trust it to fulfil their needs 

or they know that this will not be the case because of the improved trust judgement) [50]. 

This then will prevent them from investing time and effort in a system, which is unsuitable 

for them [51].  

2.1.2  Initial Trust and Ongoing Trust  

Trust related to customer relationship management can be divided into two categories: the 

initial trust and the ongoing trust [17]. Initial trust requires the willingness of the other party 

to trust without any previous experience or knowledge of its background [17]. Initial trust 

has been well examined in existing research literature and is reflected in the existing 

definitions of trust. Moghaddam et al. present trust model that contrasts the commonly 

existing static trust models in their research with a dynamic one [30]. This shows that it is 

not enough to only consider the initial trust (mainly based on the static factors) but also 

important to address the dynamic nature of trust which manifests in the ongoing trust [16]. 

Ongoing trust is dynamic and relies on actual experiences and interactions between two 

parties [17]. Ongoing trust is mostly overlooked or skimmed over in existing trust research. 

Therefore, this study will contribute an extended definition of trust, reflecting the different 

nature of ongoing compared to initial trust.  

The initial trust is mostly stated as a stage where the trust relationship is established 

between the end user and the software system. This stage mainly demonstrates the level of 
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the adoption with the new system and studies the level of risk and uncertainty that the end 

user might take whenever they start using a new system [52]. 

Although initial trust is widely covered, for example [31] [53], it is evident that there is a 

shortage of research and publications on the ongoing stage of trust [16].  The ongoing trust 

has a different nature than the initial one. The initial trust in a system is created and 

influenced mostly by static factors leading to a first 'trust impression' built during or 

sometimes even before the first encounter of the system whereas the ongoing trust starts out 

based on the initial trust level and is built over time. It is not only affected and changed by 

the trust factors but also their interactions. Every single interaction can affect the trust 

between the participating entities of the trust relationship and even influence uninvolved 

entities. Firstly, in order to comprehend and analyse the interactions of interest, factors 

which commonly and repetitively show up together in the literature are identified and it is 

taken into consideration, how frequently they show up together as well [16]. 

2.1.3 How is Trust Measured? 

One of the main goals when performing the literature review on trust is to identify the 

research methods that have been used to study and evaluate trust. To measure trust, a 

commonly used instrument is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [54, 55], which 

resulted in the TAM questionnaire [56], measuring perceived ease of use (PEOU) and 

perceived usefulness (PU). PEOU and PU are two properties which have been proven to be 

correlated to initial trust [55]. However, [57] argues that TAM might not be the best way to 

measure trust or identify relevant factors. Instead, they use and propose Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis (CFA) using Partial Last Square (PLS). CFA allows for testing hypotheses 

about a particular factor and, the assessment of its influence on the evaluated construct, for 

example by checking a variety of hypotheses. CFA is the measuring part of Structural 

Equation Modelling (SEM), PLS is a SEM technique [53]. SEM is used to prove the 

correctness of a model. The way this is done, for example when applying SEM-PLS [53], is 

to use SEM to get expected results from the model. These expected results are then 

compared with the real-world outcomes, e.g., gathered using a questionnaire. If both match, 

this is taken as an indication that the model adequately reflects the conditions and events in 
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the real world. To support the application of the PLS method of proving models, SmartPLS 

has been developed, which is a software that implements PLS. 

Factor analysis is widely used [55, 57]. Factor analysis is a method to statistically explain 

observed differences between correlated variables which are measured. Factors 

(unobserved variables) are used to come up with the explanations. Examples of factors are 

perceived risk, individual propensity to trust, cultural factors, cognitive factors, reputation. 

Other than using one form of factor analysis or another there is no commonality with which 

to judge the results in the literature review, therefore, inspecting and understanding the used 

methods is necessary. As different studies have analysed the trust using different methods, 

with the different nature of these methods, one cannot choose any of them without taking 

into consideration the context in which they are specific factors for each requirement 

applied. Based on the factor analysis from the literature review, the specific factors for each 

requirement can be derived. How well trust is supported in the system can then be derived 

from the requirements specification documents. 

2.1.4 Review of Trust 

Trust is a diverse topic and a broad notion that has been studied in several scientific 

disciplines and overlapping areas [42]. 

Trust has been examined from different perspectives. The variety of areas and foci from 

which trust can be studied is also reflected in the scientific literature, ranging from 

psychological papers examining trust as a feeling of humans [38] to technical papers on 

trust between agents in game theory [58]. Based on the premise to have the end-user as 

primary focus of interest regarding the human part of the trust relationship, this study 

focused on trust from the customer relationship point of view on software as a starting 

point. What makes software different from human is their design to be consistent, concrete, 

i.e., quantified, ability to collect evidence of operation, such as traceability, interactivity 

where people can query the system in real-time, memorability, automated decision making, 

predictability, etc.  

Literature shows a shortage on the research of the ongoing stage on trust.  As the ongoing 

has different nature than the initial one. The ongoing trust starts after the initial and builds 

over time. It gets changed by the trust factors and their interactions [16, 53]. Every single 
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interaction can affect the trust entities in the trust relationship. Also, as a first step, it is 

pertinent to understand these interactions by analysing the commonly repetitive factors 

(how frequently they show up together). 

Furthermore, many studies, for example [57] and [1], have illustrated the factors that play a 

role in the initial stage and the adoption of innovative technology in general and software 

systems in particular. By studying its factors, the researchers tried to understand the nature 

of the trust at the same time. The literature review revealed that these factors vary in 

different software system domains as they can be prioritised based on the nature and the 

services that the software system is meant to provide. They also give a better understanding 

to the nature of the trust relationship and measure the trust level over time. 

There are two fundamentally diverse ways of studying trust.  Some research focus on the 

trust as the main topic and analyse the factors that influence trust [55, 59-63]. Other 

research study its role as one of the factors that affect aspects of the software development 

process and its resulting artefacts [31, 52-54, 64, 65].  

Trust as a topic  

As trust is a broad notion and overlapping, many researchers are interested in understanding 

it by breaking down trust and analysing the factors that influence the trust. The entities that 

are involved in trust relationship in the reviewed literature are humans – humans [59] or 

humans – systems [55, 60-62]. It is worth mentioning that the focus of the literature review 

is trust between humans and systems, because information technology field is mainly 

interested in the relation where the software systems are involved. Information systems are 

examined as a mediator or trustee in the trust relationship [14, 41, 66], this study focuses on 

the latter case.  

Trust as a factor 

It important to understand trust notion to be able to engineer (measure, operate, enhance) it. 

But as trust interacts with other system components, to a get more holistic view, it is 

necessary to examine trust as a factor. In Requirement Engineering, all the system 

components need to be addressed as a part of the system and its outcomes. Some of these 

studies have examined more closely trust influence in the adoption with new system or 
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technology [65], intentions of the costumer transactions [54], decision making [31], the 

growth with the e-commerce [57].    

2.1.5 Trust Factors   

Previous literature suggested that trust can be very difficult to address, therefore, to 

examine trust the best way is to investigate on the factors that influences trust [18]. Trust 

has been studied as a formative construct as well as reflective construct in existing 

literature. To contribute to the discussion, if trust should be considered a formative or a 

reflective construct it is therefore necessary to elicit the factors that influence trust. 

Trust can be studied as a formative construct if the factors that affect the trust are directly 

observable. It can also be studied as a reflective construct if the factors that affect it are 

latent (hidden, not directly observable). 

Some software systems need to address the trust using the security (for example: Banking 

system), some others under privacy (social media), therefore, it is important to analyze the 

factors behind the trust and categorize them. 

Factors that are not actually influencing trust 

One might think that a trust in a bank would have a positive impact on the trust in their 

online banking software system. But as [53] showed, the former is not actually influencing 

the latter. 

Also, approval from certification agency has no measurable influence on the trust regarding 

the approved software. Kim et al.  [31] showed that with their research on third party seal.  

Besides properties of the software systems, characteristics of the person might have an 

effect. However, for the characteristic ‘individual customer trust propensity’. [55] showed 

no influence. 

When looking at these examples of factors found not to having an influence on trust, it is 

important to keep in mind that they always should be viewed or interpreted with regards to 

the software domain. Nevertheless, existing research can serve as a starting point of 

addressing trust in the software domain which is of interest to this research. Yet, the factors 
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that have been identified as affecting trust are of an even higher relevance and will 

therefore be highlighted in the next subsection.   

Factors that are influencing trust 

Shneiderman [60] presented navigational structure and visual appeal as two integral 

properties of the software application that have an impact on trust. Regarding 

characteristics of people culture, Li et al [67] report that the initial trust is affected by the 

“perceived social pressure” which forces one to perform or not in accordance with some 

subjective ideals, the cognitive reputation, calculative, and organizational situational 

normality based factors. They also observe that individual’s personality or the technology 

did not substantially affect the trusting beliefs. 

From the robust review of literature on trust, trust has been examined in a myriad of ways. 

The factors that affect trust were studied based on trust categories. The factors can be 

grouped into several “trust categories”[16] which include: 

• Personality-based trust; 

• Cognition-based trust; 

• Institutional-based trust; 

• Information technology, including factors, for instance, security, privacy, and 

general online experiences; 

• Social factors, such as national culture; 

• Diffusion of innovation: “as users initially receive some information about an 

innovation and its advantages and disadvantages, this forms their initial attitude 

toward the innovation and influences subsequent adoption decisions”. 

As regards to information trust-based, [68] shows in their survey paper the factors that 

influence trust-based information system, security (see above) and privacy were identified 

as the primary concerns of the end user when dealing with software. Also, the perceived 

information quality, perceived usefulness, and usability, etc, are taken into account when 

examining user trust with the software. Likewise, [69] mentioned security control for initial 

trust, and mentioned that security is a vital factor when it comes to trust.   
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2.1.6 Rationale for Selecting Trust as an Overarching Goal 

Why Trust? 

Trust is a vital component in the decision-making process of not just customers and end-

users but also the decision makers in the development team. Methods of risk analysis are 

commonly used to predict the consequences of strategic decisions, but they tend to focus on 

objective features. Trust is subjective concept and a complex relationship between multiple 

stakeholders, influenced by perceived risk, but changing over time as the result of ongoing 

interactions [53]. 

This research will also contribute to the social dimension of sustainability, specifically on 

its trust requirements. As noted by Goodland [70], “Social sustainability [...] create[s] the 

basic framework for society. It lowers the cost of working together and facilitates 

cooperation: trust lowers transaction costs.”  

Besides lowering transactions cost, another software development challenge where trust 

can play an important role is in decision making [31]. As the reliance on software systems 

increases in areas such as health, military and in government, as does the significances of 

failures. Therefore, user trust with these systems becomes crucial aspect in judging their 

successful deployment of systems [43].  

Decision making and end user empowerment 

The recent decade has been a period of rapid development for software systems in many 

senses. Especially the recent advent and spreading of agile development methods like 

SCRUM [1] which introduced new obstacles when making development decisions [71].  

[31] stated that costumers’ trust and perceived risk have a high influence on their 

purchasing decisions with of website.   

Trust therefore is now becoming a more crucial issue especially when it comes to 

stakeholders making decisions with the software. In this research, we are interested in the 

user trust and the influence of their decisions with the software. 

When it comes to software systems, trust plays a role at several stages and for several 

stakeholders. On one hand there is the developer and business owner side, on the other 

hand there are the customers or end-users. The developers responsible for the software 
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implementation foremost should trust in their own software product to convince their 

customers that it is trustworthy and kind of 'transfer' their own trust to the end-user. 

Although it would be interesting to research how this trust is built and what could influence 

it, there are many elements/parties that need to be considered. For this research, it will be 

assumed that this trust is present as a pre-requisite for the building and maintaining of end-

user trust. Trust from the end-user perspective will be the focus of this research as one of 

the goals of this research is to bring the end user perspective in the software development 

process. Most users agree on the need for privacy, however, when signing up to a service 

they might agree to any regulation if it gives them access to the service. This is mainly 

caused by the end users’ lack of knowledge. Therefore, empowering the end user is 

important to increase their knowledge about their rights and role in the development 

process. The end users’ empowerment is essential, especially when it comes to enhancing 

the software qualities like trust. The end user is the main source of the data as they 

represent the society and its variety.  

Kim et al. [31] mentioned that in case of decision support systems security, privacy and 

trust are all essential factors when it comes to decision making. 

2.1.7 Delimitations of Trust in this Research 

Firstly, the focus will be on the security - customer relationship as they are well studied, for 

building good bases and expanding the research.  

Trust and security   

Several researchers have investigated the notion of trust in software systems as directly 

associated with security or privacy. Some authors concentrated on security of the system as 

an artefact, while others emphasized on the human aspects of security. For instance, Elahi 

[72] cited in [16] suggests that the more trust there is between the end users of the software 

system and other stakeholders, the less security they need (e.g., if there is no perceived risk 

or loss - i.e., mistrust - there is no perceived need for protection). The concept of security of 

a software system is a mere prerequisite for the initiation and maintenance of trust towards 

it [16]. Security does not guaranty trust towards a software system, but it is important to 

make it trustworthy [16]. 
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Trust and the customer relationship 

Trust is one of the key foundations that enables relationships. Brown [41] suggested that 

trust in relationships is built over time through very small actions. Therefore, when 

considering changes of trust over time, it is crucial to distinguish between the initial trust 

and ongoing trust to clearly highlight the evolving and changing nature of the notion of 

trust. Trust plays a crucial role in reducing users’ uncertainty. Damian-Reyes et al suggest 

that it is one of the factors that can affect user confidence in a software system [73]. 

Previous studies have reported trust as a behavioural intention which can affect 

vulnerability and uncertainty [74]. Similarly, Ruohomaa et. al [75] discussed trust as a key 

instrument needed for end users to cope with the uncertainty of making a decision. 

2.1.8 The Notion of Trust in Software Engineering  

To operationalise the notion of trust into software requirements to design trusted software 

systems, first the scope of trust needs to be defined. From research it is observed that: Trust 

is a relationship. Although some key characteristics, such as security, are essential for the 

initiation of the relationship and is formed by the interactions between the involved entities. 

Trust is dynamic just as humans’ relationships therefore trust relationship is subject to 

continuous change. The change is guided by feedback from the interactions whose results 

are evaluated by the participants and, where considered relevant, contribute to developing 

or eroding the relationship. Trust is cumulative; one single result from an interaction may 

not have significant impact on the trust relationship, whereas, a repetition of similar results 

are most likely to have a cumulative effect [16]. 

2.2 Transparency and Trust  

2.2.1 Transparency 

The notion transparency appears in many areas with a variety of implications. Transparency 

has been defined as a user-centric principle as it refers to openness and disclosure of 

information to the user in data protection law, business and governance [7]. However, 

transparency also refers to hiding processes from the user in case of distributed systems or 

making action or computational process unnoticeable from the user in computer software 
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[76]. This is to reduce the complexity of the system from the user in both cases (see Table 

2.1: Transparency types by area of application). 

In software engineering, transparency can mean to make the development processes of the 

software visible to the stakeholders, for example, through SCRUM and agile processes 

[77].  This wide spectrum of definitions has made it vital for researchers to specify the 

transparency they are about to study in their domain context as a first step. This research 

looked into the definitions of transparency in software systems and the potential benefits 

from the different implications of this term. 

Turilli and Floridi [78] describe transparency as the possibility of information, intentions or 

behaviours to be accessed through a process of disclosure. Likewise, it is considered an 

important concept that can support users in the decision-making process.  

Transparency is said to be dependent on the context it is used and can thus be referred to as 

a quality-in-use. According to Bevan and Azuma (1997) [79], quality-in-use in ISO/IEC 

DIS 14598 can be measured in terms of how effectively and efficiently users can attain 

their required goals in a specific environment.  

Transparency, in the field of system engineering, has been defined by Leite and Capelli 

[80] using an NFRs graph. This graph was made up of 33 soft goals which were grouped 

into three levels with transparency at the top. The second level consisted of five soft goals 

which are reported to influence transparency directly: accessibility, usability, 

informativeness, understandability and auditability [81]. Similarly, Tu [2016] [77] stated 

that transparency in software systems should have three attributes: accessibility, 

understandability, and relevance as they affect the abilities of stakeholders to view relevant 

information needed to achieve their goals. 

Hosseini et al [26] in their own research divide transparency into four parts to aid its 

comprehension and inclusion in information systems engineering: stakeholders, 

meaningfulness, usefulness, and information quality. Meaningfulness here encompasses 

data transparency, policy transparency and process transparency which explain how 

stakeholders comprehend information and what actions and explanations led to that. 
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Leite [82] explains that transparency is very important as Mylopoulos stated it helps to 

connect requirements  models to software. Likewise, Cysneiros et al [83] consider 

transparency as an important requirement needed for new technology and more robust 

systems to be adopted by users. They also state that NFRs like trust and privacy are equally 

important. 

It is thus pertinent for requirements engineers to develop a framework, motivated by the 

need for transparency, which would enable forward and backward traceability [82]. The i* 

framework has been recommended by Leite for developing a framework targeted at 

engineering transparency [82]. Similarly, Yu [84] reports that the i* can be used to model 

trust “without creating any new concept carrying special semantics to represent trust.” 

The broad definition is based on and composed of several existing transparency definitions 

in the literature (see Table 2.1: Transparency types by area of application). Schnackenberg 

and Tomlinson [85] have collected an overview of transparency definitions in information 

system domain, with one of them highlighting that transparency is created by revealing 

information, “the disclosure of timely and accurate information”. Another one states that 

transparency is: “The degree of visibility and accessibility of information”. The part of this 

study’s transparency definition related to revealing information to a stakeholder is taken 

from the transparency explanation by Evers and Cramer [25]: “Transparency aims to 

increase understanding and entails offering the user insight in how a system works, for 

example by offering explanations for system behaviour”. Schnackenberg and Tomlinson 

[85] also states that transparency increases the trustworthiness of that organisation, and this 

trustworthiness leads to more stakeholders’ trust in said organisation. Moreover, 

transparency is one of the main principles in personal data processing, in GDPR 

transparency “requires that any information and communication relating to the processing 

of those personal data be easily accessible and easy to understand " ibid. (39) 

To scope and develop a working definition of transparency in the context of this research, 

first it is important to understand the relationship between trust and transparency in the 

software systems. This is addressed in detail in the literature review in Chapter 4.  
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Table 2.1: Transparency types by area of application 

Type of 

transparency 

Definition The area of 

application 

Refs  

Collaboration 

transparency 

“People often work with others. With the increasing 

importance of computers in our work and everyday 

lives, it is natural to expect computers to play an 

important role in facilitating collaborative work” 

“Flexible collaboration transparency: supporting 

worker independence in replicated application-

sharing systems”” These systems support 

synchronous collaboration, where coworkers’ 

interactions are simultaneous or separated by short 

periods of time, rather than asynchronous, where 

interactions are separated by relatively long periods 

[Grudin 1994].” 

Information 

systems 

[86] 

 

Computational 

transparency 

“refers to the degree to which the computational 

effort of a code sequence written in a programming 

language is obvious to the developer. The closer a 

sequence of commands is to the underlying 

machine, the more transparent that sequence is” 

Software 

systems 

[87] 

Transparency of 

a system 

“makes the user of a network unaware of the fact 

that they are interacting with a network.” 

 

“In computer software, an action is transparent if it 

takes place without any visible 

effect. Transparency is usually considered to be a 

good characteristic of a system because it shields 

the user from the system's complexity.”  

Software 

systems 

 

[88] 

 

 

Operational 

definition of 

transparency 

operational definition of transparency with three 

attributes: accessibility, understandability, and 

relevance: 

Requirements 

specification  

Use case 

models 

Communicatio

n 

Software 

development  

[77] 

Transparency in 

software 

engineering 

“Making a development process visible to 

observers” 

SCRAM, 

Agile  

[89] 

Transparency 

GDPR 

“Transparency is a user-centric principle proposed 

to empower users to hold data processors 

accountable for the usage and the processing of the 

user’s personal data” 

Within the 

General Data 

Protection 

Regulation 

[7] 

Distribution 

transparency 
"Transparency implies the concealment from the 

user and the application programmer of the 

complexities of distributed systems.  " 

Distributed 

systems. 
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Access transparency: “Same api for local or remote 

access”  

Location transparency: “No knowledge of location” 

Replication transparency: “Multiple copies – all 

kept consistent and referred to as a thing, rather 

than an instance” 

Concurrency transparency: “Concurrent processes 

share without interference, while making no special 

arrangements.” 

[90] 

 

 

Automation 

transparency 

“refers to the extent to which automation provides 

the information needed for a human to make 

accurate predictions of its behavior in order to make 

this decision” 

Intelligent 

systems  

[91] 

Algorithmic 

transparency 

“is the principle that the factors that influence the 

decisions made by algorithms should be visible, or 

transparent, to the people who use, regulate, and are 

affected by systems that employ those algorithms.” 

The phrase was invented in 2016 by Nicholas 

Diakopoulos and Michael Koliska about the role of 

algorithms in deciding the content of digital 

journalism services.  

Software 

systems 

[92] 

Technical 

transparency  

“revealing the source code, inputs, and outputs of 

the algorithm which can build trust in many 

situations.” 

Information 

systems 

[93] 

Operational 

Transparency 

 

“Make your processes visible to customers and your 

customers visible to employees”  

Software 

systems 

[94] 

Transparency 

Enhancing 

Tools (TETs), 

and Usable 

Transparency 

“Can help individuals to exercise their right for 

transparency, and subsequently for intervenability, 

by technological means. TETs can be defined as 

tools providing insight into how the users’ data are 

being collected and processed and visualize related 

consequences in an accurate and comprehensible 

way.”  

“Besides, the GDPR emphasizes that transparency 

should be provided in a concise, intelligible and 

easily accessible, that is usable, form” 

Information 

systems  

 

[95] 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Transparency and Trust Outside the Field 

Trust and transparency have been studied in various areas. To examine their relationship, 

previous research inside and outside the field of information systems has to be examined. 

The areas outside information systems mainly included social science, governance, 

business, ethics, and health areas etc. Also, several studies targeting trust and transparency 

from psychological and sociological perspective and not necessarily dealing with digital 
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systems have also been scanned for background information. However, topics from the 

information system field was the focus.  

Useful transparency can only be successful “when it enables stakeholders to make decisions 

based on the provided information and acts upon them” [26]. For instance, in the 

sociological and psychological sense, transparency can be described as garnering 

information and knowledge about the environment to prepare actions and decisions [96]. 

Both concepts trust and transparency have been realized in the human societies very long 

time ago. To transfer them into the relationship between human and piece of software 

required a deep understanding of the factors that have relationships with both qualities. The 

following pool of reviewed papers from the non-information systems selected where they 

studied the relationship between the concepts, where the software was the moderator of the 

relationship between the user and the institution and where they examined the concepts of 

trust and transparency as a property of that relationship. 

Table 2.2: List of references outside the field 

Field of study References 

Non-information system [97] [85, 96, 98-109] 

 

The reported factors of trust and transparency were only the common factors between 

literatures, where the reason is to see the commonality across disciplines. [103] [102] stated 

that transparency is known for its role in increasing and generating trust with public 

institutions. However, this is not always the case, as it is dependent on the variables 

moderating the effect between trust and transparency. In their case study they have proved 

that the frequency of accessing the information through the usage of social media has an 

influence on the relationship between trust and transparency. The higher the frequency of 

use the lower the impact of transparency on trust in the institution.  

Two other related papers in management-stakeholders’ literature [85] [108] were selected, 

both examine in-depth the influence between trust and transparency in the relationship from 

stakeholder-to-organization. These papers were chosen as both examine information 
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transparency and its effect on trust. They reported that information discloser has an impact 

on trust and transparency, and the factors of transparency, e.g., “openness”. In both [85, 

108], found that transparency leads to trust. Further, [108] shows how transparency can 

prevent trust-crisis between the citizen and the organization where the information provided 

increases transparency in the system. This relationship has also been examined in other 

contexts (e.g., governance [29]) and in relationship to other software qualities like privacy 

and security. 

 Privacy  

As example on privacy, Moreno and Molina [105] analysed the effectiveness of the 

transparency strategy of a Spanish university. They examine the impact transparency policy 

has on trust in using the school’s educational services. They explain that when users are 

exposed to too much information, about public institutions, they tend to harbour negative 

perception as to their competence. 

Security 

As Jahansoozi [108] has shown in the case of “organization-stakeholder relationship 

between oil and gas operators and community members”, “after a crisis, transparency is 

crucial for rebuilding trust”. When referring to this paper it is important to keep in mind 

that it deals with stakeholders within themselves not the relationship between stakeholder 

and a system. The importance of transparency in the organization-stakeholder relationship 

is also emphasized by Schnackenberg and Tomlinson [85] who maintain that transparency 

is essential to the trust stakeholders place in organizations.  

Between Governments and citizens 

According to Cleary and Stokes [110], although trust has not been fully defined from an 

institutional level, public trust in the government or public institutions can be demonstrated 

by how much confidence they have in the public institutions to operate in their best 

interests. Kim et al. [102] in their research considered e-participation in web-based 

applications provided by the government. E-participation refers to “citizens’ voluntary 

participation and involvement in public administration affairs and public decision making 

through the use of web-based applications provided by the government”. Trechsel et al. 
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[111] stated that diverse e-participation applications can serve to enhance transparency of 

political and administrative processes. Creating new platforms of information, can also 

enhance the public’s direct involvement and the quality of opinions. 

Perceived risk [99] and culture [109] have also been identified as factors that influence the 

relationship between trust and transparency. 

Some research has defined the concepts in their context while some others have not. For 

instance [103, 109] both define trust and transparency in their context of examination. Both 

papers reported on the moderating variables effects the relationship in their context. In 

contrast, [100, 104] defined neither concepts before studying them in their context domain. 

[100], however, mentioned that transparency is essential to explain the Blackbox models 

for decision making from an ethical perspective.  

2.2.3 Transparency and Trust Inside the Field 

Transparency has been explored in the context of its impact on trust, however, research has 

not shown a concrete answer on that relationship. Yu, L [84] have examined trust and 

transparency as non-functional requirements and the likelihood of them influencing each 

other. However Cysneiros et al. [83] mentions that transparency needs to be managed to 

ensure trust. Another research done by [112] demonstrates the role of software in fostering 

trust and transparency. Furthermore, they advise that trust and transparency design should 

be included in the information systems in e-government. 

Users tend to subconsciously trust software based on assumptions, in some cases, and this 

has an impact on transparency. Trust can be misleading without transparency, for instance, 

in the case of licenses and agreements of the software and data collection, users tend to 

trust that the system is going to act in a way that serves them best. In this case trust can 

cause a false sense of transparency [113].  
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Table 2.3: List of references inside the field 

Field of study References 

Information system: Software system [24, 25, 27, 32, 80, 82, 83, 

112, 114-124] 

Information system: AI based Software system (including 

recommendation and decision support systems) 

[91] [25, 125-131] 

 

2.2.4 Trust and Transparency Challenges  

As discussed above transparency and trust can be intermingled. There is not enough 

established research on the relationship between transparency and trust and whether more 

transparency would increase or decrease trust.  

Trust and transparency relationship have been examined in various research areas. Most of 

these research areas have mainly focused on studying this relationship or reporting on it as 

a whole without mentioning or investigating further which aspects and properties of these 

concepts have effect on this relationship. The implementation of the relationship is still 

very limited. Thus, in this research, a rigorous literature review is needed to describe the 

relationship in a more systematic way together with its possible features and expected 

benefits and pitfalls, (see Chapter 4).  

2.3 Requirements Engineering  

Requirements engineering (RE) frequently determines the success of a  project [132]. It is 

the phase of software engineering where the scope of the system is defined, and the 

stakeholders’ needs, and concerns are iteratively arranged and presented. RE must bring the 

informal needs of the stakeholders into the formal software behaviour. The process of 

requirements engineering includes defining and maintaining the features of the software 

[133] to outline what the system should do rather than how it should be done.  This process 

consists of the following interleaved and iterative core activities: Requirements elicitation, 

Requirements specification, Requirements verification and validation, Requirements 

management [134].  

Requirements are the alphabetic foundation  of software products [135]. They can be 

functional and non-functional requirements. Functional requirements define the 
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specifications and features of a system by describing what a system is supposed to do. The 

non-functional requirements determine the behaviour of a system in a specific condition by 

describing how the system will respond [136]. These requirements are the consistent trace 

of the software product. Existing research examined transparency as a non-functional 

requirement (NFR) in its interrelations with other NFRs and goals [26, 82] 

According to Christof Ebert [137] many surveys in industries show that software products 

do not always deliver their actual commitments. This is caused by multiple reasons as 

stated in their study. However, most of the reasons are related to requirements engineering 

(RE), which seems to be the cornerstone where projects either succeed or fail. RE is about 

finding out and defining what the system should do and specify how the system can be 

implemented. Klaus Pohl defines “requirements engineering as the process of eliciting 

individual stakeholder requirements and needs and developing them into detailed, agreed 

requirements documented and specified in such a way that they can serve as the basis for all 

other system development activities” [135]. 

The sudden change of requirements is identified as the key reason why projects are likely to 

fail. Besides not managing to keep up with changing requirements, the inability to identify 

the relevant requirements, is another key reason for software project failures [137]. 

Moreover, since it is in requirements that the core focus, functions, and constraints of the 

software system-to-be are defined, Requirements Engineering also has a key role to play in 

developing software that would foster sustainability [36]. 

Requirements engineering is a process of defining, documenting, and maintaining the 

features of a project. The process of documenting these features help to define the project 

for both short and long-term development [138]. There are many activities contributing to 

this, such as requirement elicitation, evaluation, specification, analysis and evolution of the 

objectives, functionalities, qualities and constraints to be attained by a software-intensive 

system within some organisational or physical environment [139]. Using requirements 

engineering, the software can adequately address issues for which it was designed, which 

entails requirements engineers properly comprehending and defining the issues [139]. 

Requirement elicitation provides methods and techniques to gain domain knowledge about 

the system, so its inputs used in the development stages [140]. Requirement specification 
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produces the software requirements including functional and non-functional requirements 

aspects and constrains. One main issue is that some of RE activities are not often  picked up 

by companies because of the time required to get a deep understanding of the system 

aspects and their constrains and that can be difficult in a fast decision environment [138].  

Formal requirements are presented using informal statements such as use cases, user 

stories. Use cases are used to speak for the functional behaviour of the system, and even 

though it is not particularly precise, it still is a useful method for representing the functional 

requirement of the system [140]. User stories on the other had are used mostly in Agile 

methods and where it expresses the requirements in a scenario rather than a use case in this 

form “As a <actor> I want <something> so that <benefit>” [141].  

Requirements Engineering in Agile Processes 

Recently, many projects relied on agile development, like Scrum, to deliver high quality 

software rapidly. Unlike the traditional methods in software engineering, using agile 

requires iterative development [142].  

Eberlein and Leite [143] stated that requirements are inadequately tackled in agile 

development and recommend the adoption of requirement practices such as identifying 

non-functional requirement and change management. Requirements engineers should 

therefore identify techniques to apply these practices in their development process.      

Yunyun Zhu [142] explains that “Requirements are not detailed enough” in agile 

development. Not having enough details can be misleading to the developers as to the 

extent the requirements can be regarded as ready to be implemented. Requirements 

engineering is been avoided since requires substantial documentation [144].  Research in 

RE Agile shows that there is a lack of user perspective in the current practices, mainly 

because of the nature of agile development, where it is about speeding the iterations results 

[71]. Transparency is seen as a meta-requirement [13, 79]. i.e., it addresses “how 

requirements can be fulfilled” [13]. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters have constituted a robust literature review pertaining to trust and 

transparency, as these concepts relate to users and software engineering. The relationship 

between trust and transparency has also been identified along with factors influencing or 

not influencing it.  

This chapter will consider the research methodology and all the research methods to be 

used throughout this study to address the research questions and achieve the research aim.  

To achieve the first objective, a robust review was conducted to ascertain the meaning of 

trust and transparency and how they relate in the field of software engineering and outside 

the field. To address the second objective, a systematic literature review was conducted 

using a concept map and clustering of papers to find the relationship between user trust and 

transparency, and to identify all factors that have an influence on this relationship. For the 

third objective, a transparency engineering methodology was developed, which will be 

applied by requirements engineers and developers to guide them during their system 

development process. This will help improve user trust by enabling users’ trust judgment. 

Finally, to fulfil the fourth objective, the transparency engineering methodology will be 

evaluated using a case study to investigate its benefits and limitations in a real-life situation 

and seek areas for future development.  

The research methodology employed throughout this work is qualitative. The methods to be 

used include a systematic literature review (using concept map and clusters) and a case 

study design (using semi-structured interviews, pre and postquestionnaire, and focus 

groups). 
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3.1.1 Qualitative Research Design (in this thesis) and Research Methods 

According to Chandra and Hareendan [145], qualitative research is said to be inductive, 

whereby an in-depth analysis of case studies or events is studied to investigate a situation or 

phenomenon. Qualitative research has advantages as well as disadvantages as shown in 

table below. 

Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of qualitative research [145]. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Provides detailed perspectives of a few people Has limited generalizability 

Captures the voices of participants 
Gives only soft data (not hard data, such as 

numbers) 

Allows the participant’s experience to be 

comprehended in context 
Studies few people 

Is centred on the participant’s views, not of the 

researchers 
Is highly subjective 

Appeals to people’s enjoyment of stories 
Reduces the use of the researcher’s capability 

due to reliance on participants 

 

The research design employed in this study follows an interpretivist’s paradigm and uses a 

qualitative research methodology. Qualitative research methods utilized in this study 

include systematic literature review, case study, focus groups, interviews, etc.  

Figure 3.1: Qualitative research design, provides a pictorial representation of the research 

methods employed throughout this study. 
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Figure 3.1: Qualitative research design in this thesis [NOP= number of participants] 

3.1.2 Systematic Literature Review 

A systematic literature review was conducted using a concept map and clusters to find the 

relationship between user trust and transparency and to identify the factors that have an 

influence on this relationship. 

A classification table (see Table 4.1: Cluster) was also used to group authors in the field 

who have been reviewed for this study. Papers that presented a concrete contribution to 

their research area were focused on instead of the generic discussion keywords search.  

In order to find relevant literature, Google Scholar was used as the main search engine for 

literature published at a variety of venues and outlets. Search words which were used in 

google.scholar.com were: Software, Trust, Transparency, Model, Information system. 

Additionally, the ACM portal was used for papers in informatics. “Trust and transparency” 

were added to the search terms used on portal.acm.org. papers and surveys. 
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Concept Map and Clusters  

To structure and represent the fundamental knowledge derived from variety of sources  a 

concept map can be created [33]. The concept maps are used to facilitate the learning 

research, evaluation, data analysis, and identify new research pathways. It also constructs 

ideas into a hierarchical structure of concepts [146]. Concepts are the key areas of 

knowledge in a research area combined to create a plan or identify new pathways.  

In this study, synthesis techniques were utilised to help in summarizing and structuring the 

reviewed papers, resulting in content-related clustering as the guiding principle [147]. This 

clustering, and the data extraction process it involves, helped in summarizing the content 

from the results coming from the literature and go beyond a subjective review of the 

literature to assists in building a conceptual model [34].  

The systematic review started with clustering initial papers. These example papers helped 

to scope the research area as reflected on later in the literature review. To structure and 

represent the fundamental knowledge as well as summarize and synthesize the information 

obtained from a variety of sources, a concept map is constructed. A concept map is a useful 

tool in recognizing and understanding the theories and concepts, along with the connections 

and relationships between them [33].  

This helped to develop the transparency engineering methodology, which has been 

explained in detail in (see Chapter 5) of this thesis.  

3.1.3 Case Study Design 

A case study is an in-depth investigation into a case e.g. a person, place, an organization, a 

situation, etc. [148]. Similarly, Kumar [149] explains that using a case study aids in an in-

depth investigation and enables the researcher to collect more detailed information.  

A case study was used to evaluate the transparency engineering methodology (TEM), that 

was developed in the course of this Ph.D. project. A case study with Spirit Healthcare was 

conducted. This was done by running the TEM on one of their software projects and 

applying examples from other applications. Spirit Healthcare is a health organisation with a 

small technology branch that handles sensitive data. The participants were all team 

members, and include domain experts, senior developers, and developers. They were all 
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informed that their participation in the evaluation was voluntary.  The company was chosen 

through the following process: an email had been sent out to several companies in health 

domain which is a of particular interest due to the critical nature of its data collection. Spirit 

Healthcare is a very successful company, currently in the top 50 fastest growing companies 

in the United Kingdom, UK. The evaluation of the TEM uses qualitative approaches, 

including the following instruments: pre- and post-questionnaire, focus groups, and semi-

structured interviews. 

Pre-questionnaire 

A questionnaire can be described as a compilation of written questions used for gathering 

information. The questionnaire was distributed online due to the current COVID-19 

pandemic to avoid face to face interactions. Questionnaires have the advantage of been less 

time consuming [150].   

A prequestionnaire with open-ended questions was utilized during the evaluation of the 

TEM in order to elicit in-depth responses from the participants. Open-ended questions 

proved effective as they do not put constraints on the participants and allows them to freely 

give their opinions. These responses then helped to design and structure some questions for 

the semi-structured interview used afterwards. 

Semi-Structured Interview 

Interviews are a qualitative data collection method, involving cross examination using 

specific questions [145]. They enable the researcher to get more accurate and in-depth data 

from participants. Interviews however have the disadvantage of being time consuming. 

When planning or conducting interviews, there are certain advantages and disadvantages to 

consider. The adaptability of the questions and the amount of in-depth or rich response are 

considered as advantages of this method. On the other hand, interviews require time and 

there is also the possibility of biased responses from the interviewees [150]. 

According to Kumar [149] there are two main types of interviews: structured and 

unstructured. The unstructured is evolutionary in its structure, has flexible contents and 

involves open-ended questions where participants have no constraint over the information 

they give. The structured interview, in contrast, has a pre-determined structure, usually 
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rigid with closed-ended questions to guide both the researcher and participants. This 

research however employed the use of semi-structured interviews as they adopt both open-

ended and theoretical driven questions in order to garner in-depth data reflecting the 

participant's experience whilst drawing them fully into the topic that is being studied [151] . 

They have some structure in their contents, wording and order of questions while also 

giving the participants some flexibility and leeway in their responses. It also reduces the 

amount of time the interview would take.  

Focus Group 

Stopher describes focus groups as a qualitative data collection method used to gather in-

depth information from a carefully chosen group of participants to discuss a specific topic. 

It can also be used to assist the design and evaluation of surveys [152]. 

Focus group was employed in this study throughout online sessions. During these sessions 

further discussions were set to elaborate on the issues that were raised during the interviews 

or filling out the questionnaires. Additionally, these sessions allowed a free space for 

brainstorming on the problem area as well as the developed methodology with the domain 

experts team.  

3.2  Sampling Strategy and Size 

The sampling strategy employed for evaluating the TEM was purposive sampling. The 

Spirit Hub application is used as the case study, to test the TEM in a real-life situation. The 

TEM was applied to other company applications to demonstrate how TEM can be used.  

The group of software engineering experts of the company was made up of developers and 

domain experts, who were chosen to participate in the focus group and interviews. In total, 

there were 5 participants: 1 domain expert, 1 domain expert/project manager and three 

developers. 

3.3 Ethical Considerations 

There are ethical considerations used in the research, as the evaluation involved data 

collection from the participants. An ethical approval was issued for that purpose. 

Participants were notified prior to the study that their responses will be recorded. Data 
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collected will be codified and the participants’ identity will remain anonymous unless they 

explicitly consent for it to be used in any reports from this study. Furthermore, participants 

will be notified that audio will be recorded. Recordings will be deleted once they have been 

transcribed and unless experts have consented to their identity to be used, transcripts will be 

anonymised. Prior to any online interview, interviewees are provided with a copy of the 

information sheet and will have adequate time to decide whether they wish to or have the 

capacity to take part. Moreover, each participant is given the opportunity to give their 

consent or not for the study without the intervention of any form of coercion or undue 

influence on the subject’s decision. Interviews will focus on developers and requirement 

specialist and domain expert perspectives on giving feedback the Transparency Engineering 

Methodology not expected to cover any contentious or sensitive personal issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 

4. Systematic Literature Review  

4.1 Overview  

This chapter reviews the literature on trust and transparency to help engineer transparency 

requirements that aim to enhance trust in a software. Trust and transparency have been 

examined in software systems in a variety of contexts [125, 128] (see also Section 2.2.3). 

As highlighted in previous chapters, the relationship between trust, transparency is still not 

fully understood in the research community. For this research, to achieve its aim of 

enhancing trust through transparency, it is important to understand their relationship. 

Therefore, an in-depth literature review will be conducted in this chapter to further 

delineate the matter. A total of forty-five articles were chosen and reviewed. Using a 

concept map and clusters, the current state-of-the-art is derived from the literature and 

provides a summary of the relationship between trust and transparency in software systems 

from different domains and areas.  

4.2 Identification and Clustering of the Literature  

4.2.1 Definition of Search Criteria 

In this research, a literature review procedure was adopted to select the primary articles. 

The major databases used were IEEE Explorer, Springer Link, ACM digital library, 

Science Direct. 

Keywords Search 

In order to find relevant literature, Google Scholar was used as the primary search engine 

for literature published at the related venues. Search words which were used in 

google.scholar.com include: Software, Trust, Transparency, Information system; combined 

with AND/OR or both e.g., “trust AND transparency OR software” “trust AND 

transparency OR information system”. “User” was removed from the search terms as the 

user can be a patient or a customer, then searching for only “user” would be restricting. 

Additionally, the ACM portal was used for papers in informatics field. “Trust and 
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transparency” were added to the search terms used on portal.acm.org. Fifty-two papers 

were reviewed and the selection process for the clusters is explained in this Section. 

Backward and Forward Chaining 

Backward and forward chaining was applied by following the references in the articles 

identified via the initial search. Thus 8 papers were added, for a total of 60.  

Definition of Selection Criteria 

As trust is a wide area of research, covering trust of humans in other humans and systems, 

the search focus was narrowed down to the related research of interest. Starting out with 

scanning where trust and transparency have been studied, participants of trust relations 

were identified. Trust and transparency have been studied in various areas (Chapter 2, 

Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). Given the Informatics background of this project the trust 

relationship we are referring to is between human and the software. Content scanning was 

necessary to identify the relevance of the papers found. The Titles, Abstracts, and 

conclusions, in this order, were read. The full title was used to identify the research area of 

the publication and as first criterion to filter out papers not matching the research.  

4.2.2 Filter Criteria 

The number of the papers reported in the clusters was reduced to forty-five based on the 

following Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. 

1. Relevance: Papers relating to the research question of this thesis, What is the 

relationship between trust and transparency? (See Section 1.3). 

2. Recency: Papers published in the period 2005-2020. 

3. Full Access: To include the paper, the contents of the paper have to be accessible in 

full text. 

4. Duplicated papers: Repeated papers have been excluded which have been published 

in an extended or complete version and considered the more elaborate version. 

5. Language and peer review: Selection of papers was restricted to those that were 

written in English and published in peer-reviewed journals and conferences. 

4.3 Synthesizing using Concept Map and Clusters  

To conduct this literature review, a concept map and clustering method were used as stated 

in the Research Methodology (see Section 3.1.2). In addition, before finalizing the text-
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based clustering, a concept map was created based on the themes identified and used as 

concepts which grew with the addition of each paper. The concept map focuses on the 

relationship between trust and transparency in the identified literature [33]. These are 

research methods that help to summarize and conceptually organize the reviewed papers 

[95].  

4.3.1 Concept Map 

The goal of the concept map is to visually represent the relationship between concepts, and 

properties that have been mentioned in the literature on trust and transparency. The concept 

map helps to recognize the most important aspects that influence the relationship between 

trust and transparency. This was a useful reference point when constructing the clusters. 

 

The concept map started out from the two main concepts that were of interest to this 

research in the centre of the map: Trust and Transparency. From these, concepts were 

added as soon as they were identified in any of the selected papers. For this step, note 

taking was of importance while reading the papers, as it helped to keep track of the main 

concepts and shaped the major findings over time and during the process.  Initial nodes 

developed into clusters when more papers added to the concepts. As a result, some of the 

nodes were translated to clusters, some were also grouped together.  

 

The concept map, shown in Figure 4.1: Concept Map, consists of the concepts and their 

relationships with each other. The bubbles are colour coded: The green bubbles are the 

main concepts; the purple bubbles are the perspectives, and the light green bubbles are the 

clusters. Concepts are the main key words which are found in the literature. Clusters and 

perspectives are explained below (see Section 4.3.2). The Figure 4.1: Concept Map shows a 

visual depiction of how the different concepts relate to each other. Some concepts are 

tightly bound to one another whilst some are directly derived from others. The map depicts 

this complex relationship and allow for clear visualisation of the common concepts. 
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Figure 4.1: Concept Map 
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4.3.2 The Process of Clustering and Results 

The concept map was used to define and edit the clusters iteratively. After classifying the 

main themes from different perspectives, a cluster table was created to easily derive and 

analyse information, adding content to the visual depiction of the concept map. The 

perspectives take on various values across the reviewed papers, because different results 

may be obtained. Papers with the same value form a cluster. Thus, the name of the clusters 

is used to refer to the values of the perspectives. For instance, under perspective 5, there are 

the values " Trust and acceptance of the system", " Increasing user’s privacy-awareness" 

etc. Papers presenting the same value " Trust and acceptance of the system " are clustered 

together. The number of papers does not imply minor or major importance of a cluster, in 

fact it only indicates if that value has been discussed in the literature. 

 

When constructing the clusters, the review process started out with four initial papers. 

These papers show different type of the relationship. The papers draw the first list of the 

trust-transparency relationship forming the initial cases of this research, which will be 

reflected on later in this literature review. These four papers are [27] relationship unclear, 

[32] transparency leading to trust, [128] transparency affects trust based on variables 

moderating the effect, [93] high transparency erodes trust. This constituted the groundwork 

that was expanded with additional themes as the review proceeded. As a result, they have 

been analysed in more detail to build the initial groundwork to be expanded with more 

papers when additional themes were identified.  

The perspectives show a strong association of the trust transparency relationship presented 

in the papers (from a particular viewpoint). However, there are various values (i.e., where 

the papers examine same topics and concepts but show different results) for these 

perspectives across the reviewed papers. These perspectives cannot be definitively fixed 

under a single value and thus the papers which have the same values align are clustered 

together (form a cluster). Hence, we use the clusters’ name to refer to the perspectives 

value. The resulting clusters aim to assist in understanding the relationship between trust 

and transparency. The number of papers in each cluster has no indication on efficacy of the 

cluster, it is only to indicate if that perspectives value existing and have been discussed in 

the literature. 
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The included papers must define explicitly their view on the relationship between trust and 

transparency that have been experimented using a case study or have reported on a specific 

case study. This was done throughout a reviewing process in order to fully examine all 

factors influencing the relationship. Based on the main perspectives identified, the paper 

was then assigned to the appropriate clusters. It progressed by completely adding the 

concepts of one paper before moving on to reading the next one, adding its concepts. 

 

Table 4.1: Clusters 

PERSPECTIVES CLUSTERS KEY REFs 

1. Influence of 

transparency on trust   

 

Transparency leading to trust [91, 124, 

125]  

Transparency affects trust based on variables moderating 

the effect 

 [128] 

Transparency does not improve trust [24] 

High transparency erodes trust  [93] 

Relationship unclear / not understood yet [27, 126] 

Transparency’s role of managing trust in decision making [153] 

Transparency rebuilds trust     [28] 

2.Type of system 

 

Non-AI-based Software 

 

[24, 25, 27, 

32, 80, 82, 

112, 114-

124] 

AI-based software  [25, 91, 125-

131] 

3. Definitions and 

“anti-definitions”  

Definitions of trust: [24, 27, 116, 

117] 

Definitions of transparency [83, 125] 

Neither trust nor transparency are defined [32, 114, 

126, 128] 

4. Application 

domain (areas)  

Business  [27, 32] 

Education (peer assessment) [24] 

Art [25] 

Health  [32, 154]  

Public services and Governance  [28, 29, 80] 

Cloud Computing   [116] 
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5. Goal of 

transparency in 

relation to trust and 

other system 

qualities  

Trust and acceptance of the system [25] 

Increasing user’s privacy-awareness [6]  

Data protection  [22] 

Rebuild or enhance legitimacy and trust [22, 28] 

Predictability, and expectations   [24, 91] 

6. Existing  

Requirement 

Specifications 

Methods  

i* models  [82, 84] 

Design patterns [14, 22] 

Modelling languages [13] 

Taxonomy of transparency requirements [6] 

7.Facets and 

Attributes of 

transparency 

Level of disclosure [25, 28] 

Level of abstraction of content description [32] 

Accessibility, understandability, and relevance. 

(attributes) 

[3, 25]  

Accessibility, usability, informativeness, understandability 

and auditability (NFR-soft goals) 

[80] 

Meaningfulness, stakeholders, usefulness, and information 

quality (facets) 

[26]  

Procedural information  [24] 

8. Factors influences 

trust and 

transparency 

User expectation violation  [24, 25, 32, 

123, 129] 

Quality of information and information disclosure  [22, 26, 155] 

Dependency relation between the user and the system: 

voluntary relation, vulnerability relation  

[24, 25, 27]  

Sensitivity of the decision making  [32] 

Culture, user role with the systems  [91, 156] 

User perceived risk  [25, 27]  

User confidence with the system [91, 156] 

Assumptions  [113] 

 

A total of eight perspectives were defined from the literature survey, then based on the 

process mentioned above, the retrieved information was categorized into clusters. These 

perspectives and their clusters are briefly represented in Table 4.1: Clusters and each 

perspective and their respective clusters is explained below.  
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Perspective 1: Influence of trust and transparency on each other  

This perspective represents the direction of the relationship between transparency and trust, 

that can be positive (e.g., “leads to”), negative (e.g., “erodes”) or neutral (“unclear”). 

However, only a few papers have reported how particular variables influence such a 

relationship. The researcher in [128] reported that transparency has an effect on the user 

confidence. It can increase confidence when transparency bridges the gap between a users’ 

mental model of how the system works and the actual functioning system. However, 

transparency can also   undermine confidence when users have a correct mental model of 

the system and transparency causes the user to be focused on the software’s flaws. Thus, 

transparency is reliant on the user’s perception of the software. Kizilcec [24] further 

reported that expectation violation measured by the user’s confidence with the software 

affects the relationship. However, other researchers have reported that the relationship is 

unclear and not well understood based on their findings. Mercuri [27] explains that 

although there is a clear relationship between trust and transparency, this relationship can 

be difficult to understand as there are more trust definitions than actual case studies from 

previous research. They have reported that in the context of security assurances, 

transparency and trust relationship is not well understood. They therefore recommend a 

“trust-centric approach” to achieving transparency in order to boost users’ confidence in a 

system. Moreover, another paper [25] in the art domain explains that low risks trust is not 

improved by transparency. However, in other situations that have a higher risk, for example 

in an automated system where a user cannot directly judge the underlying processes, 

transparency have a great influence on trust. Cramer et al. [25] also mentioned another 

element to consider, that the effect of transparency is based on the user expectations, i.e. 

transparency can be required in the first encounter and when unexpected outcomes are 

presented. Chien et al. [91] stated that in all cultures the lack of transparency will reduce 

trust because of the lack of “evidence about system operation and performance”. While 

another research result shows that “while medium transparency increased trust 

significantly, high transparency eroded it completely” [93]. Transparency’s role of 

managing trust in decision making so users can build appropriate trust with the system i.e. 

users do not over-trust or under-trust the system considering its explanations [153]. As a 
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result, transparency generally increases trust, however it needs to provide relevant 

information to users. 

Perspective 2: Type of system  

There are two broad software-based system types in this literature: AI and non-AI based. 

There is different emphasis on the factors that impact the relationship between trust and 

transparency, which can be noticed in the examples provided in the related Sections (see 

Perspective 5, 7 and 8). Due to the frequent opaqueness of AI systems, transparency can be 

a crucial factor in trusting their results [127]. AI systems are often a black box with a set of 

inputs and an output and delineating the complexity of the processes is difficult. Indeed, 

there is whole areas of research devoted to this objective [127]. The most important aspect 

of trust in an AI system relates to the quality of output, if the expected result from a system 

is received then it is trusted, but this may not be reflected in how the result is determined. 

For example, art recommendation systems are judged based on the quality of their 

recommendation [25]. Culture is another factor of importance when examining trust and 

transparency in  automation systems [91].  

Other non-AI systems generally tend to rely on more human interaction in progressive 

steps, each of which invokes a trust relationship [16]. As a result, the factors that influence 

trust in such a system are quite different and more tangible, with things like quality of 

information and contextual relevance being more important [155]. However, there are some 

crucial similarities, they still have to be informative, relevant, accessible and 

understandable.  

Perspective 3: Definitions and “anti-definitions”  

Some of the reviewed papers have experimented with the relationship between trust and 

transparency and posted their results without defining one or neither notions of trust nor 

transparency in their application domain [32, 114, 126, 128]. Defining these notions sets up 

the research’s initial focus with the corresponding attributes and facets and should act as a 

starting point. The notion of transparency can carry several inconsistent meanings [157] in 

the literature (see Section 2.2.3). It is interesting to see a counter example where an anti-

definition of trust and transparency is provided. Mercuri [27] did not define trust and 

transparency directly but stated that, for example, trust and transparency are “not 
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necessarily synonymous with full exposure”. Having a definitive definition of trust and 

transparency has a direct impact on the paper’s relation and interpretation of trust and 

transparencies constituent parts, and thus have been clustered. Some papers have no 

definition leaving interpretation of their results and conclusions more open, and more 

difficult to relate with other works.  

Perspective 4: Application domain (areas)  

Areas of a software applications define a different trust transparency relationship, with 

particular factors and facets acting as the predominant influence on their relationship. 

Moreover, the goal of transparency in a domain can vary from one to another. The domains 

that have been reported on in the literature are as diverse as Health care, Education, Art, 

Cloud computing etc. Different types of transparency are more pertinent in particular fields, 

for example health care software has sensitive data with privacy concerns [32]. Ethical 

principles are enabled with dependence and regulation information transparency [78] see 

Section 4.3.3. As this reliance increase as the failure of the software becomes more 

significant [43]. Whereas the Art domain requires transparency which is more informative 

without much risk or other dependencies [25]. In this way a domain can, much like in (see 

Perspective 2 and 3) have an overarching impact on the relationship of trust and 

transparency and directly affect the relationship between the other factors and facets that 

make up the trust transparency relationship. 

 

Perspective 5: Goal of transparency in relation to trust and other system qualities  

Transparency goals in relation to another system quality were diverse in the literature, 

however, the majority of the research examined transparency in relation to privacy, and/or 

trust. In the case of trust goals, the literature reported how transparency can increase trust 

and user acceptance of the system [25] and how to rebuild or enhance legitimacy and trust 

[22, 28]. Other goals reported were the role of transparency in increasing user’s privacy-

awareness, expectations, and user data protection. The authors in [25] shows that 

transparency increased perceived understanding in the correlated with perceived 

competence, therefore increased trust and acceptance of the system. Transparency has 
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frequently and effectively been used as a tool to achieve particular high-level goals of 

systems.  

In the last few years, new data protection regimes have been put in place that reformed the 

notion of transparency in supporting user-centred approaches [7]. Transparency should not 

only care about the content of the information provided to the user but also the quality and 

the understandability of this information. Rossi et al. [22] stated that the data controllers 

must implement transparency in their data processes. They also suggested that this 

transparency should have a positive relationship with trust by enhancing user’s trust. Thus, 

it has been shown transparent about data usage can be used to align with data protect 

regulation such as GDPR. 

Perspective 6: Existing requirements specifications methods  

There are few methods to generate requirements specifications for trust and/or 

transparency. Design patterns are one of them. Hoffmann [14] used requirements patterns 

to created high-level goals of trust a system should justify (e.g., ) along with a related 

forces to drive the domain expert into making decision with trust as a greater focus. These 

pattens were derived from trust antecedents and factors that are collected from systematic 

literature review of the research performed on trust in automation. Researchers stated that 

transparency/trust are non-functional requirements  and therefore, i* models can manage 

transparency requirements [82, 84]. Meis et al. created a taxonomy of transparency, where 

the components of ISO/IEC 29100:2011 standard were structured in an extensible meta 

model to understand how the different types of transparency are related in order to address 

privacy goals transparency [6]. Hosseini [26] argued that i* modelling is not the definite 

answer to transparency, as they concluded in their research that to manage transparency 

“more effectively” there are other required processes and actions needed. Therefore, they 

used modelling languages to engineer transparency in business information systems, 

“enriches a goal model with additional transparency dimensions[...] transparency is 

information oriented” [13]. Similarly, this research agrees with Hosseini’s argument that, 

while i* is goal oriented and focuses on what the systems goals should be, transparency is 

information oriented. However, to address transparency with different system aspects, this 

cannot be done by only addressing the flow of information in the system. Therefore, there 
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is a need to develop a methodology that can help the requirements specialist to address 

transparency.  

Perspective 7: Facets and attributes of transparency  

In reviewing the existing literature, different facets and attributes of transparency were 

stated. Leite defined transparency SIG, which is a graph of non-functional requirements 

consisting of 33 soft goals. The five main soft goals which have direct influence on 

transparency are accessibility, usability, informativeness, understandability and auditability. 

Another research has divided transparency into the facets of stakeholders, meaningfulness, 

usefulness, and information quality describing that in order for the system to be transparent 

the information need to be understandable by the stakeholders and the intentions behind the 

system actions need to be clear. It can be noticed that the main facets of transparency can 

be various from one application domain to another. For instance the level of information 

disclosed are reported as important facets in the context of government [25, 28] whilst 

procedural information is important in the context of algorithmic transparency [24]. Yu-

Cheng definition of transparency “rests on three attributes: accessibility, understandability, 

and relevance”. Yu-Cheng stated that these attributes are necessary for the stakeholders to 

achieve their said goals with the system [3, 25].  The common attributes of transparency 

that can be seen in above definitions are accessibility, understandability and relevance are 

thus key to successful transparency. 

Perspective 8: Factors that influence trust and transparency. 

User Expectation Violation: Transparency can either encourage or discourage users to/from 

trusting a system [24]. Likewise, violation of expectation can be considered a ‘critical 

moderator’ of the impact transparency has on user trust. Kizilcec [24] carried out an online 

field experiment to determine the impact of system transparency design on algorithmic 

interfaces and the resulting effect on users’ trust. They tested three levels of system 

transparency (low, medium, and high) in a peer assessment for an online course and 

reported that users who had their expectations violated had less trust in the system. 

However, when too much information was given or high transparency design was used, 

their trust reduced further. When users suspect their expectation is violated, they are said to 

pay more attention to the information provided to discover the reason why their expectation 
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did not match the system output. Kizilcec [24] therefore suggests a balance in system 

transparency design or information given to users (medium transparency). For the 

methodology to be developed it can be derived from this cluster that transparency need to 

be designed in a way where it can provide relevant information to the user.  

Similarly, Vaccaro et al. [123] reported an increase in user satisfaction when news feed 

control settings on social media platforms were present, whether they performed any actual 

algorithmic functions or not. According to Springer et al. [130], users’ daily decisions, 

when interacting with software, have constantly been influenced by hidden algorithms in 

apps or software. Users trust can also be increased if they feel the system or algorithm is 

“intelligent” [130]. Likewise, textual or procedural explanations given to users when using 

a system tends to foster their trust in that system [24, 130]. Both authors stated that 

understanding how manipulation of algorithm can impact user expectation or satisfaction is 

thus important for designers in creating products that foster user trust.  

Dependency Relation with the System: Some of the reviewed papers also noted the type of 

relationship between end-user and system which explains how much user depends on 

system. Cramer et al. [25] studied the voluntary relationship between the user and the 

system as one of the factors and found that it has an impact on transparency to trust 

relationship in their web-based application. In case of computer security, Mercuri et al. [27] 

suggested trust-centric approach (“as opposed to a vulnerability-based one”) to help in 

achieving transparency that assures the needed confidence and reduces the perceived risk. 

Kizilcec et al. [24] also stated that the dependency relationship between the user and the 

system has a major impact on trust, as they adopted trust definition is “of risk that one’s 

vulnerabilities will not be exploited”. 

User Confidence: In the case of AI software systems, several explanations have been 

examined in terms of transparency. According to Okamura et al. [153] explainability needs 

to be designed using user-centric principles, so users can build appropriate trust with the 

system. This means that users do not over-trust or under-trust the system as a result of its 

explanations. Thus, these explanations need to provoke the user’s judgment on the system’s 

processes, decisions, and recommendations. The main goal of explanations is to justify the 

reasons for action. The point is to make these actions logical to the user, i.e., by providing 
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information on “why” an action is occurring. The action can be a decision or a 

recommendation that has been shown to the user from the system. Recently the 

explanations also include “How” indeed there is a direct relationship by explain how data is 

going to be used also explains why. The user might need to know information about some 

concepts in order to understand how the system has reached their decisions.  Thus, the main 

aim of these explanations is to ensure user confidence with the system’s decisions and 

recommendations.  

Sensitivity of Decision Making: Trust and transparency are essential factors known to 

influence the user’s decisions when interacting with the software [156]. In order to make 

informed decisions it is necessary to elaborate the relevant and right amount of information. 

Transparency is seen as non-functional requirements that evaluates if the system has met 

this above criterion of providing the relevant information or not [32]. However, without 

considering the design of this information to improve user trust with the system, this 

transparency could potentially be implemented in a way that could cause manipulation of 

decision making. It is thus vital that transparency is passive in the sense that it does not 

influence a user to make a decision one way or another but provides the relevant 

information for them to autonomously make a decision.  

Assumptions: Mercuri et al. [27] reported on several case studies where assumptions 

(assuming reasonable understanding) are the causes of a “false sense” of trust, where 

transparency was missing. For instance, in case of licenses and data collection, trust without 

transparency can be misleading. Sink et al. [113] demonstrate cases where having both trust 

and transparency can remove the “veil”. They explained that transparency do so by 

allowing users to “see behind the corporate” this can “extend them your trust, making it 

easier for them to trust you in return”.   

Perceived Risk: One of factors that have a major role when examining the relationship 

between trust and transparency is the perceived risk of an action. Mercuri et al. [27] 

mentioned that achieving the transparency that reduces the user’s perceived risk is 

important. In order achieve this they have suggested trust-centric approach. Either a risk 

factor needs to be considered when examining the relationship or a successfully 

overcoming risk factor indicates the effectiveness of the relationship between trust and 

transparency. Cramer et al. [25] stated that in case of art domain with general low risks, 
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trust is not improved by transparency. However, in the situation when the system type is a 

recommendation system with high risk, where the results cannot be judged by the user 

directly, transparency has a great influence on trust. 

Culture: User’s culture has been examined as one of the factors that impact their trust with 

the system. The effects of transparency are also strongly influenced by it and it is tightly 

bound with user’s expectation. Much of a user’s expectations are derived from culture, 

some cultures encourage caution when using software, whilst others completely trust the 

technologies they are using. Study results found that systems may have to be adapted to be 

transportable to different cultures. Applications developed in wester cultures would need to 

create additional mechanism, eliciting transparency, to be suitable for eastern cultures [91]. 

Companies themselves also have identifiable cultures and users come to expect certain 

standards and design practices. These must be adhered to when implementing transparency 

[91].  

Information Quality and Information Disclosure: Information can be provided to assure the 

user that the system is secure, reliable, and safe. At the same time, however, it can also lead 

to problems like misleading, manipulating, or overwhelming the user [25]. Thus, the 

amount of information given is not an accurate measure on the system’s trustworthiness or 

transparency. An abundance of information can make it difficult for the user to find the 

content of any interest or importance. Therefore, it all depends on the understandability and 

relevance of content to the user. Luiz et al. [83] also reported that even when the software is 

fully disclosed it might not be considered “transparent software” as shown in the video 

recording software TiVo 2004. According to [91], inadequate system transparency will 

reduce users’ trust as a result of the lack of information or explanation about how a system 

operates. Following law and legislations can help, however these regulations are not always 

applied in high data sensitivity domains like health domain and even when related 

information is disclosed  it is not necessarily disclosed in “comprehensible and verifiable 

manner” [155]. Information disclosure can be unfavourable for institutions as it can reveal 

sensitive or confidential information compromising individuals or the institution [28]. 

However, transparency on the personal data is an enabler for user trust [5]. 

Moreover, the use of the information and where it is placed in the system is an essential 

element in transparent systems. Information labelled as vital [126] further explains that 
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including clear personalization features and signals on user interface design within apps 

will increase user satisfaction. E. A. Lind [28], therefore, recommends that software 

developers should adopt a transparent approach in their designs by making system or app 

information available to users where they can easily access it. This will also improve their 

trust and perceived risks related to privacy. 

  

4.3.3 Trust and Transparency Groups  

Groups are collections of concepts around transparency which differ from the above 

clusters due to being more generic concepts widely discussed in the field. As a result, they 

cannot be clustered due to their more ubiquitous nature and that they can overlap. While 

reviewing the literature, the frequently examined system qualities having an impact on the 

relationship between trust and transparency have been grouped as follows. 

System Qualities  

According to Yu and Leite, trust and transparency are non-functional requirements and 

therefore they are “likely” to influence each other [82, 84]. This means that they are also 

likely to be influenced by and have an influence on other non-functional system 

requirements. These other requirements can be used to better understand user trust. Based 

on the goals of the user, they will be refined further. A system then must fulfil them to 

make the user trust in its capability to achieve their needs and expectations. However, the 

software having certain qualities alone is not enough, the user also needs to be able to 

recognize these qualities. This is one of the roles of transparency; by revealing the correct 

amount of information about qualities that are important for the user, their trust judgement 

is improved. 

To study the relationship between trust and transparency, in this literature review the 

software qualities that have been highly examined in the reviewed papers have been 

identified. User experience, usability, reliability, and privacy are the qualities that have 

been reported the most frequently and are influenced by the positive relationship between 

trust and transparency.  Security has an effect and is also affected by both positive and 

negative relationship. Table (4.2) shows these high impact system qualities.   
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Table 4.2: System qualities 

User experience and Usability [158] [14, 159] 

Security [27] 

Privacy [160, 161] [162] 

Reliability [163] [25] 

 

User Experience and Usability: While researching transparency and trust in software 

systems, a relationship with usability as well as a user experience has been observed. 

Hoffmann et al mentioned in their findings that there is an overlap between trust patterns 

including transparency pattern, with usability and ease of use [14]. 

User experience can be affected by trust and transparency [159]. Transparency can improve 

user experience by improving their mental model [158]. A mental model is a psychological 

representation, internal conceptualization of processes or system features used to highlight 

the most important features used  during their interaction with the system [164, 165]. It is a 

simplified version of the system, the idea that the user has about how the system works. It 

represents user’s expectations during the user interaction with the system. However, the 

user mental model can be inaccurate and that affects their experience with the system [164] 

and can also affect their trust into the system directly. An improved mental model 

contributes to enhancing the overall trust with the system and improves user experience 

[166].  

 

Security: Security has been shown to impact the relationship between users and a system. If 

a system has been compromised for example being hacked, Jahansoozi [108] explains that 

transparency is crucial in order to reinforce organization-stakeholder relationship. This 

security relationship extends outside of the software field (see Section 2.2.2). Trust can be 

created through higher security causing lack of transparency in case of cryptography [27]. 

Mercuri et al. [27] stated that “transparency is deemed inversely proportional to trust”. This 

approach relies on the belief that transparency on security can increase the perceived 

complexity of the system for the user where only few people have the knowledge to truly 
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understand. The level of revealed information can therefore differ in transparent systems 

based on the targeted users perceived complexity of the that system. 

Reliability: Wright et al [163] research observing human-robot interaction reports that 

when there were robot errors, participants recorded reduced confidence in the reliability of 

the robots. They, therefore, explain that system reliability can have more impact on users’ 

perception of trust than system transparency. Thus, some reliability has to be achieved 

before trust can be influenced through transparency. Cramer et al [25] explains the 

importance for users to be able to rely on systems, in adapting their feedbacks and correctly 

meet their expectation.  

Privacy: The concepts of transparency and privacy are becoming more and more important 

due to the ever-increasing human reliance on technology. Users’ trust is said to be 

improved if they are aware of how data items are used or managed by a system [160]. 

Bertino et al. [160] also assert that although it is essential to provide data transparency, it 

should not violate user’s privacy or security requirements. Zinovatna et al. [161] mentioned 

several cases where lack of transparency can cause a privacy violation. They closely 

examined how privacy and transparency are connected and positively affect each other as 

well as the other system qualities like trust. 

Hedbom [162] sees transparency as a tool to enhance privacy, for the data subject has 

control on their personal data. Trust, in their research context, is the level of assurance that 

the data controller will behave as expected. The transparency that shall increase trust and 

not false trust should accurately show how the system is dealing with the user’s personal 

data. Thus, transparency must be used as tool to provide information to the user personal 

data and reduce the instances of false trust. 

Negative Patterns of Transparency 

Negative effects of transparency on the user are reported from the reviewed literature in 

Table 4.3. This shows some dark patterns of transparency, for instance manipulation effects 

that can occur through these actions including unfavourable default, limited view, and 

competing elements. Manipulation, in the case of intelligent based systems, can be caused 

by limiting the view of relevant content thus distorting a users’ mental model [24]. Further 

an “unfavourable default” where the system preselects an option during the user interaction 
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with it [167]. Similar effect, according to Chromik et al., can be used to induce unwanted 

data exposure such as “requiring the user to perform a certain action to access [...] certain 

functionality”. As well as nagging by “redirection of expected functionality that may persist 

over one or more interactions” [167]. Craft et al. [168] stated that transparency can do 

opposite effect by confusing the users with so much information that it becomes impossible 

for them to distinguish between the relevant information from the noise.  

 

Table 4.3: Dark patterns of transparency 

Manipulation [24, 91, 167] 

Explanation Marketing [167] 

Forced Data Exposure and nagging [167] 

Information Overload [167, 168] 

  

Transparency Categories (subjects of transparency) 

Table 4.4: Transparency shows transparency categories (subjects of transparency). 

Information transparency can be “enabling” or “impairing”. The authors in [78] state that 

the ethical effect of transparency relies on the ethical principles of dependence and 

regulation. It is important to be transparent when particular information is required in order 

to successfully perform an action or understand the risks of that action, i.e., there is a 

dependency on being informed. Further the ethical effects of transparency can be affected 

by regulation where information is restricted or controlled for privacy or copyright, etc.   

Leite et al. [82] explains that there are two categories of transparency for a software system, 

information transparency and process transparency. They stated that the software systems 

are only transparent if its internal functionalities and information are transparent. 

Additionally, Bannister et al. define three categories of transparency requirements process, 

data, and policy transparency. Each category should deal with questions and answer them 

[169]. Data transparency should answer “questions relating to data, content, and 

information” these questions answers “what information is need and who are the 

stakeholders”, while process transparency answers the “questions relating to processes, 

behaviours and interactions”. Finally, the policy transparency answer “questions relating to 
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intentions, policies and decision making […] why an action is performed” [26]. These 

questions primarily answer how something is performed”. According to Cappelli et al. 

process transparency is a “challenge  by  itself” and become more challenging to address 

with more processes being implemented by the software [170]. Additionally, Hosseini et al. 

and Bannister et al. pointed out that these categories “requires” each other i.e. process 

transparency requires data transparency and policy transparency requires process and data 

transparency [26, 169].  

Table 4.4: Transparency categories  

Process transparency [26, 80, 82, 170] 

Data transparency [26, 169] 

Policy transparency [26, 169] 

Information transparency [25, 80, 82] 

 

The papers were also grouped based on the targeted audience of trust and transparency. 

Table 4.5 shows various entities who demand trust and transparency.  Some research shows 

that different audience can require different ways of achieving transparency. Leite et al. 

[80] mentions that in dealing with transparency, citizens as customers require a “different 

sort of models and strategies than is needed for just dealing with users”. 

Table 4.5: Who demands trust, transparency. 

Who demands transparency and/or 

trust? 

• Customers 

• Citizen 

• Patients and doctors 

• Data subject 

 

 

 

[25, 80, 83] 

[28, 80] 

[32] 

[22] 

 

4.3.4 Findings and Discussion  

This chapter has looked at the factors, system qualities and the properties of trust and 

transparency in software systems. It has drawn on the literature in the area to construct a 

holistic view of their relationship defining where they correlate closely and discusses the 
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factors that influence their relationship. Moreover, these factors have been grouped into the 

overarching categories, software qualities, subjects of transparency, the target audiences, 

and negative patterns to describe more directly how transparency have an effect on trust. 

Much of the research describes trust and transparency as high-level goals and requirements, 

which relies on the discretion of the development team members to make implementation 

decisions. Here this delineate how and why a more systematic approach to software 

transparency could be formalized.  

Trust and transparency have a complex relationship, where depending on the influencing 

factors can have both a directly and indirectly proportional relationship. The clustering 

shows that trust-transparency relationship can be affected by a number of facets such as 

understandability, relevance, informativeness as well as factors such as the sensitivity of the 

decision making and reliance on the system. Moreover, cluster items such as application 

domain area and system type, the goal of trust and transparency for the system and even the 

definition of trust and transparency all affect the intricate relationship. It is thus clear that 

any methodology that formalises trust and transparency need to be flexible and dynamic 

within a framework that delivers robust implementations of transparency.  

It is significant to note the importance of an applications domain and system type on 

transparency, which can affect the level of details of required transparency, risk of 

dependency and the reliance on a system as well as a myriad of other factors described in 

the clustering. Domain and system type thus overarch a lot of the trust-transparency 

relationship and have a particular signature of the predominant factors that affect the 

relationship. However, any systematic methodology must be more tightly bound to the data 

and procedural in order for it to be universally applicable and be effectively transparent 

about the inner workings of a system. Transparency to be functional cannot be addressed 

over the system as a hole and must be addressed over particular system aspect (data and 

process). As a result, the system must be applicable to a variety of different system 

processes and data operations but be “aware” of its context and allow for adaptability to 

provide the right level of transparency for a given domain. Acting on the individual process 

and operations is crucial as it is this that reveals true purpose and actions of a system. 
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However, an individual’s understanding of computer systems vary significantly, thus it is 

vital to induce a methodology which maintains relevance and meaningfulness.  

There are a number of key factors to consider. More transparency does not directly lead to 

trust and the relationship more centred around whether transparency can resolve a user 

expectation violation without inducing a violation by itself. What would be considered a 

violation varies between application and relies on the software’s domain, context, and 

culture, and will be most understood by the domain expert. The methodology must provide 

a mechanism to present different levels of information whereby it systematically defines a 

holistic transparent picture of the system, but the output is scalable to match a user 

perceived expectation.  

Users rely on systems to different degrees and each process has a different degree of 

dependency upon it and require various levels of confidence. To aid in this, a methodology 

must elicit high quality relevant information which can only be achieved through a user 

focus approach. How a system is perceived by a user is important, as a lack of trust can 

develop when a system does not function in an expected way. By being transparent and 

displaying the available options open to the user at a given point in the system, many of 

these potential conflicts can be resolved. Further, at certain process and decisions points 

within a system, particular information must be provided to enable a user’s trust judgement. 

A transparent system must reveal any dependency and regulation which relate to a process 

to be successful. A core component of transparency is keeping the user informed, balancing 

their expectations of a system with reporting critical information that they must know in 

order to make informed decisions. In this way, trust is generated as a user can act with 

confidence and certainty.  

 A further critical consideration when considering trust and transparency is information 

quality and disclosure. Information can induce confidence and a perception of reliability 

and safety. However, it is only a perception and can also lead to manipulation, be 

misleading and even overwhelm the user with information. A fully transparent system does 

not reflect this research definition of transparency, which provides all relevant information. 

This again denotes the importance of a user-focused approach which focuses on a user’s 

data and the processes they directly induce. A user would be concerned about how data 
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relating to themselves is being used by a system and who has access to it but may not be 

concerned about a system’s architectural design and database choices. This can only be 

resolved by centralising the user and their concerns in any systematic transparency 

methodology. This can then be delineated through the users’ data and what are the relevant 

processes that act on that data.  

Transparency and trust affect a number of important system qualities: User experience, 

Security, Privacy and Reliability. Each of these are crucial in maintaining trust in a system 

from a user’s perspective and can be both undermined and enhanced by transparency. User 

experience can be enhanced when transparency resolves the gaps in the user’s mental 

model of a system but can be undermined it if a user is overloaded with information. 

Security can be enhanced by warning users of the risk of particular actions or processes, but 

transparency could reveal system secretes making it vulnerable to hackers. Similarly, 

privacy can be compromised by transparency by revealing personal information about the 

user and how they use the system. The effects of reliability on trust can be managed by 

transparency, by informing the user of any errors and available options to resolve problems 

but can also degrade trust by informing the user of any small mistake or fault which might 

not be critical to functionality but adjusts the user’s perception of the system and company. 

A methodology as a result must fit within these system qualities and be sensitive to them. 

Due to the dynamic aspect of these qualities in relation to transparency a methodology must 

be adaptable to adjust not violate these qualities the weighting of which are defined by the 

applications domain and context.  

4.3.5 Limitations  

A list of limitations has been noted by this research. First, while the selection of the paper 

criteria was wide, particular key words were used to search for related literature, so some 

related work might have been missed. The complexity of the trust - transparency 

relationship and the inconsistency of particular terms, or even the lack of defining terms, 

lead to some assumption being made about how a concept was held within a paper. The 

ability to directly measure trust is limited and thus quantitively defining the effects of 

altering their facets is difficult. Some areas of research are less developed than others, 

which means that the weights in concept map and clustering are not proportional to the 
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strengths of the concepts themselves. The resulting clusters can be subjective to the 

reviewer’s understanding of the problem area from the literature as well as observing and 

analysing the current state of the art. However, this clustering and data extraction process 

goes beyond the subjective review of the literature. This way, the clusters as well as the 

model can be used and built upon by other researchers. Additionally, there are limitations to 

what the research has already discussed, and each domain seems to focus on a particular 

group of facets and factors when investigating transparency meaning there could be 

protentional factors that have not been examined.  

4.3.6 Working Definition of Transparency  

Most of the existing definitions of transparency are indicating that transparency is about 

information disclosure. Transparency is related to the information disclosure; however, it 

cannot be measured by how much information is being revealed (see Section 4.3.2). 

Transparency in the context of this research is defined analogous to correctness: software is 

either transparent or not. It cannot be considered over-transparent or under-transparent. 

Based on this literature transparency can be describe as the appropriate amount of 

information that the user concerns [171], and goals [5] with respect to a certain system type 

.It thus refers to what the user needs and expects from the system to achieve its goals 

successfully and exercise informed trust judgment in a specified context. For example, a 

user may give consent to use their personal data if they understand why, it is needed and 

how it is going to be used. Providing the appropriate amount of information can be done by 

hiding as well as disclosing information, i.e., the appropriate amount can be more or less 

than currently presented in a system that is not transparent. When it succeeds, transparency 

can elicit a high level of trust, if combined with receiving the expected benefits from 

software use [5], and enhance the relationship between user and system [5, 24, 26]. 

Transparency is seen as a meta- requirement as well as a quality in use [13, 79]. It works at 

a meta level compared to functional requirements, enabling the user to know “how 

requirements can be fulfilled” [13]. As Hosseini [171] discusses, a transparency system 

must provide information relevant to the contextual user’s concern. Additionally, Schwab 

el al. emphasis that the information needs to be relevant to what the user is doing and about 

their personal data [5]. When it does it has been shown to elicits a high level of trust if in 
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combination the software’s benefits [5]. Hence, transparency can be used to enhance the 

stakeholder-system relationship by inducing trust [5, 24, 26].  

Meunier have developed a notion called Software Purity which refers to a set of standards 

that the software has to satisfy in order to establish user trust. In addition, user data would 

not be used for other purposes different from that which the system is clearly intended 

[172]. This urge of creating a second concept above transparency which shows the is a need 

to define the intentions of a system and only then can you judge the implemented 

transparencies objective. Therefore, this research has defined transparency as enabler for 

users’ trust judgment encompassing this wider concept. Trust judgment is where the user 

has right and relevant information on which to act upon. We can induce transparency 

concerns to be considered by a development team, but it is fundamentally down to the team 

to decide the detailed implementation. A way to resolve this is to have some form of 

regulatory body which enforces transparency to a standard. 
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Chapter 5  

5. Transparency Engineering Methodology 

This chapter describes the Transparency Engineering Methodology (TEM) which has been 

developed during the course of this Ph.D. project. It first explains the methodology vision 

and its aim and scope. Afterwards a general section gives a summary of the methodology, 

the main concepts and terminology used. This is followed by introducing the transparency 

patterns which formalize the requirements generation process. 

5.1 Aim and Vision 

The primary aim of the methodology is to identify where a software system is lacking 

transparency on its data and processes based on its user goals and address these 

shortcomings using transparency engineering methods and patterns.  

Applying TEM during the software development process results in a transparent system in 

its functions and data concerns, as described above leads to enhance user trust [24, 26]. 

This methodology encourages the effective implementation of different functional 

requirements and provides relevant information to the user to increase their trust 

judgement. To evaluate this a case study is conducted See Chapter 6.  

The methodology has been developed to ensure that transparency is leading to the intended 

effect, as in some case exposing information can be detrimental or misleading. The aim is 

to enable the user to trust the system by providing the right information about its operations 

in order to enable them to make and confirm decisions. Users recognizing their available 

options when completing goals giving them a better experience, which further increases 

their ongoing trust with the software, providing information about the software in its 

environment (e.g., the scope of the system goals) advice the user of the software’s 

capabilities and sets their expectations. Meeting the users’ expectations is an essential 

factor that influences their initial trust (see Section 2.1.2), that can be shaped before 

interacting with the software. Therefore, throughout the design of this methodology, trust 

was the overarching goal and, transparency is addressed over the system aspects so that it 

shows the relevant information to the user.  
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5.2 Scope 

Existing research examined transparency as non-functional requirement (NFR), where its 

interrelations with other systems NFRs and goals [26, 82] are examined. However, there is 

a research gap on transparency in relation to functional requirements of the system. Thus, 

this engineering methodology addresses the lack of transparency on system aspects such as 

personal data and system functionalities [24, 155]. Functional requirements involve 

technical specifications and data processes. Additionally, functional requirements are being 

assess and evaluated differently than non-functional requirements, which ensures that sets 

of functional requirements are meeting a specific system criterion (see Section 2.3).  

The focus in this research is on personal data. Existing literature shows the demands of 

GDPR in view of systems development, often beyond the actual regulation and including 

information security into the list of concerns relevant to data subjects. For instance, they 

recommend that information should be shared with the data subjects regarding where data 

is stored, how data is protected and who has access to it [173] as well as information about 

the choices on limiting the processing of their data [6]. 

When developing this methodology, it is necessary to realize and differentiate transparency 

requirements from other requirements that are similar, such as usability and privacy. 

Usability problems, for example, writing too small, or in a different language would mean 

that the user might miss, not be able to read, or not be able to understand the information 

provided. TEM focusses on the content of the information provided by the system. How to 

best present such information falls outside the scope of the patterns, see research on user-

friendly representations of privacy-related information and requirements design [22, 174].  

The methodology uses end users’ goal as the main source of information on which to 

generate requirements from. This supports user empowerment by keeping the users 

concerns at the centre of the methodology as well as improves clarity in the methodology’s 

presentation. However, the goals of other stakeholders such as the owners of the system, 

developers, etc. are not considered when generating the transparency requirements. They 

are considered during the conflict and consistency check which ensures that no information 

is revealed that might cause harm to the system or company such as personal data breach, 

or revealing key secretes of the system.  
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5.3 Overview of Transparency Requirements Patterns 

This Section gives a summary of the Transparency Engineering Methodology (TEM) and 

describes its requirements patterns. Starting with an overview of the methodology and 

requirements patterns. Requirements patterns can be used during early stages of software 

development and support re-usability, consistent vocabulary and enhanced communication 

[175]  while addressing the issue of incomplete requirement [176]. TEM patterns are 

designed following Withall requirements patterns [177]. 

The methodology is designed to guide the requirements specialist throughout creating 

transparency requirements. The transparency patterns provoke the requirements specialist 

to think about what is missing in their requirements. Selecting and checking the conditions, 

and data interests (see Section 5.4.2)  where the transparency requirements are most needed 

and helps the requirements specialist to find and bridge the existing gaps (e.g., missing post 

and preconditions). Additionally, TEM gives the developers presentational choices when 

implementing these requirements. 

Figure 5.1, provides an overview of TEM including the conceptual framework and 

requirements patterns. This figure reads from left to right highlighting TEM steps. The 

specific steps are described in Section 5.7. The engineer generates requirements using 

transparency patterns. These patterns cover the different types of functional requirements in 

the software see Section  0. 
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Transparency Engineering Methodology. [IU= Implemented Use cases, UIU= Unimplemented Use cases, IDI= Identification of 

Data Interest, DDP= Data Driven Patterns, UDP= Use Case Driven Patterns, PDP= Process Driven Patterns, WNS= Why Not in System, RWS= Relation With 

System, ESB= Explain System Boundary, GAG= Give Alternative Goal]. The conceptual framework and the requirements patterns are description in details in 

Sections 5.5, 5.7, 0 
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5.3.1 Methodology Steps Outline 

The methodology has four high level steps: 

• Step 0: Identify Data Interests. 

• Step 1: Apply transparency patterns to implemented goals. 

• Step 2: Add justifications for unimplemented goals.   

• Step 3: Consistency check. 

The methodology consistent of four steps preceded by the preliminary step of identifying 

data interests. Based on these, the first step applies the transparency patterns. The second 

step focuses on the goals that are out of scope for the current implementation of the system 

and the foreseeable future. The rationale behind this step is to manage the users’ 

expectations, making them aware of limitations in relation to their goals. The third step is a 

consistency check for the resulting requirements. This methodology uses requirements 

patterns in Step 1 to solve the transparency issues systematically. Like other patterns in 

software engineering, transparency requirements patterns (transparency patterns) are 

reusable solutions to frequent problems. Requirements patterns have an additional benefit 

of saving project time as they give a starting point to generate the requirements [177]. 

Specifically, for novice developers the patterns’ consistency is useful. More essentially 

these patterns provide guidance to the developers and requirements specialists for writing 

their transparency requirements. Further, they provoke the developers and requirements 

specialist to find and address the gaps in their requirements as outlined in the Aim and 

Vision (see Section 5.1).  

Performing the steps results in high-level requirements which deliver information to the 

user about the system’s functionalities, data and limitations. Research showed that trust can 

be enhanced “systematically during the system development process” [14]. Performing 

these steps enhance initial trust by providing static information about the system’s intended 

goals [6, 16]. However TEM is also enhance ongoing trust as it informs users about run-

time events [6, 16]. 

The methodology generates transparency requirements for functional goals represented in 

the software system with use cases or user stories. It also includes the data the system 

holds, how and where data is stored and who has access to view and process it etc. 
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Consequently, use case, data, and process transparency requirements are derived to ensure 

that this information is communicated to the user.. Use cases consist of two types of 

actions, Queries, where there are no data changes and Operations where there are data 

changes. Use cases carry the functionality information that can inform the user on how to 

operate the system. Therefore, use case patterns are derived to generate the requirements 

that are responsible for informing the user about system aspects related to these use cases.  

User stories are a key component of the agile development process that empowers the user 

by centralising their concerns in the development cycle process. User stories have similar 

constituent elements to the use cases, and as a result the use case patterns can be adapted to 

be used with user stories [178]. 

The user also needs clarity about the data the system holds, the underlying mechanizes, 

where their data is stored and who has access to process it etc [179] [95]. Consequently, 

data transparency patterns are derived to generate the requirements that communicate this 

information to the user. There are two levels to address in use cases and data patterns which 

are type and instance levels. The type-level describes the information related to the system 

schema identified by classes, attributes, and associations. The instance level covers the 

actual content (data and state) of the system and informs the user how the data is being 

used. 

5.3.2 Transparency Requirements Pattern Classification 

The methodology is structured and driven by three distinct domains representing aspects of 

the system. These domain driven patterns are Data, Use Case, and Process which have their 

own means of transparency in the system. Literature review show in order for the 

information to be relevant, transparency cannot be identified for the entire system at once. 

Thus, transparency is necessary to be identified, only for the particular system aspects (see 

Sections 4.3.4 4.3.6). [Therefore, the methodology defines and classifies the domain types 

to extract the related transparency requirements. These domains are driven based on the 

system aspects (data, operation) that are required to be transparent about. Each domain 

driven pattern contains sub levels of categorization. For data driven pattern (DDP) as 

mentioned above: Static (Type) level which describes the information related to the scheme 

of the system identified by classes (attributes, associations) where transparency is needed. 
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Whereas the Dynamic (instance) level covers the actual content of the scheme of the system 

(system state) and informs the user how the data is being used. For example, data change 

alerts are in the dynamic level to be seen at the run time when data is changing and by 

whom.  

Sub-categorization for the Use case and Process domain driven patterns are also static and 

dynamic. The static process pattern presents information about data or operation where no 

input needed at the run time. i.e., when information about how a specific function of the 

system works. Dynamic process pattern introduces information about data or operation at 

the run time, where in some cases it takes an input, changing the outcome of the process 

i.e., how a specific function of the system works in a context defined by user. 

5.3.3 Requirements Pattern Template  

Requirements patterns generate specific types of requirements. Software patterns can be 

used during early stages of software developments and provides benefits such as, 

reusability, consistent vocabulary and enhanced communication [175]. Additionally 

patterns can be used to solve the issue of incomplete requirement [176] .The structure 

developed for these patterns in this methodology is based on Stephen With all requirements 

patterns [177]:  

1. Basic details  

a) Pattern manifestation: the pattern’s version number and last update.  

b) Belongs to domain: the requirements pattern area that this requirement is part of. 

c) Pattern author: Who wrote the pattern.  

2. Applicability specifies in what cases to use or not use the pattern.  

3. Discussion specifies how to write a requirement of this pattern. 

4. Content specifies the “detailed each list of information that a requirement of this 

type must conveys”. Each of these items (parameters) are refer to with a name. 

These parameters are described in (see Section 5.4 ). 

5. How to get the content specifies where and how to get the requirement parameters. 

6. Template(s) specifies what to write for a requirement of this pattern by saying what 

the system must communicate to the end user, and the data interests and conditions 
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where necessary.  Data interest and condition concepts are described in detail in 

Section Basic concepts below.  

7. Example(s) One or more illustrative requirement resulting from using this pattern. 

Each transparency pattern demonstrates how to write its resulting requirement. Some of 

these patterns specify conditions when to be transparent. Conditions are logical statements 

composed of combinations of data operations with the actors performing them.  

Transparency requirements patterns make the developers and designers aware that 

transparency about information is required and in which condition (see presentation choices 

Section 5.4.4). 

The following Sections present the concepts and terminologies for the development 

suggestions for requirements specialist and software designer. This provides guidance for 

types of presentation choices, how to fill patterns parameters and how to communicate 

information.  

5.4 Basic Concepts 

There are a number of basic concepts which must be understood in order to successfully 

apply the transparency engineering methodology. 

5.4.1 Conditions  

The concept of conditions is provided for the dynamic patterns where to specify when to 

inform the use by, to addressing cases of critical data change at the run time Each pattern 

demonstrates how to write the resulting requirement. Some patterns specify conditions 

when to be transparent. Conditions are logical statements composed of combinations of 

data operations with actors performing them, of the form: 

<< <<actors>> <<data operation>> <<data type>> >> 

The actors can be multiple users and or the system. The data operations are the basic 

functions of the persistent storage as well as the accessibility function on that data. These 

data operations are CRUD (which is create, read, update, delete) and access control. Data 

type reflects the data on which the operation is acting. 
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For GDPR driven patterns data operation is called data processing [6]. Processing under 

GDPR means “any operation or set of operations which is performed upon personal data or 

sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means”. 

These conditions can be collocated using the logical operators: (AND, OR, NOT). This is 

indicated in the patterns as <<List of Conditions>> where condition can be one condition 

or combined conditions.  

To generate the conditions used by the patterns, use the following steps:  

1. Based on the data interest identify the classes that uses this data in the domain 

model.  

2. Select the use cases representing these classes.  

3. Extract the data operations and their actors from the use cases.  

4. Use these actions and respective actors to generate the conditions.  

For instance, a generated condition would look like «Condition» -> “system admin updated 

address”. 

5.4.2 Identification of Data Interests  

The requirements specialist uses this process to generate data interests over the whole 

system for more consistence results. Data interests are a reference to data that are defined 

under the same concern or information that matters to the user e.g., persona data. This 

process gives them the flexibility to call out for any data of interest, in some cases the data 

that normally does not sound like personal data. For example, behavioural data that can 

potentially identify the individual user.  

The process of generating data interests are as follows:  

1. The specialist decides identifies discrete sets of data points for the system and gives 

the grouped data interests names so that they can be easy to use. The data interests 

come from user concerns based on the goal specification, as well as laws and 

regulations. Personal data is an example of a data interest that comes from 

regulation, in this case General Data Protection Regulation [7]. User concern about 

data is shown in their goals e.g. “I want to see my shipping address before 
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confirming payments”. A specialist in this case creates a data interest called 

“personal data- Address” to represent this user data concern. 

2. The specialist selects the data types that are mapped to the data interests. This 

mapping comes from selecting the relevant data classes that store the data from the 

conceptual data model.  

5.4.3 Domain Driven Pattern Prompt List 

The methodology suggests a prompt list, which are lists of suggestions to help the 

requirements specialist analyse and identify the related components (data, use case and 

process) of their system use cases and associate them with the correct pattern. To generate 

this list focus group sessions were conducted with the requirement specialists and 

developers from Spirit Healthcare (See Section6.1.2) these sessions included brainstorming 

on the main actions which include exceptions and alternative courses as well as critical data 

change that would be common user concerns. These actions are identified to help the user 

TEM to choose the relevant patterns to inform the user. The requirements specialist checks 

if the use cases contain any of the following, then selects the corresponding patterns 

accordingly and which then generates the required high-level requirements. The suggested 

list can be expanded and changed based on the software domain and needs. The prompt list 

is present in Data Prompt List (DPL) which it identifies cases to use data driven patterns. 

Common cases identified for this list are: 

Critical data change This can be defined by the requirement specialist and create a data 

interest for it. 

Data verification with user input (e.g., When Data status change. An email before been 

verified is not a personal data, once it is verified it change it is status to personal data.). 

Data collection (i.e., When system gathers information about the user or from the user. One 

concrete example is Personal data, statistical data, behavioural data) 

Communicating with the user (i.e., Any communication with user requires their input, or 

information display to the user, or confirmation messages.) 

And Use Case and Process Prompt List (UPPL) which it identifies cases to call for use case 

or/and process driven patterns. Common cases identified for this list are:  
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Extended action (e.g., When the use case has extended actions from/to the system) 

Potential mismatch (e.g., Mismatch between the post-condition of a use case with pre-

condition of another use case.) 

Alternative courses (e.g., When use cases have alternative pathways) 

Exception courses (e.g., When use cases have exception pathways). 

The prompt list also includes Negative label where no pattern is needed for instance, in case 

of user query for information display See Figure 5.2: Prompt List. 

  

Figure 5.2: Prompt List 

 

5.4.4 Content and Presentation  

The presentation choices that may come up every time with a transparency requirement 

asks to pass some information and in some other cases hide information from the user. The 

following choices are “Push / Pull / Don’t show / User settings/ Indirect Transparency”. 

These choices (Pull and Push) are derived from transparency motivation types and 

transparency guidelines article 29 [180], which explains how this presentation can be 

decide on (see Section 6.3.1). Use settings option is derived from the Personalization goal 

of trust [14]. The appropriate of information can be provided by hiding as well as disclosing 

information, i.e., it can be more or less than currently presented in a system that is not 

transparent. The motivation for not referring to an over-supply of information as transparent 
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should be obvious: too much information can hide the essentials needed to make informed 

decisions. Thus, Don’t show and Indirect Transparency are derived.  

The pattern (see Section 0) states what needs to be communicated to the end user and the 

requirements specialist deals with the presentation choices separately. In the patterns 

templates the expression “must communicate to” is replaced with one of the choices. The 

following Sections explain these choices and ways to be transparent in more details.  

Push- and Pull-Transparency 

To determine how the transparency information is provided, two ways can be defined: 

Push- transparency and Pull- transparency. “Another possible way of providing 

transparency information is through the use of “push” and “pull” notices. Push notices 

involve the provision of “just-in-time” transparency information notices while “pull” 

notices facilitate access to information by methods such as permission management, 

privacy dashboards and “learn more” tutorials. These allow for a more user centric 

transparency experience for the data subject” p20 [180]. 

Pull means that the user has actively to call for the information, push means that the 

information is presented to the user. Push-transparency is for users and situations that have 

a high information need (e.g., critical data change) with this need being automatically 

fulfilled by the system through presenting the right information. An example for illustrating 

Push transparency would be using a pop-up to display the message “Your address has been 

changed. The record we hold about you now is University of Leicester University Road 

Leicester LE17RH”. Pull-transparency is when information is not directly related to their 

current goal with the system. In these cases, the users are fine with retrieving the 

information themselves, thus pulling the information from the system. Pull transparency 

information is not actively presented to the end-users, as it is irrelevant for the majority of 

cases. Instead, the information is located somewhere (e.g., T&Cs, Help, Documentation, 

…), where the user must read carefully or utilize a search engine to find it. The same user 

can have different information needs in different situations. These information needs can be 

better understood by the transparency motivations (see Section 6.3.1). 
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There is also an option to improve Push- and Pull- transparency decisions by user rating 

input. The user rating of information needs can be “primary”, “secondary”, or “irrelevant”. 

Information rated as primary indicates the need for Push transparency. Information rated as 

secondary indicates the need for Pull transparency. Information rated as irrelevant indicates 

“Don’t show”. Eliciting this information from the user allows the requirements specialist to 

gain insights in their mental model. 

When designing transparency, the specialist must consider the mental model of the end user 

and try to reveal or hide the information needed accordingly. In the perfect settings, this can 

create a level of abstraction, where both the mental model and the way the system functions 

are matching.  

User Settings  

For each requirement that can be generated by any of transparency requirements patterns, 

the requirements specialist can alternatively create a requirement allowing the user to 

specify the level and type of transparency (Push, Pull, Don’t show) and the frequency of 

notifications of the related transparency information. In this case, the system needs to 

provide the user with the means to provide their input. This type of personalization can help 

the user to choose the amount and level of information desired, thus helping the system to 

understand the user needs and resulting with increasing the user trust [14].  

Indirect Transparency  

Transparency is not just about revealing distinct information to the end user at a given time. 

It can also be developed by representing the available and unavailable options accessible to 

the end user with which they interact with the system at that given time. Thus, instead of 

showing the account balance to the user, the system indicates only if a certain transaction is 

possible or not (e.g., when transferring money, it does not show the balance before and after 

the transfer, but “in/sufficient funds”). This can for example be used in a crowded 

environment to minimize the effects of shoulder surfing or sniffing hacker attacks. 

5.5 Prerequisites of the Methodology  

There are three information sources for the methodology, use cases and user stories which 

represent the functional user goals, conceptual data model, and processes. Domain models 
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are provided to capture the concepts and relations of the problem domain in the form of a 

high-level data model. That means, we assume representations of:  

• The system model (the goals of the end users as implemented by the system) which 

contains pre- and post-conditions as well as main and alternative sequences, 

typically with use case diagram.   

• The processes and actions in the system, typically with activity diagrams.  

• The data in the system by conceptual data models, typically as class diagrams.  

The method comes with the following documents.  

• Transparency requirements document template.  

• Transparency patterns, which also includes TEM steps.  

5.6 Overview of the Methodology   

The engineering methodology is performed during the software development process. The 

methodology is part of the requirements engineering process, which can be organised in 

different ways according to the process model applied.  

The steps and patterns are applied by requirements specialist and developers. The 

requirements specialist generates the transparency requirements using the transparency 

patterns. The methodology helps the requirements specialist to decide about the 

presentation choices when passing information to the user through first separating the 

content from the design options, then guiding the specialist using transparency presentation 

concepts that explain how to pass the information to the user. The methodology is 

structured in a way so that the different patterns are decoupled and can be applied in 

different locations and at different times, by different teams of experts.   

The requirements specialist responsibilities are assigned for various roles depending on the 

development process type. For example, in the agile processes the product owner is the one 

who is the most heavily involved with the requirement practices, then the SCRUM master 

and SCRUM team are mainly involved in the requirement analysis processes.  
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The methodology consistent of four steps. These steps are showing in the conceptual 

framework see Figure 5.1. The first step applies the transparency patterns. The patterns 

capture transparency concerns using user stories, use cases and processes, as well as based 

on data interests. The second step focuses on the goals that are out of the scope for the 

current implementation of the system (and for the foreseeable future). The rationale behind 

this step is to not violate the users’ expectations about the system by making the user aware 

of the limitations of the system in relation to their goals. The third step is consistency and 

conflict check for the high-level resulting requirements. The steps are demonstrated in 

Figure 5.3. In this methodology the developers can use user stories instead of the use cases. 

For that to be possible the developers need to make sure that all the components are 

available in their user stories, for instance the pre- and post-conditions, the main and 

alternative sequences.  

 

Figure 5.3 TEM steps 

5.7 Methodology Steps  

Step 0: Identify Data Interests. 

Input: User data concerns based on the goals, laws and regulations.  

Action: To ensure consistency of requirements, it is important to identify data interests 

prior to applying the patterns, so that the same data interest used in different areas of the 
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application can be grouped and used in the same way. Data interests are a reference to data 

that are defined under the same concern or satisfying the same use goal, e.g., persona data, 

performance data, account data, etc. This process provides the flexibility to identify any 

data group related to the user. The process of generating data interests is described in 

Section 5.4.2 

Output: List of data interests. 

For example, users’ concern about data is often shown in their goals e.g. “I want to see my 

shipping address before confirming payments”. An engineer in this case creates a data 

interest called “shipping data” to represent this user data concern. 

Step 1: Apply transparency patterns to implemented goals (Use Cases, User stories) 

Input:  List of the user goals that have representation in the system.  

Action: Map the goals to one or more of the domain driven patterns (Data, Use case, 

Process), this can be done directly or with the aid of the prompt list. The goals can refer to 

functionality already in the system, functionality overlooked by the user or to functionality 

to be added to the system. In order to achieve this, the implementer must list the relevant 

use case or user stories representation in the software. Then use the pattern prompt list to 

identify the related components of system use cases to help you to choose the 

corresponding patterns. Use the data interest identification process to generate the data 

interests. For each data interest identify the corresponding data patterns. Write the resulting 

requirements in the Transparency requirements document (TRD). See a full description on 

Transparency patterns in 0. 

To increase the consistency over the application, it is important to identify all the data 

interests within the team hierarchy, where the project managers/domain experts can define 

and then share them with the other team members.  

Output: Complete transparency requirements document (TRD).   

For example, from a user story such as “As a user, I want to make an online purchase using 

quick checkout and have it shipped to my current address, so that I can order as fast and 

hassle free as possible”, our patterns will generate the following requirements: 
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GDPR Data Protection pattern: The system must communicate to the user that it holds data 

of type Address which is “accessed by delivery service” and “This data is encrypted and 

will be stored until your account is deleted”.        

Static Use case pattern: The system must communicate to the user that “default address 

must be given before quick checkout”. 

Step 2: Add justifications for non-implemented goals. 

Input: List of all non-implemented goals (e.g., from development backlog). 

Action: Create a list or, use existing list of the goals for that purpose. The low priority 

goals are to be implemented later or considered out of scope for the foreseeable future. 

After that, select the related goals which are the ones that could fit into the system scope, 

but they are currently not implemented.  

Then run the following Justifications on the mentioned goals, (WNS = Why Not in System, 

RWS = Relation with System, ESB = Explain System Boundary, GAG = Give Alternative 

Goal). Goal and record a reason why that justification has been assigned. The goals are then 

clustered by reason to create a single transparency requirement to inform the user why a 

particular goal has not been implemented. This gives the user a better understanding of the 

limitations of the system and improves their mental model. As these goals are not in the 

focus of the system, transparency about them is usually achieved through “pull 

transparency” where the user must actively call for the information. 

Output: List of transparency requirements relating to non-implemented goals. 

For example, in food delivery systems a user goal can be “I want to order my groceries”. 

The justification here would be ESB where the system currently only delivers fast food 

because both fast food and groceries are food types.   

Step 3: Consistency and conflict check 

Input: TRD (from step2).  

Action: Streamline the transparency requirements document by applying a consistency and 

conflict check that results in removing duplicates and conflicted requirements as well as 

aggregating requirements that can be combined. The requirements specialist needs to check 
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if there is any information disclosure or conflict with the other requirements like security or 

privacy.  

Output: Finalized TRD. 

For example, sharing information about data servers could cause a security breach.   
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5.8 Transparency Requirements Patterns 

5.8.1 Data Transparency  

Static Data Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Data  

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use the static data type transparency requirements pattern to 

provide information about the data the system holds about 

the user and what are the existing system actions on that data 

type by which actors.  

Content 

 

Data interest.  

Data type 

System actions and their actors.  

How to get the content  

 

The data interest is defined by the requirements specialist 

based on common and individual concerns.  

Data type can be identified based on the data interest where 

the specialist comes up with the list of information identifiers 

then select the data types belonging to them. Information 

identifiers are the label descriptions that explain what kind of 

data is associated with this data interest.  

By checking all the existing use cases that deal with this data 

type, a list of operations and a list of actors performing them 

can be identified. The identification process is done by the 

requirements specialist based on the data interest. 

Template(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about //If «Data Type» is a «Data Interest»:  
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Example(s) 

Dynamic Data Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Data 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability Use the data transparency requirements pattern to generate 

transparency requirements for the specified data instance that 

the system holds about the end user. This pattern gives 

information, during runtime, about what are the system actions 

being performed and by which actors. 

Content 

 

A reference to the data instance. 

Data Interest. 

Data type of this data.  

Data Gathered 

Condition 

«Data Type>> The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of 

the type «Data Type» « list of data operators» can be 

performed by « list of actors» &/<<Reasons>> 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“Address” 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of 

the type “Address” and “update” can be performed by “System 

admin”  
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How to get the content The reference to the data is derived from the data type. The data 

interest is defined by the requirements specialist based on 

common and individual concerns.  

Data type can be identified based on the data interest where the 

specialist comes up with the list of information identifiers then 

select the data types belonging to them. Information identifiers 

are the label descriptions that explain what kind of data is 

associated with this data interest.    

Specify that source of the data and where the data been 

gathered, inferred, or aggregated. This is become irrelevant 

when the user is the source. 

Conditions are defined by the requirements specialist and get 

checked during runtime (see 5.4.1) 

Template(s) 

 

Example(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency of 

Instance of «Data Type» 

because « condition ». 

//If «Data Type» is a «Data Interest»: 

In case <<condition >>, the system must communicate to the 

user << the «Data Type» (instance) \/&<<data gathered >> 

by <<actor>> | <<condition>> >> 

Summary Definition 

Transparency of 

Instance of “Address” 

because “system admin 

In case “system admin updated address”, the system must 

communicate to the user “University of Leicester, University 

road, Leicester, UK LE17RH” <<gathered>> by system 
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5.8.2 GDPR Transparency  

Data Protection Transparency Requirements Pattern  

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Data 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability Use the Data Protection Transparency Pattern to generate 

transparency requirements for the specified data types of the 

data falling under data protection legislation the system holds 

about the end user. This pattern illustrates the data accessibility 

and storage. 

Content Data Interest  

Data type 

Data storage  

Data access 

updated address”.  admin.  

 

Transparency of 

Instance of “Address” 

because “system admin 

updated address”. 

In case “system admin updated address”, the system must 

communicate to the user “system admin updated address”. 
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How to get the content  

 

The data interest is defined by the requirements specialist based 

on common and individual users’ concerns.  

Data type can be identified based on the data interest where the 

specialist comes up with the list of information identifiers then 

select the data types belonging to them. Information identifiers 

are the label descriptions that explain what kind of data is 

associated with this data interest. Data type is called category of 

data under GDPR.     

How is data is stored in the software. Is it (encrypted (yes/no), 

anonymized (yes/no), Pseudonymization (yes/no)? Also, 

specify for how long it will be stored? Explain why if needed.  

Where is it stored? Specify if the data storage place, while still 

complying with security requirements.  

Specify with whom it is shared and who has access to it. 

Template(s) 

Example(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about data 

type «Data Type»  

//If «Data Type» is a «Data Interest»: The system must 

communicate to the user that it holds data of the type «Data 

Type» which has been <<Data access>> \/&<< Data storage 

>>|  

 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about data 

type “Address” because 

system admin updated 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of 

the type “address” which has been “accessed by system admin”. 

This data is encrypted and will be stored until your account 
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Data Subject Right Transparency Requirements pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Data  

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use data subject right transparency requirements pattern to 

provide information about what are data types that system holds 

about the end user and their rights on that data under GDPR  

Content 

 

Data interest.  

Data type 

Data subject’s rights 

How to get the content  

 

The data interest is defined by the requirements specialist based 

on common and individual concerns. 

Data type can be identified based on the data interest where the 

specialist comes up with the list of information identifiers then 

select the data types belonging to them. Information identifiers 

are the label descriptions that explain what kind of data is 

associated with this data interest. Data type called category of 

data under GDPR.     

Specifying the data subject’s rights on the data. They are to (be 

informed, access, rectify (complete the incomplete data), 

erasure, restrict processing, data portability, object, rights in 

address. deletion.        
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relation to automated decision making and profiling.) 

Template(s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

«Data Type>> 

//If «Data Type» is a «Data Interest»:  

The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of 

the type «Data Type» and << Data subject’s rights >> can be 

performed by data subject  

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“Address” 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of 

the type “Address” and “erasure, restrict processing, data 

portability” can be performed by data subject. 
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5.8.3 Use Case Transparency  

Static Use Case Transparency Requirements pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Use case 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use the Static Use Case Transparency Requirements pattern to 

provide information about how the use cases of the system work. 

The requirements specialist makes a choice on when to use this 

pattern either when it is a new use case or a use case that needs 

more information. 

Content 

 

Use case  

Pre/post conditions for use case actions  

Main sequence 

How to get the content   

 

The use case from the use case diagrams the specialist chooses to 

be transparent about. 

Pre/post conditions are part of use case description. Both 

workflows and use case scenarios may define alternative 

sequences of actions. 

Main sequence from the use case diagram.  

 

Template(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about The system must communicate to the user that <<about pre-

condition |/& about post-condition |/& follow main sequence >> 
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Example(s) 

Alternative Use Case Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Use case 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use pattern to identify which enabled and available use cases 

the system needs to reveal to the user in case of a failure to 

meet pre/ postconditions. 

Content 

 

Pre/post conditions for use case actions.  

Use case. 

Alternative use cases. 

Reason describes why the system has chosen this sequence. 

How to get the content  Pre/post conditions are part of use case description. Both 

workflows and use case scenarios may define alternative 

sequences of actions. 

Use case that has alternative sequence from use case diagram.  

The list of alternatives (available and enable) use-cases for the 

«Use Case»  <<before |/& after |/& to perform>> «Use Case». 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“withdraw money” 

The system must communicate to the user that “your balance 

should be above the overdraft” before “withdraw money”.  
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use case that match the current system state or ways to fulfil the 

pre and/or postconditions from the use case diagram.  

Reason from the use case diagram illustrated from the deviation 

and mismatch of the pre and postcondition. 

 

Template(s) 

 

Example(s) 

 

 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about «Use 

Case» because of unmet 

<<pre-conditions | post-

conditions>>. 

If current system state doesn’t meet <<pre-conditions “at 

start” | post-conditions “at end” >> of <<use case>> the 

system must communicate <<list of alternative available 

and enable use-cases for <<use case>> that match the 

current system state or ways to fulfil the <<pre &| post 

conditions >>>> because of <<reason>> 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“transfer money to 

account at same bank” 

because of unmet 

“enough funds in own 

account”. 

If current system state doesn’t meet “enough funds in own 

account” at start of “transfer money to account at same 

bank” the system must communicate “deposit money in 

bank account does not own by user” because of “not enough 

funds are less than the minimum amount of 150 GBP”. 
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Dynamic Use Case Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Use case 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use the Alternative Use Case transparency requirements pattern 

to identify, which alternative sequence of use cases the system 

needs to reveal to the user.   

Content System use case that has alternative sequences that the system 

chosen.  

Alternative sequence. 

How to get the content Use case that has alternative sequences from the use case 

diagram, where the system is an actor. 

The list of alternative sequence of use-case from the use case 

diagram. 

Template(s) 

Example(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

«Use Case» because 

of alternative 

sequence. 

If the system uses an alternative sequence of << use case>>. 

The system must communicate <<alternative sequence >>  
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5.8.4 Process Transparency  

Static Process Transparency Requirements pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Process 

Pattern author:  B. Zieni 

Applicability 

 

Use the static process transparency requirements pattern to 

provide information about how the processes of the system 

work. 

Content 

 

Process 

Pre/post conditions for process actions  

Main flow 

How to get the content  

 

Any process from the activity diagram. 

Pre/post conditions are part of process description. Both 

workflows and use case scenarios may define alternative 

sequences of actions. 

Main flow from the activity diagram. 

 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“withdraw money” 

because of alternative 

sequence. 

If the system uses an alternative sequence of “withdraw money” 

The system must communicate “change the amount or add 

funds to your account”  
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Template(s) 

 

Example(s) 

 

 

Alternative Process Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Process 

Pattern author: B. Zieni 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about «Process»  The system must communicate <<about pre-condition 

|/& about post-condition |/& follow main flow >> 

<<before |/& after |/& to>> «Process» to the user. 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

«Withdraw money from 

another’s bank ATM»  

 

The system must communicate “Your bank needs to 

be in the List off Banks we deal with for free charge” 

before «Withdraw money from not-my-bank ATM» to 

the user. 

Transparency about 

<<transaction fee >> 

The system must communicate “this product with and 

without transaction value” 
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Applicability 

 

In case of a failure to meet pre/ postconditions, use pattern to 

identify which enabled and available alternative processes 

(sequences of actions) the system must reveal to the user. 

Content 

 

Pre/post conditions for process actions  

Process.  

Alternative flow Processes.  

Reason. 

How to get the content  Pre/post conditions are part of process description. Both 

workflows and use case scenarios may define alternative 

sequences of actions. 

Process that has alternative flow of processes from activity 

diagram.  

The list of alternatives (available and enable) flows for the 

process that match the current system state or ways to fulfill 

the pre and/or post conditions from the activity diagram. 

Reason describes the failure of pre/post condition. 

 

Template(s) 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

«Process» because of 

unmet <<pre-

conditions | post-

conditions>>  

If current system state doesn’t meet <<pre-conditions | post-

conditions>> at <<start |end >> of <<process>> the system 

must communicate <<list of alternative available and enable 

processes for <<process>> that match the current system 

state>> to the user or how to fulfill the pre and/or post 

conditions >> because of <<reason>> 
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Example(s) 

 

Dynamic Process Transparency Requirements Pattern 

Basic Details 

Pattern manifestation: Standard 

Belongs to domain: Process 

Pattern author: B. Zieni  

Applicability 

 

Use the Alternative process Transparency Requirements 

pattern to identify, which enabled and available alternative 

sequence of processes the system needs to reveal to the user. 

Content 

 

Process with alternative flows.  

List of alternative sequences. 

How to get the content   

 

Processes can be higher-level workflows over use cases or 

detailed use case scenarios.  

The list of alternatives (available and enable) flows for the 

process that match the current system state or ways to fulfil the 

pre and/or post conditions. 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about 

“assurance claim” 

because of unmet 

“minimum contract 

duration” 

If current system state does not meet “minimum contract 

duration at start” of “insurance claim” the system must 

communicate “call our representative to discuss your options” 

because claims can only be made if the contract activation 

period is one year, and yours has been active for 7 months.   
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Template(s) 

 

Example(s) 

 

 

 

Summary Definition 

Transparency about « process», 

because of alternative flow. 

If the system uses an alternative flow of << 

process>>. The system must communicate 

<<alternative flow >>,  

Summary Definition 

Transparency about “withdraw 

money” because of alternative 

flow  

If the system offers an alternative flow of “withdraw 

money” The system must communicate “change the 

account” to the user,  
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Chapter 6 

6. Evaluation 

6.1 Evaluation of the Transparency Engineering Methodology  

6.1.1 Research Question and Approach to Evaluation 

Based on the conducted literature review (see Chapter 4) it is concluded that transparency 

properties that can affect trust are various from one application domain to another. Each 

aspect of the system has a different responsibility towards the user to enhance the user’s 

relationship with the system by enabling user trust judgment on these system aspects. As a 

consequence, informing the user about these system aspects is essential.  

Therefore, TEM is developed in order to encourage the effective implementation of the 

functional requirements. TEM gives the final decision to the software engineers to decide 

what are the functionalities and data that needed to be communicated to their targeted users.  

To evaluate the methodology following this framework we use a “how” question for the 

design process of TEM and a “what is” question for knowledge about its impact [181]. 

Thus formulate the following questions:  

• How does TEM help in defining the system requirements?  

• How does TEM help in generating transparency requirements?  

• How easy is it to apply TEM?   

• What is the impact on impact on trust judgment and other system qualities? 

As it is common in agile development [182], in our evaluation developers and domain 

experts act as spokespersons of the end user. This is necessary because trust is a subjective 

and individual concept based on a range of different factors [16, 53]. Such confounding 

factors would need to be measured and accounted for to isolate TEM’s impact on trust. 

Also, to be effective the resulting requirements must be refined considering usability (i.e., 

how the information is best presented to the user) which is beyond the focus of our research 

but will impact on the effectiveness of transparency and thus on user trust. The use of 

domain experts as proxies allows to circumvent this problem in a qualitative study. 
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These questions are not standard measures for effectiveness, but they give an indication of 

the usefulness of the transparency engineering methodology in refining the functional 

requirement by generating transparency requirements. Themes are chosen as indicators for 

measuring the effectiveness of this methodology (see Section 6.1.3). The themes are 

derived from a combination from reviewing the literature and the research work.  

In order to answer these questions, a qualitative analysis of participants questionnaires has 

been combined with a comparative review from the output of TEM. Points of interest have 

been grouped together into themes, which are derived from the clusters of the literature 

review.  

Prior to the evaluation, a pilot study was conducted with experts from the requirements 

engineering, privacy and data protection fields, where they have given their feedback on the 

transparency engineering methodology. This resulted in changes on the presentational and 

implementation structure of TEM and the creation of the GDPR patterns tying in with 

recent legislation affording the user more digital rights. The methodology has been 

developed to primarily aid the domain experts and requirements specialists; but it also helps 

the developers in defining and transparency requirements. In the chosen company, the 

developers and the domain experts were the stakeholders responsible for the requirements 

engineering activities.  

This evaluation is designed to test the validity of the transparency engineering methodology 

in a real-life scenario. In this experimental evaluation, effectiveness is measured by 

evaluating the extent to which these themes are covered. And how TEM users feel about 

using the methodology.  

6.1.2 Case Study Setup  

To instantiate and test the methodology, a case study with Spirit Healthcare was conducted. 

Spirit Healthcare is a health organisation with a small technology branch who handle 

sensitive and individually identifiable medical data across a number of applications 

including remote patient monitoring and education booking and management. The 

participants were all team members, and include domain experts, senior developers, and 

developers. Participation in the case study and the evaluation was voluntary. The evaluation 

of the case study uses qualitative approaches, including the following instruments: semi-
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structured interviews, focus groups, and pre- and post-questionnaires (see Section 3.1.3). 

The domain experts represent the end user. There is no user involvement in the evaluation 

process, as HCI aspects are outside of the research focus. The materials used for this 

evaluation can be found in the Appendix (see Chapter 8). 

The main objective behind the case study and expert evaluation was to identify instances of 

good implementations by experienced developers. This is explored through the themes 

before and after applying the transparency engineering methodology. These themes are then 

assigned to the responses using codes (see Section 6.1.3).  

The research project has been evaluated trough a TEM user-based evaluation. The literature 

shows that there is great value in a good and trustworthy relationship between the end-users 

and the software. This value is even more vital in the health care domain, which often has 

high data sensitivity, there is a high cost, for example, of missing appointments and a 

reliance on giving accurate information to the user.  Trust lowers transaction costs [70]. 

Therefore, a number of companies which expressed interest in the project have been 

reviewed, Spirit Healthcare is a very successful company, currently in the top 50 fastest 

growing company in the UK. The health domain is of particular interest due to the critical 

nature of its data collection. All appropriate consent was collected from participants and 

data owners before beginning the project. A variety of voices were heard in this evaluation, 

because the participants were not only domain experts, but the whole digital and software 

engineering team.  

The team consists of four developers one of which is the project manager, SCRUM master 

and lead architect. The team also contains a domain expert with a joint role of product 

manager who sits between the development team and the business. The domain expert has 

years of clinical experience within the NHS. The case study was used to test the 

transparency engineering methodology in a real-life situation. Spirit Healthcare is a suitable 

company due to its manageable size, sensitivity of data concerns, adoption of SCRUM 

methodology and appropriate applications with critical user information transfer. Indeed, 

the individual autonomy is a central concept in NHS medical ethics, informing patients of 

options and empowering them in the ultimate decision, thus aligning closely with TEM 

objectives. 
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The participants’ areas of expertise in software development are:  

First developer (D1): Mobile Application Development, Xamarin (Android, iOS, 

Forms) using C#. 

Experience: Four years in Mobile Application Development, eight and a half years 

in professional software development (One year of that was a placement year). The 

first four and a half years were mostly spent doing Web Development. 

Second developer (D2): Software developer started with C, C++, VB then moved 

to C#, developed a mix of applications, including windows forms. Mobile device 

and web projects.  

Experience: Software developer for 25+ years degree educated in Computing. Main 

industries of interest are Retail (Next plc (15 years), in recent years Microsoft 

dynamics for Ticketing systems. 

Third developer (D3): Software developer  

Experience: 4 years’ experience mostly working C# using Xamarin, Asp.Net and 

Unity. Also has experience with web development and has worked in Gas industry 

and the health industry for a number of years.  

Fourth developer (D4/ DE4): Head of Development at Spirit.  Oversees many 

aspects of the functionality of the development team.  I have been doing this for 1 

year at Spirit Healthcare and have been responsible for a team for a year in the past. 

Experience: 20 Years’ experience in healthcare software development.  Spent 2 

years as a SQL DB developer. 

Domain expert (DE5): Director of product development, 

Experience: worked at the coalface of several technology start-ups over the last 10 

years and have held Nursing Licence since 1990. Been in their current position for 

16 months and prior to that worked within the healthcare arena in business 

development and pathway design. 

Evaluation Stages 

The evaluation is divided into three stages: Formalisation and exploration, Training and 

trial, and Execution. The stages represent important steps in the implementation of TEM 

and are a guide through the process. Further decisions on how the information is presented, 
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using the guidelines and concepts that TEM provides, has also been left up to the 

development team. 

These stages include introducing the process to the team, presenting, and gathering 

information on the team structure and particular problem area, through training the team 

members and final implementation of the methodology. Each stage has diverse outcomes as 

presented in the following order:  

Formalization and Exploration Stage 

This part of the evaluation was mainly to gather data on the participants’ experiences in the 

problem area and to learn about their daily practices as well as orientate and engage them 

with the topic.  

Training and Trial Stage 

This stage consisted of a short presentation giving the background of the research project, 

then explaining the methodology steps. This included a few examples on how to run the 

transparency patterns. After that the developers were told to first try and run the 

methodology on two or three of their user stories, then come up with initial questions.  

The participants of this stage were developers, including the head software developer and 

domain expert. The participants were asked to leave comments or raise issues about the 

methodology including the patterns and the software requirements results. The results are in 

four documents (see Chapter 8). They also include semi-structured interview with the 

developers and the domain experts. 

After the initial evaluation, a review conducted whether further implementation of the 

project would align with the company’s objectives. Although there were some concerns 

about efforts, such as overheads from running an unfamiliar methodology, the usefulness in 

the elicitation of transparency requirement as well as the potential refinement on the 

requirements was deemed more beneficial. 

Execution Stage 

The company approved running the methodology over an entire project. They choose Spirit 

Hub, a diabetes course booking system which contains sensitive data (personal details as 
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well as medical records, as well as important and costly processes with alternative 

pathways that can be difficult for the targeted users to follow. Only developers who are 

specialist for this project ran the methodology. The project was initially scoped by the 

domain expert who created the user stories and the user pathways. TEM was run across the 

entire list of the project user stories. The resulting output of TEM, user stories, tasks and 

transparency requirements were identified and grouped by how it has impacted the user 

stories’ structure. The groups are new transparency feature, better defined functionality, and 

user ability. They were already well defined with the user stories, and when a pattern has 

not been directly followed, it has helped to think about the user stories in another way. 

6.1.3 Results  

The results from the formalization stage are four pre-questionnaires. The results from the 

training stage are shown in three documents and another three semi structured interview 

and focused groups recording. The recorded focused groups and semi-structured interviews 

were mainly discussing the points and topics of the questions that have been asked later on 

during the day. Therefore, only data collected during these interviews that contains 

different information or adds information to the participants responses have been noted. 

This has been followed up with two kinds of post-questionnaires used to gather information 

from the participants, the first included technical questions and the second including 

question about the impact of TEM on trust and other system qualities from the domain 

expert opinion. Further analysis of the output from TEM compared with the original user 

story definitions.  

The pre-questionnaires were used to gauge the current software development context within 

the Spirit digital team, and then post-questionnaires were used to understand how the 

methodology would impact that process. The Spirit digital uses agile SCRUM practices in 

their daily tasks. The team uses Azure DevOps to manage their development life cycle, 

organising user stories into PBI (product backlog items) which are then broken down into 

development tasks. The PBIs are arranged into two weeks sprints with free selection of PBI 

from the sprint by developers. PBIs are written primarily by the domain expert and senior 

developer and reviewed biweekly in backlog reviews. Daily stand ups manage task 

progression, communication with the business is managed through the product owner 
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(domain expert) or through the senior developer (SCRUM master). As a small team 

SCRUM is implemented with some individual taking on these roles as part of a wider role. 

Prequestionnaires were used to gather information on the development cycle of Spirit 

digital team. The questions were mainly on related agile practice that are used to define 

their project requirements. The full results from these stages with further details are 

presented in appendix (see Section 8.1).  

To analyse the data from pre/postquestionnaires and semi-structured interviews the 

responses are coded and clustered to report results and find any similarities. An initial set of 

themes was extended in the coding processes, some derived from research questions (see 

Section 6.1.1. The Table 6.1: Themes below groups the results using thematic coding. The 

responses from the participants are coded to be clustered and report any repetitions.  

Thematic coding is used to confirm estimated themes and allow to index the text into 

groups, then find additional themes in case they exist [183]. Prior to the methodology the 

output requirements were predicted to fall into a number of themes, as shown in Table 6.1: 

Themes. These themes were derived from the research questions. Some further themes 

were discovered during analysing the team responses.   

Table 6.1: Themes 

Themes Agile (AG) Agile + Methodology 

(AGM) 

Time and effort (TE) (AG/TE) (AGM/TE) 

Transparency requirements (TR) (AG/TR) (AGM/TR) 

Transparency data -related issues (TD) (AG/TD) (AGM/TD) 

Missing requirements being covered (MR) (AG/MR) (AGM/MR) 

Transparent of available software functions (TF) (AG/TF) (AGM/TF) 

Quality of documentations 

(Easy to use/reuse and maintain) (QD) 

(AG/QD) (AGM/QD) 

Limitations (AG/L) (AGM/L) 

Newly found Themes   

Defined requirements (DR) (GM/DR) (AGM/DR) 

Informing the user (IU) (AG/IU) (AGM/IU) 
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Time and Effort (TE) 

From the responses it can be seen that all the participants agreed that agile requirements 

engineering practices reduce the overall workload during a project lifetime. 

Moreover, participants D1, D2, D3 agreed and D4 neither agreed nor disagreed that 

requirements engineering practices in agile process speeds up the work in my project. 

After applying TEM in their agile user stories, the developers mentioned that the workload 

should be the same, if not increased. D3 mentioned that is “due to a more complete 

description of the tasks”. Moreover, D3 mentioned that applying TEM will also speed up 

the work, in contrast with Developer (D4) who said that the work would not be speeded up 

“, but it would improve the quality of the system”. 

Transparency Requirements (TR)  

The results from applying TEM on the Spirit Hub application, are reported as follows from 

this software developers and experts, with 94 resulting requirements (see the full detailed 

results in (see Section 8.3). It can be observed that as familiarity of the process improved as 

does the resulting output. There is a clear progression of how TEM is implemented, with 

initial results being incomplete and lacking detail, evolving into substantial outputs with the 

reported results almost completely following the transparency patterns. This is supported by 

how the developers described their experience in the postquestionnaire. There are examples 

comparing the user stories prior and after applying TEM then evaluating the resulting 

requirements for transparency on data and system functionalities. The developers have 

grouped the outcome requirements into the following categories where they presented in 

colour coded manner to show how the results influence on the user stories.   

- New Transparency feature (64 Blue) 

- Better defined functionality and user ability (18 Green) 

- Already well defined with the Use case (2 Brown) 
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- When a pattern has not been directly followed but has helped to think about the use 

case in another way (10 black) 

 

 

Transparency Data-related Issues (TD)  

The experts stated how important it is to report to the user what data is being collected 

about them. D3 reported using TEM helps them to consider the data points and interests of 

the system tasks and followed that up by referring to an issue where the system collects 

data without telling the user “Made me consider each of the data points and data interests 

for each task and structure the task description around them. We often collect data without 

telling the users what it is being used for, so it was good to considered why at each point in 

the application we are collecting given things. Makes you rethink the validity in collecting 

certain things, such as user personality ethnic details were removed from the system as we 

had no real reason to collect it”. This indicates how necessary it is to justify why the user’s 

data is collected and in case there is no justification, clearly the data should not be 

collected. The developers were able to apply data minimisation (one of the pillar principles 

in the GDPR). 

The developers stated that the data interests help in grouping all the data related the 

information, then added “Data interests are a great extension on the concept of data tables – 

you can group many tables under a data interest”.  
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The following Figure 6.1 illustrates a user story from the selected application and the 

resulting requirements. See full user story and results in the appendix (see Section 8.3), 

below are excerpt taking from the user stories as points of discussions:    

Figure 6.1 shows that it is critical to inform the user who has access on their data, as well as 

justifying where it is not clear which parties the data will be shared with.  

Transparent of Available Software Functions (TF) 

D4 pointed out that “Regarding other systems that I have worked with, I think there are 

clear benefits to a process that ensures consideration is given to explaining potentially 

complex tasks that the system is capable of to the user.  This kind of extra detail is often not 

picked up by developers, so being picked up by the methodology would be helpful. 

I have found that once a complex feature is better explained, then it attracts more usage.  

This is an example of a user trusting the system to do what it says it should.  Once that 

detail was added, users had confidence in customising that part of the system. 

User story 27. Display Structured Education Courses 

As a patient I need to be shown the appropriate SE courses for me.  This will include 

courses available online (referred to as Remote) and face to face group courses. I 

will need to see the detail of what the course is offering, where the course is being 

held and the date and time… 

Static data → requirements result: 

1- The system must communicate that Uses Postcode to search for course and 

“accessed by system admin”. This data is anonymized and will be stored 

until your account deletion. This is only acted on by the system.  

2- The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of type postcode and 

locational data which will be sent to Google via google maps and stored on their 

servers.  

 Figure 6.1: User story 27- Static data 
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Before the Transparency Engineering Methodology (TEM) it was usually the case that 

features would not be used due to users not knowing how they worked or what data they 

might affect.  It was usually when someone new to the system was asking questions about it 

or running training sessions on it that questions raised by the TEM would have become 

clear.”  

Another developer stated that “Really great for multi-faceted pathway use case – like the 

cancel course”.  

This aligns with user’s mental model of the software and their expectation of what can be 

achieved. If at any given context transparency of the available options were clearly stated a 

user can make an informed decision be reassured that they are using a particular 

functionality correctly and in line with its intended purpose. Often software has an 

expectation that the user knows of particular features and how to use them which can lead 

to frustration and affects user experience.  

D3 explained that TEM helps in maintaining user-focused development: “At the task 

implementation level it is all but lost in a more functional description.” So much of current 

software development is centred around user focused development especially the elicitation 

process but this link can be lost when actually under development. D3 is alluding to 

centring the requirements around communicating with the user as they user stories are 

broken down into tasks. As a result, TEM can bring user perspective right to the point of 

writing code. 
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The results from the technical evaluation illustrated software related processes requirements 

are being defined see full document (see Section 8.3), a useful example of this results is  

 

Missing Requirements Being Covered (MR)  

The developers have stated in their postquestionnaires that the methodology helped them to 

cover the missing requirements in their example applications, D3 stated that the 

methodology “helps fill in many of the gaps particularly around informing the user” D3 

added that the user is usually only informed in errors cases, and that creates “lots of gaps as 

it was often down to the developers discretion” they mentioned that now with TEM” the 

User story 27. Display Structured Education Courses 

As a patient I need to be shown the appropriate SE courses for me.  This will include 

courses available online (referred to as Remote) and face to face group courses. I 

will need to see the detail of what the course is offering, where the course is being 

held and the date and time… 

→  Dynamic Use case: Preconditions courses exists→ resulting requirement:  

In case the patients search parameters do not return results the system must 

communicate to the user that the search parameters are too narrow and that if they 

widen them to a particular degree more results would become available. 

Another example, User Story 26: Electronically complete a standard template 

with personal details.  

→ Dynamic Use case: Preconditions selected a course email address → resulting 

requirement: If the current system state does not meet select the course the system 

must communicate that in order to create an account the patient must first select a 

course on which to book onto, this can be done by selecting book a course and 

searching for available courses.  

 
Figure 6.2: User story 27- 26 Dynamic Use case 
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structure forces user to be informed about everything so you don’t miss the important 

communications” 

Additionally, the project manager mentioned that TEM aids the newer developers, D4 “I 

think it will make newer developers think more laterally and perhaps make them question 

themselves on how the system should respond in certain areas or situations”. It is thus clear 

that the methodology helps define and elicitate requirements particularly around user 

communication and add structure and consistency the way that user communication is 

managed. 

Figure 6.3 presents an original user story and requirements outputs from the data and 

dynamic use case patterns. It shows that the resulting requirements define the pre and 

postconditions of the user story as well as the GDPR related data. This example illustrates 

how TEM can aid in bridging the gaps in the user story in a systematic way. During the 

focused group session one of the developers pointed on the importance of informing the 

users about their data and access rights, D3 also mentioned “Makes you think about the 

data points, if people know their rights, they are more likely the fight for them”.  

The pre- and post-conditions were only defined as a prerequisite of TEM methodology, and 

where not included in the original user stories. In the first case, they are solved by the 

developers’ experience and general understanding of the task. Any wider conflicts of 

information or significant lack of information can be solved through daily or weekly 

meetings with the domain experts.  This often causes delay on the long run. Some issues 

can come across accumulatively with other issues and causes a bigger delay. 
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Quality of Documentation (QD)  

This is covered by questions three in (Section 8.1) and three in (Section 8.2), and the 

responses have revealed that the agile documentations can be “at times good”, however, 

there is a lack of information which can lead to assumptions. They continued to say that 

“Particular details and functionalities could be more defined. Occasionally a feature is 

implemented incorrectly to the users desire, and this can lead to lengthy changes due to bad 

spec in the first place”.  

User Story 29. Receive appropriate reminders and messages about upcoming 

course. 

As a patient Once booked onto an SE course, I need to receive a reminder of my 

upcoming course with details of time and place.  So that This will be in the form of 

email or text.  I will have chosen my preferred means of communication when I 

created my login. 

Test Case 1. The patient will receive relevant reminders of their course and the 

course details. 

→ Dynamic Use case → Preconditions, Postconditions → resulting requirement:  

If the current system is within 2 weeks 1 week and 2 days of the start of the course the 

patient must be sent an email to remind them of the course, stating the alternate 

options to cancel the course, if any changes to the course are made then the admin 

will contact them, if they have any questions, they can contact the admin team. 

→ GDPR pattern→ resulting requirement: 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds data of the type Referral 

information which admins can view and edit, SE Course providers and Educators can 

view. 

Figure 6.3: User story 29 - Dynamic Use case and GDPR 
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In regard to the quality of documentations of TEM (easy to use/reuse and maintain) (QD), 

developers noted that it is hard to follow at the start and got easier once more familiar. D3 

stated that “Good as a whole, can be difficult to follow at times” however, “found the 

process got a lot easier as time went on and the process naturally streamlined itself as I 

become more familiar with the process and documentation”. Also, D4 noted that “I felt that 

it could do with more complete examples”. 

Defined Requirements (DR) 

This theme has been covered by the question five of the prequestionnaire when the 

developers were asked on their past knowledge, D1 stated that “We don’t always have the 

system aspects required for the task defined and available”. Also, D2 elaborated “In theory 

yes we do, but in practice there are many times where questions only arise while in mid 

development.” D3 mentioned in more details what are the missing systems aspects 

“Sometimes missing text or messages, sometimes missing alternate pathway and error 

cases, sometimes missing greater detail on the application flow and the exact process”. 

This theme has been covered by the question four of the postquestionnaire, D3 was very 

affirmative on that TEM “Helps to define the functionality more clearly. And has a user 

focused bent with everything focusing on communication with the user which is often an 

afterthought for me.” 

Developer D4, stated that the methodology helps in defining the requirements “since there 

is more thought given to the development items.” 

Another noted example from the trail stage came from following the requirements pattern 

to verbally inform a particular part of the process to the user outside the software boundary 

i.e., “the clinician must verbally communicate to the user…”. This shows the scalability of 

TEM where it can encompass processes outside the software system e.g., prompting the 

clinical to verbally communicate the information to the user.    

Informing the User (IU) 

This theme is mainly covered by Question nine in the prequestionnaires (see Section 8.1) 

and eight in postquestionnaires (see Section 8.2). D1 said “informing the user about the 

data being collected and the process being performed should be a requirement itself.” D4 
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mentioned an example from their project experience on where and what they inform the 

user about “We have a specific text on first login to our system (CliniTouch Vie) that the 

patient must agree to in order to use the system”. Although that it is clear that the team has 

showed some transparency it is more on a case-by-case bases, rather than systematic 

approach across the application. Here transparency is regarded as the need to know as 

opposed to the right to know and so is not consistent applied throughout the applications. 

After applying TEM: The developers have stated that TEM help to sustain the user focus. 

one of the developers noted that the methodology “Help to maintain user focused 

development later into the development cycle where at the task implementation level it is 

all but lost in a more functional description.”  They elaborated further “This meant we 

informed the user about processes we probably wouldn’t have bothered before with but can 

be informative. On data collection every input is more deeply scrutinized especially 

peripheral data collection processes which were often overlooked”. D4 also stated that 

applying the methodology aids in informing the user about their data and other system 

aspects as it “raises the thought and discussion between stakeholders, which then if carried 

out will certainly help the user in their use of the system.” They highlighted that TEM aids 

them to reflect on the data that is stored and, how to communicate to user. During the focus 

group one of the team members said that TEM brings the user to the implementation and 

the user stories “by letting us think of what the user wants to know from each systems 

aspect been addressed in the user story e.g., data, operation”. 

One of the developers describes “user centric view” with regards to transparency concerns 

mostly relates to the user information that they impart. However, a big part of personally 

identifiable collected data is gathered passively via behavioural, statistical and usage data. 

This is often not identified as a data concern and the user is rarely directly informed. 

The developer added “When the system collects information not directly form the user but 

could be critical – when attempted login – when successful etc...”. For instance, IP address 

or any information about view time on the website, or any other behavioural data could 

affect the user or used to identify users. The data interest identification process provides a 

way to create all different data types needed and inform the end user about them when 

necessarily.  
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Postquestionnaire Domain experts    

The domain experts are asked to fill out post questionnaire based on their experience, after 

they learned and executed the methodology in sample examples from their applications. 

The domain experts filled the questionnaire based on their knowledge about their users. The 

questions were mainly focused on the influence of implementing the resulting requirements 

on the user trust with the software. More precisely on the following trust bases and system 

qualities:  

1. Users’ cognitive trust, i.e., perceived understandability, reliability, and technical 

competence 

2. Usability and usefulness 

3. Temporary and permanent reassurance, data traceability 

The responses for the above were all positive, emphasizing that transparency “will lead to 

traceability throughout the application”. The participants reflected in their answers to these 

questions, how TEM supports achieving transparency and why this makes users trust in the 

system. The domain expert noticed, that TEM influences the way they think about the 

experience of the user (“[TEM] prompts me to think about the user experience from a 

perspective of trust”) DE5. But besides this general shift of behaviour, it also gives concrete 

assistance by “identifying places in the system where information about functionality is 

lacking” (DE4), which allows the designers and developers to address this lack of 

information by adding it. Trust is equated with making “a user feels very confident about 

the system” (quote from DE4, but also voiced by DE5). To achieve user confidence, the 

system needs to give “feedback […] after carrying out commands” (DE4) and inform the 

users of their actions (DE5). But you need to be careful, because while “some users would 

feel reassured” (DE4) if all the TEM outcomes are implemented, others might “feel like the 

system is trying to tell them too much” (DE4). This concern is addressed in TEM by 

offering the specialist applying the method, to choose from different options, how to 

achieve transparency (push, pull, do not show, user settings, see 5.4.4 for details). 

Especially option for “user settings” leaves the users the freedom to decide, which level of 

information is right for them. However, selecting this transparency option needs to be 
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balanced with the number of settings that are presented to the user as well as possible 

development time and effort restrictions. 

4.  Users making informed decisions, building their trust, and meeting their 

expectations. 

Domain experts also stated that, when applying TEM, the users’ trust can be built, and they 

will have more informed decisions to make. DE5 noted that TEM will help the user to 

decide if they want to use the software or not. B4 elaborated on the reason stating, “since if 

they have a clear understanding of what various system features do then they will know 

whether it is the appropriate feature that they need to use at that time”. During the focus 

group session B5 mentioned that in our domain area the users tent to assume things and 

build false trust based on them. Transparency in this case is an important requirement. B4 

added that taking into consideration that users are very differ, TEM will help in meeting 

user expectation when the system responses “validate what the user did whenever they use 

any part of the system”. DE5 noted on the user expectations that “I think users expect 

transparency”. 

5.  Methodology characteristics. 

The domain experts have different insights about TEM characteristics, “The methodology is 

concise, consistent and replicable.” (DE5). Another domain expert noted that TEM work 

like and “safety net” as it is a reminder for the developers when writing their software 

specifications followed by the user stories, what system aspects to consider. As well as 

“serves to generate discussion between developers/stakeholders around points that may not 

otherwise be considered” (DE4) 

6.1.4 Limitations of TEM  

The developers and the domain experts noted several limitations of the transparency 

engineering methodology. They have been asked directly in the postquestionnaires how you 

think the methodology can be improved. Domain expert found that the time to execute 

TEM can restrict its use as DE4 stated “The limitations from my perspective really were 

time-based” based on the “the circumstances of the development team as to whether they 

could fit this detailed analysis into their plans” (DE4). Their suggestion was to bring more 
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complete and concise examples so that they developers have better expectations and 

comprehend what is needed to be used for. Another limitation was the structure of the 

methodology, they noticed that it can be improved so that it become easier to follow. As 

well as having to group the results themselves can results in inconsistency of the different 

parts of the application and there is no information presentation unified for the application. 

During the execution stage some of the results pointed out on consistency issues, where 

each developer can potentially come up with different style of requirements over the same 

project. D3 “How it fits together on the application level is the important thing – I can see 

the same things being repeated and to be able to standardize them across the application 

would be great”. In the same application D3 noted that not having fresh mind on the results 

can cause the consistency problem saying, “I tried to use TEM without looking at the user 

stories details only from the title, that give me fresher mind and the helped to bring more 

information and consistency to the results”. The consistency issue over the data can be 

addressed with Data Interest Identification Process which provides a systematic way to 

generate groups of data types that include a definition of the user encompassing all their 

data, which the system can communicate to the user when needed. However, this process 

needs to be used hieratically using top-down approach. 

Additionally, D3 noted that the transparency requirement results can overwhelm the end 

user, with on way to define the type of the user “and the amount of information that they 

want to see”. The solution to that is by specifying different types of user (see Section 5.4.1), 

however this means that this option need to be clearer in the condition Section. DE4 also 

noted on the step two of the methodology where the unimplemented system related goals 

are clusters by the reasons why they are not implemented for the user to be informed about 

them, is not necessary as no data would be recorded of these goals or carried out after they 

are being discarded. However, it is important to note that the developers have not run the 

presentation choices themselves in this evaluation which potentially help in how to 

communicate the information to the user over the application (see Section 5.4.4). This issue 

is partly addressed using the concept of Condition where the communicating a certain 

information to the user need to be related to their current interaction with the system (see 

Section 5.4.1). However, the team did not use the concept to its full options and usages, at 

some points of the training stage, it was important to show the developers and remind them 
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to use the conditions where they can generate positive or negative expressions depends on 

their needs.  Moreover, the current version of TEM allows the specialist to have the final 

decision on how the information is communicated to the user with the help of presentation 

choices. However, that might be not enough, therefore, integrate TEM with an evaluation 

criterion of the non-functional transparency (where it defines the acceptance criteria) can be 

done in the future work Section. 

In this evaluation the domain experts’ feedback and responses are collected on how TEM 

can enhance user trust. A complete evaluation of the methodology would be ideal, 

including measuring the impact on user trust, but is out of the scale of this thesis both in 

terms of time and resources. Therefore, it remains as part of the future work to fully 

evaluate the methodology on its results on user trust (see Section 7.2.5).  

 

6.1.5 Interpretations of the Analysis  

Strengths 

This study proved that Transparency Engineering Methodology provided a conceptual 

framework for transparency requirements that has the capability to capture all transparency 

requirements for the end users. Once all transparency requirements have been exposed, the 

requirements engineers and developers can decide what information to show/hide by 

carrying out a conflict check with other system requirements.  

TEM systematically generates transparency requirements and increases the develops ability 

to structure directly actionable requirements in their applications. The methodology takes in 

the project high level user stories and depending on the given data interests and processes 

and generates the required transparency requirements, spanning from who has access to the 

data to what processes are occurring.  TEM, thus guides the developers and requirements 

specialists to focus on transparency and trust. This is not generally, triggered by traditional 

requirements engineering methods. Further to this it allows the TEM users to construct the 

right mindset to think about ways of folding transparency and trust into a system, as users 

concerns are central to the manner in which the resulting requirements are structured TEM 
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is useful for bringing the end user’s perception to the implementation stages and further 

drives user focus process to the point of writing code.  

Requirement refinement with descriptive user focus, TEM generates transparency 

requirement, but further to this it generates more complete and more user focus 

requirements. All outputting requirements are described in terms of communication with 

the user and the data and operations that are being carried out. This focus on 

communication seems to give the requirements a holistic nature as all the facets are first 

gathered and TEM generates a requirement which both includes the operation and the 

communication. Further to this TEM can directly help fill gaps in requirements be 

identifying differentials between the pre- and post-conditions and data processes.   

Data interests as a way of grouping similar data concerns. The complexity of many 

applications often means that data models are acted on in multiple location within an 

application. Data interests span across the whole application grouping similar data concerns 

and the ways in which the system must be transparent about them together. All the 

developers recognised the important to create data interests as a beneficial way of grouping 

data types. Specifically, user data is any data that can identify the user, e.g., personal data, 

behavioural data…etc and so this can be grouped into a data concern maintain a consistent 

feedback loop with how this data is being acted upon. The creation of these data interests 

should be an iterative process and distributed throughout the team via a top-down approach 

for the consistency reasons.  

TEM Exposes transparency and uses of data, particularly secondary processes which are 

often ignored. Details of what a user needs to know about system aspects and data 

operations are generated by TEM on all aspect of the system.  This expose information 

about the user which the user has a right to know about and aids in the requirements 

specialist and developer’s decision on what information to show. The hope is that this 

process is further formalised to a standard, as described in the future work. Too often 

through other standard elicitation method, this information is not accessible due to not 

being directly related to the systematic functionality of the application and thus ignored. 

How a user’s data is used in secondary processes was all but completely ignored in the 

initial elicitation process carried out on the Spirit Hub application. Thus, this indicates that 
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it can be helpful to place TEM in the development process with other requirements 

engineering processes, optimizing its use with other models and frameworks. For that 

purpose, transparency elicitation process has been suggested in the future work (see Section 

7.2.3) driving transparency to be considered earlier in the product development cycle.  

TEM fits in with agile and SCRUM practices. TEM has been designed to be suitable for 

agile practices. The Spirit Healthcare development team uses agile practices in their 

applications and implementation of the methodology fitted well within their team structure. 

As agile is in the predominant software development framework, it was essential that TEM 

was developed to support these practices. Current limitations in agile development are that 

the requirements are not well defined, and the users’ perspective is not completely included, 

because it focuses on rapid iteration results (see Section 2.3). TEM contribute to addressing 

this issue by extending the agile process meaning teams can continue to work in a similar 

familiar structure whilst more deeply rooting the users’ considerations into the process.  

TEM helps the users in achieving their goals with the system. TEM guide the user through a 

system by describing the available and enabled options and showing reasoning why the 

system is acting in a certain why when needed at a given context.  

Weaknesses 

Learning curve. The results from the training and the trial stages show that the developers 

and the project manager in their first trail seemed to complete the requirements from the 

related knowledge of that system aspect, without necessarily directly following the pattern. 

As more of the user stories were elicited there was a substantial improvement of the quality 

of the output and adherence to the framework. This shows that there is a degree of learning 

how to implement the methodology. The developers tend to create their own templates to 

fill out the results the way they see it working. One of the reasons that the developers 

mentioned is the structure is not clear in some cases. There are several mentioned reasons: 

to cumbersome, did not understand them fully at that stage, time constrain etc. Although it 

should be said that as they spent more time with the methodology, they described the 

process as faster and clearer (see Section Quality of documentation in 6.1.3). 

Consistency issue. There was a concern regarding the consistency in the outputs from 

different patterns and data interests. After one of the focused group sessions, applying the 
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Data Interest Identification process needed to be clarified that should be used hierarchy. To 

rationalize the use of patterns as a way of assisting developers in handling the data interest, 

the head of developers generates the data interests first and share them with the team. This 

should be clearer in the methodology description. 

More knowledge about the problem area might be required in order to get the most out of 

the engineering methodology. There are decisions and conflict check need to be taken by 

the developers and requirements specialist during applying TEM, to decide what 

information to strongly display to the user, what information need to be push or pull (see 

Section 5.4.4). As well as checking when information discloser might cause any data 

breach. It is important that the requirements specialist knows well about their targeted 

audience and application domain to make these decisions.  

TEM structure can be difficult to follow at times, the methodology has several steps and 

patterns and can be difficult to decern which ones to select at times, as the current structure 

is open and not fixed to prevent that.  

6.1.6 Threats to Validity  

Although the evaluation is conducted with an entire development team, this team only 

consists of 5 members. That could potentially affect the scale of answers where some 

responses can be biased as it relies fully on the members past and current experiences. 

The project’s application is relatively small consist of only 29 user stories, this was a 

manageable size but might have not stretched the methodology to it full capability and 

hitting all its limitation. As a result, the scalability of the methodology was also not tested 

to make the methodology more broadly applicable using transparency elicitation process 

and standardization approaches (see Section 7.2.3 7.2.1). 

Additionally, the methodology has only been evaluated within the company’s current agile 

practices which makes it difficult to distinguish between poorly implemented agile 

practices and the mythology’s results. The interviews and focus groups helped in defining 

the line between the two. Further the methodology was only compared to agile which was 

deemed acceptable as the current industry standard.   
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Some of the questions could have been designed better, as some of the developer’s 

responses were based on general opinion instead of their particular experiences, for instance 

the questions about the agile practices. 

This evaluation used qualitive analysis methods; however, this has a number of limitations 

(see Section 3.1.1).  

Another weakness with evaluating the results with the company, is that the answers can be 

biased and effected with the company environment. For instance, some responses from the 

management team can be diplomatic as oppose of lab environment. To overcome this the 

methodology could be implemented on a larger scale across multiple companies and 

projects (see Section  7.2.1). 

6.1.7 Discussion (summary) 

TEM has been shown to systematically generate transparency requirements leading to the 

user being informed about how their data is being used and who has access to it. This 

degree of transparency is extended to backend and passive collection processes where 

informing the user is often overlooked. Although the methodology takes some time to get 

used to, as illustrated by the quality of the output and comments from the developers it 

generates a holistic user story with informing the user at the centre. The responses and the 

technical results show that the methodology is useful for defining the requirements more 

systematically with user communication being the key consideration.  

Perhaps a serious disadvantage of this method is that the current structure of the steps can 

be difficult to follow without placing TEM in the development process, therefore, a 

transparency elicitation process has been introduced in the future work to tackle this issue 

(see Section 7.2.3). 

Integrating transparency across the software system has been unaccomplished task, to make 

it more possible TEM is designed to fit with agile practices and management tools (see 

future Sections 7.2.1). To build transparency contextually and in relation to the user goals 

with the system, that needs a method where it can be embedded in the daily management 

tools i.e., first time an event happens it might require to present information in order to 

guild the user in achieving their goal. However, later this information might become less 
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relevant. Therefore, the concept of conditions is necessary (see Section event-based 

transparency Section 6.3.2) 

 

6.2 Related Work  

Engineering trust and transparency in software systems is an underdeveloped area of 

research which has been left behind as the main focus has been to drive rapid results, 

efficiency and quality. Therefore, only a few studies have investigated how to engineer 

transparency or trust in a software system. Here is a number of key papers in the area have 

been selected to further investigate their findings. These papers study models, taxonomy, 

modelling languages and requirements patterns to engineer transparency and/or trust in a 

software system, where trust and transparency were examined as non-functional 

requirements. 

Since transparency is a complex quality and can hurt as well as improve trust, Meunier et 

al. [172] have developed a different notion called Software Purity which refers to a set of 

standards that the software has to satisfy in order to establish user trust. In addition, user 

data would not be used for other purposes different from that which the system is clearly 

intended. In this research, transparency is being addressed to enhance trust as TEM is 

motivated by trust and designed to increase user trust.  

Hoffmann et al. [14] stated that users often adopt trust to help reduce complexity and 

simplify the interaction with a piece of software. Trust is a social contract in that way, 

where instead of agonising over each interaction a relationship develops and the user 

entrust an input will be acted on in a particular way, including all subsidiary processes and 

uses of data. As a result, the researchers stated that trust is not directly tangible and must be 

analysed through collecting the antecedents of trust. Trust antecedents are “factors or 

elements that build trust”. The researcher collected antecedents derived from the existing 

studies and performed a systematic literature review selecting only on the studies on trust in 

automation. Required patterns were designed around addressing the antecedents and created 

high-level goals with related forces to drive the domain expert into making decisions with 

trust more as a focus. The patterns’ results express the goals that the system should satisfy. 

The patterns present the high-level goals that the system shall achieve without formalising 
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how to achieve them. These goals are designed to help requirement analysis on deciding 

whether the patter is applicable to the system or not. The five patterns’ results are 

Explications of Intentions pattern, to satisfy the systems which should say clearly what “it 

will act on in a particular way”. The second pattern is Understandability, its template 

solution is saying that “The system shall provide information about current activities”. The 

third patter is Transparency, its goal (problem) to “satisfy the user need of easily discern the 

system” and template (solution) says “The system shall provide information for how the 

output was created.” The last two patterns were Information Accuracy with the goal that 

“The system shall provide possibilities for the user to select data that is applied by the 

system”, and Personalization pattern with the goal that “The system shall provide setting 

options for system functionalities.” The aim of Hoffmann research is to “help requirements 

analysts to address trust on a basic level”. The researcher stated that other research needed 

to achieve that in a detailed level. That is where is research stands and contribute to 

addressing the mentioned goals with TEM (see Section 0). TEM helps to specify in more 

details how to achieve these goals over the systems functional requirements. Thus, helping 

in reducing the open and abroad interpretations for goals by a team member.  

Transparency is examined as a non-functional requirement in Marcio et al. [2] as they 

believe it “rarely can be satisfied” thus can only be accepted within limits. The researchers 

used i* to model transparency for that same reason, where they considered intentions 

behind being transparent on the company actions. Their work focusses on understanding 

the relationship between transparency and other system qualities like security, trust, and 

privacy. The researcher used Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs (SIG) to capture these 

relationships, then used ontology and semantic web later on to collect information about 

transparency and other non-functional requirements. Likewise, their work also examined 

the relationship between trust and transparency and found that their relationship can be 

either positive or negative, however, this research has also found that in some cases they 

cannot affect each other. Their main view on software transparency is that it can be 

categories to low or high based on what the system delivers. In this research, transparency 

is analogous as correctness (see Section 4.3.6); there is no high-transparent software, a 

system is either transparent or not. Marcio work focuses on information transparency while 

our research work focuses on both information and process transparency (see Chapter 5). 
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Hosseini et al. [184] stated that achieving transparency is hard, and therefore, defined 

transparency usefulness as a measurement to transparency in the system. Transparency here 

is presented as a non-functional requirement, and it is useful once the user can act on the 

information provided.  To evaluate if the information is transparent, they created a checklist 

where at the top of this list is the stakeholder actionability where they can act upon the 

information perceived. The researcher divided transparency into four facets to address the 

concept and help its integration in business information systems. These facets are 

stakeholders, meaningfulness, usefulness, and information quality. The facet of 

meaningfulness refers to the information understandability from the stakeholder and 

intentions behind providing this information. In the context of their research, the depth of 

information is defined by data transparency, process transparency (how this data is 

performed) and policy transparency (why an action is performed). To address all that a 

modelling language has been created to be used by software engineers. Husseini research 

studies from a holistic point of view the information provider and receiver where he 

examined the different level of transparency needed for different stakeholders. Their 

research on transparency focused on social-technical systems. Similarly, the facets 

described in Husseini’s research are satisfied in this study. However, the research focus was 

on the end-user. TEM starts with the user goals and generates transparency requirements 

based on them and in relation to other system requirements. Therefore, it is designed to 

help users in achieving their goals with the system.  

Some authors examined transparency with its interrelations with privacy [6] [162], while 

others examined transparency with it is dependencies with other system goals. Leite [80] 

have discussed transparency and presented as a non-functional requirement in the context 

of software engineering as well as organizations. To present what he called transparency 

knowledge, the researcher defined the concept in a graph consist of 33 soft goals using 

Softgoal Interdependence SIGs. The graph describes the dependency between the nodes of 

the graph and transparency. These nodes are all related and influences transparency. 

Transparency is on the top of the graph then the second level consists of: accessibility, 

usability, informativeness, understandability and auditability which they have direct 

influence on transparency. TEM adds to that by addressing transparency with the functional 

requirements of the system aspects.  
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Marcio et al. have similarly demonstrated the relationship between trust and transparency in 

software systems literature. They also found that “trust can either improve or hurt real 

transparency and vice-versa”. However, they mentioned that there are further and deeper 

investigations needed. Our research contributes to that with more in-depth analysis on the 

relationship between the concepts (see chapter 4). 

Research has examined the impact of transparency in many ways. Yu  [77] have studied the 

impact of transparency on the effectiveness of requirements documents. According to Yu, 

more transparency can help in achieving more effective documentation. They developed a 

working definition of transparency where it consists of three attributes: relevance, 

accessibility, and understandability and found that more transparent requirement documents 

aid the stakeholder to “spent less time, answered more questions correctly, and were more 

confident about their answers”. They measured efficiency “by evaluating how much time 

participants spend […] measure satisfaction by how participants feel about using the 

requirements documents”. This research has studied the impact of transparency on the 

effectiveness of the functional requirements of the system, and designed TEM to encourage 

the effective implementation of these requirements. Additionally, TEM has been evaluated 

similarly with expert evaluation and case study. TEM also addresses the above-mentioned 

attributes of transparency by generating transparency requirements that help the end-user to 

access their data and system operations, so they can achieve their goals and understand the 

system better.  

Meis et al. [12]. Their research has mainly examined the flow of the personal data in a 

system in order to generate the static requirements of privacy that are related to personal 

information and its corresponding transparency requirements. Those requirements are static 

in the sense that they help the user understanding what data the system hold on them, but 

not necessarily about changes that may happen to this data, or how to execute their rights 

with respect to the data. In our research we develop a set of static and dynamic patterns that 

generate transparency requirements about user data. These patterns help to inform the user 

about their data rights under GDPR, who has access to their data, how it has been stored, et 

cetera. For instance, the user can be informed when data is collected, edited or accessed, as 

well as they are given the control on who accesses their data. Further to that, we focus on 
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the application of the patterns in agile practices of development to help the requirements 

analyst and developers to generate and implement the resulting requirements. 

 

6.3 Extended Discussion on TEM 

To elaborated in the discussion further, the following sections explain some of the technical 

motivations behind designing and developing the engineering methodology.  

6.3.1 Transparency Patterns by Motivation Types 

The literature review demonstrates that key to implementing trust via transparency are 

information disclosure, in particular around the users’ data, and not violating user 

expectations. Moreover, transparency must mediate the interaction of the user with the 

system enabling them to make effective trust judgements. To that end traceability of system 

states can be used to implement many of these facets and factors. Traceability is the process 

of revealing to the user, pre- and post-conditions, keeping the user updated about their 

current and previous data instances and providing available options open to the user at any 

given point. Leite [82] states that transparency is needed to allow back and forward 

traceability in the software. TEM is designed to support this by using requirements patterns. 

Transparency patterns motivation types are distinguished and classified based on their goal 

and impact on helping the user as follows: 

1. Guidance/ Usefulness/ Utility Transparency: This type of transparency is mainly 

used to aid the user in achieving their goals. E.g., operation transparency helps in 

guiding users through system functions. This transparency has a pre-active role 

when an action might lead to failure or will have negative consequences. Pre-active 

is when it applies before the action occurs. 

2. Traceability Transparency: Traceability can be broken down into two subgroups, 

temporary and permanent: 

• Temporary Traceability Transparency/Reassurance: This type of 

transparency has a post– passive role for data and activities in the system. 

Post-passive is when it applies after the action occurs. The two main benefits 

of this type are helping meeting users’ expectations and, therefore, their 
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satisfaction. The patterns motivated by this type uses push presentation. 

Moreover, it can be pre-active for the other transparency types. According to 

Nielsen.s [185] “The system should always keep users informed about 

current state and actions through appropriate visual cues and feedback 

within a reasonable time”, e.g. button click.  

• Permanent Traceability Transparency/Reassurance: In this type, the user 

usually queries the information from the system. The patterns motivated by 

this type uses Pull presentation. This type has post-active and long-lasting 

effect for monitoring proposes, e.g., balance log. 

3. Learning Transparency: Here, the user usually queries the information from the 

system. The patterns motivated by this type uses Pull presentation. The information 

is not necessarily needed for a specific process, but it can present general 

knowledge about the system.  

 

Table 6.2: Transparency patterns by motivation types 

Transparency 

motivation types 

Role with system 

actions 

Presentation 

choice 

Transparency 

patterns 

Guidance/Usefulness/ 

Utility  

Pre- active Pull or Push Use case patterns 

Process patterns 

Temporary 

Reassurance/Traceabili

ty  

Post-passive& Pre-

active 

Push Data pattern 

Permanent Traceability  Post-active Pull  Data Type patterns 

Data pattern 

Learning Pre-passive or post-

passive 

Pull Data Type patterns 

Static Use case 

patterns 

Static Process patterns 
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6.3.2 Event-Based Transparency  

Information needs to be relevant to the user’s current goal with the system. That is an 

essential factor to not overwhelm the user. Additionally, users tend to forget systems 

functionalities and need to be always familiar with the system’s terminology and 

presentation. In the designing of software, research does not rely on the user’s memory, 

because users forget details about the system over time [185]. TEM is intended to address 

this issue with the concept of condition (see Section 5.4.1), which been based on the 

following analysis.  

Information Transparency: The literature review on trust and transparency has shown 

that information can assure the user on the software qualities and functionalities, e.g., how 

the system is secure and safe. However, in direct contrast, too much information can do the 

opposite by overwhelming them. This can be solved by only providing information when 

the user needs in a contextual manner. Thus, it is vital to realize that in case of information 

transparency, the needs of a user are not always necessarily constant over time, they can 

depend on events happening in and around the system. To process this, when defining the 

transparency requirements, the requirements specialist should also take event-related 

information during their requirement analysis stage and type of transparency information 

(data or operation transparency). This approach will help in showing boundaries, only 

showing the current relevant information, preventing overload. The time-related event-

related can be analysed from the pre- and post-conditions of the use case of that relevant 

event.   

The requirements specialist needs to identify possible events in the system where 

transparency is required. Events are system state changes based on context changes or 

interactions with the user. For each event (e), the requirements specialist then has to 

identify the transparency requirements associated with the event. For instance: 

• Balance – Needs to always be visible => e. Always 

• Fee – Needs only to be displayed if action costs a fee => e. FeeTriggered 

• Exchange Rate – Needs to only be displayed, if money is transferred to a foreign 

country, with different currency => e. TransferForeignCurrency 

The outcome of the methodology: Transparency Requirements: 
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For example: 

• If the user tries to Withdraw Money in Germany, the system needs to be transparent 

about Balance. 

• If the user tries to reach Withdraw Money in Germany and Fee is triggered, the 

system needs to be transparent about Amount of Fee. 

• If the user tries to reach Withdraw Money in Germany and Money Exchange is 

triggered, the system needs to be transparent about Exchange rate. 

• If the user tries to reach Withdraw Money in Germany and available balance too 

low is triggered, the system needs to be transparent about Check available balance, 

if enough, allow to withdraw, otherwise do not allow to withdraw.  
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Chapter 7 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

This research aimed to help requirements engineers to manage transparency through a 

systematic transparency requirements generation methodology in order to enable users’ trust 

judgement by providing them with the relevant information about the related system aspects. 

It considered the trust relationship between the system and the stakeholders, specifically 

between end-users and software, and ever more critical relationship as our reliance on 

technology continues to increase. To achieving this, a definition of this complex quality of 

trust in the context of software engineering was constructed by looked into its 

interdisciplinary definitions (see Section 2.1.8).  

In addition, this research provides a summary of the relationship between trust and 

transparency in software systems in different domains and contexts. It includes a clustering 

of current views from the literature, combined with a concept map developed and used to 

show the relationship between trust and transparency. A cluster analysis aids in the 

delineation of trust and transparency and assists in understanding the need for engineering 

transparency requirements aimed at improving trust in software. Upon reviewing the selected 

articles, a list of high-impact factors, qualities, and highly reported contexts were identified. 

Gaps were highlighted pointing out limitations in the existing literature. Our analysis 

concluded that in order to clarify the relationship between trust and transparency, there are 

the following steps. Firstly, it is necessary to define the facets of both notions precisely so 

that these definitions are applicable across a range of sources. Secondly, it is important to 

consider the properties, factors, qualities, and pitfalls as they provide a clear utilization of the 

relationship between trust and transparency. This analysis helped us to decide how to 

integrate transparency properties that enhance trust in their application domains. 
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Presently research has studied transparency in relation to non-functional requirements. 

However, there is a gap in research on transparency in relation to functional requirements. In 

addition, due to the complex nature of the transparency in software, this research shows that 

it is impossible to achieve transparency for the entire system. However, it should be elicited 

for individual system aspects.  

This research developed an engineering methodology primarily designed for the 

requirements specialists to help in making decisions and generate transparency requirements 

in their software. However, it has also been designed to support other stakeholders applying 

requirements engineering practices, e.g., for developers to refine their requirements more 

systematically. Crucially, the transparency engineering methodology was developed and 

designed taking trust facets into consideration. This methodology identifies where a software 

system is lacking transparency, based on its given user goals, resulting in a more transparent 

system, which aids users to achieve their goals both through a greater understanding of the 

system and its functionalities and data (e.g., where their data is stored and how it is 

processed and by whom). The work has been evaluated by a case study from a health care 

company. Currently, the transparency engineering methodology works with functional 

requirements by encouraging the effective implementation of different functional 

requirements and providing high-quality information to the user to enable their trust 

judgment.  

The results from the evaluation showed that TEM is effective in bringing the end-users’ 

perception into the development process and prompting the developers and requirements 

specialists to consider the system aspects that the user needs to know about in terms of their 

data and operations. Furthermore, implementing TEM has advanced the concept of exposing 

information to the user, which is not directly accessible, thus ignored by standard elicitation 

methods.  The transparency engineering methodology was therefore successful in providing 

a systematic way for the elicitation of transparency requirements, as well as in informing the 

users about the software functionalities and data in order to help to achieve their goals with 

the system.  
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Furthermore, TEM was effective in integrating the pre- and post-conditions and data 

processes with a user-focused development procedure, both directly generating transparency 

requirements and inducing a user-focused development mentality, and aids developers to 

make user-based decisions.   

TEM was developed to support agile requirements engineering practices. A current 

limitation in agile development is that the requirements are not detailed enough, and that the 

users’ perspective is not included, because the methodologies focus on rapid iterations (see 

Section 2.3). TEM addresses this issue by extending the agile process, which means that 

teams can continue to work in a familiar structure whilst deeply rooting the users’ 

considerations into the process.   

TEM addressed some of these issues by generating more detailed requirements which were 

centred around the communication with the user. Most systems are based on user interaction, 

but often, when speed and efficiency are priorities, communication of information about a 

system function or process, their data, state, and goal, can be overlooked. TEM enforces this 

communication and in doing so, yields complete and clear use cases with a closed loop of 

communication that put the user in the centre of the description.  

7.2 Future Work 

There are several streams to this research that can be further investigated in the future. This 

list of suggestions for future work has been developed based on the main contributions of 

this research, extrapolating ideas and concepts for further logical conclusions.  

7.2.1 Standardisation 

ISO Standards: Currently, transparency of software is solely down to company discretion 

and thus mainly driven commercially. Future work could aim to standardize transparency 

principles for privacy and safety goals where companies will only be certified as transparent 

if they adhere to the defined practices. Some recent studies suggest a movement in this 

direction [186].  

Intentions are important when it comes to transparency as seen from the evaluation D3 “the 

data could be collected for one thing and intended to be used for another”. TEM is aimed to 
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show the intentions of collecting the data; however, the current approach of the transparency 

engineering methodology is company-focused. With wider implementation across a number 

of companies and projects, key aspects of the approach can be abstracted out for creating a 

standard. This standard could then be enforced through customer consensus or even 

legislation. A plan could be to engage the ISO standards and principles [187] to be applied 

directly in the transparency engineering methodology, and that should help the requirements 

specialist and domain expert to follow them. That can also help with the consistency issue 

that the team mentioned during the evaluation (see 6.1.3).  

Project management to Framework: Future work could include TEM being standardized 

for project management tools such as Microsoft DevOps, which could potentially improve 

the issues with consistency stated in the limitations. Project management tools can be 

described as an amalgamation of individuals, processes, and products in order to ensure 

uninterrupted distribution of value to end-users [188]. They are therefore good platforms on 

which to integrate requirement engineering. This can help in applying TEM over the daily 

practices and reduce the consistency issue over the application. The structure of this 

framework helps in generating the Data Interests as desired using top-down. [171] mentioned 

“hierarchy of importance and effectiveness of information quality dimensions on the 

perception of transparency, and their impact on decision-making processes”. TEM, on the 

other side, can support bridging the limitation of transitioning the changes of the 

requirements over the system [189] and how it can be carried and maintained throughout the 

development processes. 

7.2.2 Transparency for Non-functional Requirements  

Currently, as described, the methodology focused on functional requirements. In the future, 

this could be further expanded to include non-functional requirements. Some non-functional 

requirements can be directly judged by the end-user while using the system and will have no 

need for additional means of transparency. However, other non-functional requirements can 

be harder to recognized or judge. If this is the case, displaying the indicators will be the way 

to be transparent. For example, the non-functional requirement “responsiveness” is indirectly 

“visible” to the user experiencing the response times of the system. The non-functional 
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requirement “security”, however, is not visible for the user and would take time to 

determine, even if they have the required knowledge (e.g., by trying to hack the system and 

failing). Thus, the transparency requirement will have to define other cues demonstrating 

“security” to the user such as test certificates of trusted organizations, progress messages 

indicating security steps (e.g., “encrypting message”, “sending an encrypted message 

through secured channels”), clean and sophisticated look and feel to convey that the 

application was not put together hastily and insecurely, etc. Some of the latter transparency 

requirements for non-functional requirements/features might be the same for different non-

functional requirements, covering several non-functional requirements at the same time, e.g., 

“encrypting message” message covers security as well as privacy. Getting the balance right 

between transparency and exposing secrets which could compromise a system is vital.  

7.2.3 Transparency Requirements Elicitation Process 

The literature has been reviewed around methods and approaches used to embed 

transparency in the development phase of the software. The goal is to identify methods and 

approaches to include TEM in the development phase of software.  As a result of the 

evaluation, it was concluded that even though TEM can be implemented as a standalone 

methodology once the prerequisites are met (see Section 5.5), it is for maximizing and 

achieving effective TEM results in the ongoing development of unconscious operations to be 

embedded from the early stages of the development process of use.   

Future work can include a transparency elicitation process, to address the identified concerns 

from the evaluation with regards to overwhelming the user with information (see Section 

6.1.4). This will aid the developers and requirements specialists in gathering transparency 

requirements by eliciting the related transparency input during the early stages of 

development. Additionally, to reduce the incidences of overwhelming the user with the 

information. This proposed process explains how TEM benefits can be maximized. 

Transparency in the context of this research is analogous to correctness (see Section 4.3.6). 

To integrate transparency from the early stages of the development process of software, the 

following approach introduces elicitation processes containing TEM which result in a list of 

transparency requirements for the developers to engineer into the system, to indicate the 
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relevant information being disclosed or hidden to the user based on the system aspect. This 

could, therefore, increase users’ ability to perform trust judgement (see Section 2.1).  

From the developer’s perspective, the approach aims to find out what system aspects to be 

transparent about to improve the users’ trust judgement. The user’s needs and expectations 

are the starting elements of the system to be developed, prototyped, or the system currently 

running a pre-requisite before being able to apply the approach. An illustrative example can 

be the expectation of a user that all videos are considered when creating a recommendation 

list for them. Being transparent about the fact that the YouTube recommender system does 

not consider “any makeup tutorials” for male viewers as the gender is a precondition of that 

process, that increases their judgment on the question if YouTube recommender can find 

relevant videos for them or not. Furthermore, in the future work of this research project aims 

to integrate transparency into a software system using (user-centric) process. This process 

would potentially use and improve the users’ mental model. Along with the process, there 

are elicitation methods and techniques that have been suggested [140].  

7.2.4 Refinement Mechanisms 

Refinement mechanisms ensure consistency over the application, and over the other 

organization applications when required. The future work of this research could suggest 

requirements templates that contain the broken-down set of requirements of a high-level 

requirement resulting from TEM. TEM seemed to naturally create transparency blocks of 

repeat transparency requirements in multiple areas of the application and across an 

organization. The current TEM solution for that is to gather similar use case and data 

processes that the application has for a particular pattern. However, the requirements 

templates would help in creating reusable solutions and maintaining consistency in 

displaying similar transparency. Any further change to these templates would persist across 

the whole application, so it does not have to be updated in each instance, helping to keep 

implementations of these requirements more robust. After doing so, the plan is to apply TEM 

on bigger projects with Spirit Healthcare, which time constraints did not allow for in earlier 

stages of the research.  
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7.2.5 Trust Measurement 

Another suggestion could include monitoring the state of trust. Currently, the focus of this 

research was on how to engineer transparency. To measure the impact of transparency on 

trust, the level of trust of a user to system needs to be measured for an objective comparison 

between the same system with and without transparency requirements implemented. 

7.2.6 Sustainability  

Future work could also consider integrating transparency and trust to improve software 

sustainability. An opportunity started to be looked into during the first year of this PhD 

project [16] The work of the paper focused on the social dimension of sustainability, 

specifically on its trust requirements. As noted by Goodland [70], “Social sustainability [...] 

create[s] the basic framework for society”. Further research on how transparency 

requirements influence other system qualities is necessary in order to examine the research 

work results for sustainability. 
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Chapter 8 

8. Appendix 

8.1 Prequestionnaires  

What is your area of expertise in software development?  

Mobile Application Development, Xamarin (Android, iOS, Forms) using C# 

How many years of experience do you have in your current area of expertise? What is your 

position in this project (i.e., developer, senior developer, domain expert., academic, 

industrial)?  

Four years in Mobile Application Development, eight and a half years in professional 

software development (One year of that was a placement year). The first four and a half 

years were mostly spent doing Web Development. 

My title in this project is Developer, but in reality, it is a Senior Developer position. The 

tiers of development seniority in Spirit Digital at present are not like the traditional Junior 

→ Mid-Level → Senior → Lead Developer structure. We only have Developers and one 

Senior Developer. 

Before applying the methodology 

1.  Requirement engineering practices in agile process make the overall workload less 

during a project lifetime. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

 

D.  I believe that rushing into development without fully understanding the requirements or 

creating the requirements during development results in a cost later in the project. Time will 

be spent developing something that will not meet the final requirements, which results in 

more change and a higher workload. 
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2. Requirement engineering practices in agile process speeds up the work in my 

project. 

A. Strongly disagree, B. Disagree, C. Neither agree nor disagree, D. Agree, E. 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

D.  Having clarity with the work that is required of me helps me to focus on delivering that 

work to a shorter time scale. Having to work out what the requirements are whilst working 

on a task/story slows me down; in this scenario I may have to re-do some of the work I did 

as requirements were not fully documented/explained/understood. 

3. What do you think of the quality of the project documentation? How do you think it 

can be improved?  

We are early in our journey of adopting Agile processes. Currently the quality of our 

Backlog(s) is poor, which in turn is making refinement more difficult. Stories are often 

committed into Sprints despite not containing Given When Then acceptance criteria. Some 

knowledge is assumed and not documented.  

4. What challenges do you face in collecting complete maintaining consistent 

requirements? 

We are time constrained; I think this is why we often don’t have enough well written stories 

in time for when we commit to starting Sprints. 

5. When implementing requirements do you have all the system aspects required for 

the task defined and available? If not, can you explain what they are and why? 

We do not always have the system aspects required for the task defined and available. I 

think the time restraints are a having an impact, Agile training for the team might be 

beneficial as well. 

6. To your knowledge how frequently do you implement a use case that includes 

transparency requirements?  

I am not sure exactly what transparency requirements are. Assuming they are requirements 

that are documented to the standards we have agreed (Given When Then), not very often 

yet, but we are early in our Agile journey. 
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7. Which transparency requirements elicitation processes do you have?   

I think we have a loose undefined process at present. It is not something I am that involved 

with. I think part of the reason we are doing a beta app release to some stakeholders in the 

business is to refine some final requirements for the app release.  

8. When implementing requirements how do you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

It is something I think about yes, I cannot speak for what the team are doing. 

9. When implementing requirements how do you consider informing the user about the 

data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your data 

protection processes.  

I think informing the user about the data being collected and the process being performed 

should be a requirement itself. It is not a requirement that has been spoken about between 

myself and those creating requirements above me in the organization. 

10. To what extent do requirement practices in agile process’s help you and other new 

developers to think about what is missing in your and their software requirements? 

can you elaborate? 

I think it is very important. I am a firm believer that a high-quality backlog refined just in 

time to be committed to Sprints will result in a higher quality product, delivered to more 

accurate time scales. I believe refinement meetings between the developers are beneficial to 

creating higher quality requirements that are more explicit and better understood. Having 

multiple developers, with different ways of thinking really helps to find problems with 

requirements that can be resolved before the work is committed to. 

Prequestionnaire 2  

What is your area of expertise in software development?  

Software developer started with C, C++, VB then moved to C#, developed a mix of 

applications, including windows forms. Mobile device and web projects. 

How many years of experience do you have in your current area of expertise? What is your 

position in this project (i.e., developer, senior developer, domain expert., academic, 

industrial)?  
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Software developer for 25+ years degree educated in Computing. Main industries of 

interest are Retail (Next plc (15 years), in recent years Microsoft dynamics for Ticketing 

systems. 

Before applying the methodology 

1.  Requirement engineering practices in agile process make the overall workload less 

during a project lifetime. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

 

d. Agree, but only when the business has full buy in of the process. It is all about 

being able to deliver a variable product at the end of each sprint. 

 

2. Requirement engineering practices in agile process speeds up the work in my 

project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

 

C. Neither agree nor disagree, depends on largely what is trying to be delivered and 

the business stresses. 

3. What do you think of the quality of the project documentation? How do you think it 

can be improved?  

Documentation is very important to ensure the work being carried out is what the 

business actually require, as we have all been on projects where at the end what they 

actually want is very different from what they request. 

4. What challenges do you face in collecting complete maintaining consistent 

requirements? 

From a developer point of view we are ensuring that the change request to be 

developed is clearly defined and is of a size that can be developed within the sprint 

without overloading the time available.  
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5. When implementing requirements do you have all the system aspects required for 

the task defined and available? If not, can you explain what they are and why? 

In theory, yes, we do, but in practice there are many times where questions only arise 

while in mid development. 

6. To your knowledge how frequently do you implement a use case that includes 

transparency requirements?  

 

No idea, a new term for me 

7. Which transparency requirements elicitation processes do you have?   

 

No idea, a new term for me 

8. When implementing requirements how do you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

Yes, as this can have issues for security and of course new GDPR. As we are the 

data collectors, we must ensure this integrity. 

9. When implementing requirements how do you consider informing the user about the 

data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your data 

protection processes.  

In previous retail would yes, we always ensured that the user knew what data is 

being collected and its protection 

10. To what extent do requirement practices in agile process’s help you and other new 

developers to think about what is missing in your and their software requirements? 

can you elaborate? 

The fact we spend time back log grooming helps to ensure this, discussing a 

requirement by committee helps to ensure the quality of the Change request before 

work starts, meaning less rework and change creep. 

 

Prequestionnaires 3 

What is your area of expertise in software development?  

Software developer  
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How many years of experience do you have in your current area of expertise? What is your 

position in this project (i.e., developer, senior developer, domain expert., academic, 

industrial)?  

4 years’ experience mostly working C# using Xamarin, Asp.Net and Unity. Also has 

experience with web development and has worked in Gas industry and the health industry 

for a number of years. 

Before applying the methodology 

1.  Requirement engineering practices in agile process make the overall workload less 

during a project lifetime. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

Agree – There are some aspects of the process which are more long-winded than the 

results which is frustrating but having a good sight of the project aids greatly in the 

long run. Having to make changes that implement the whole of the application can 

be very time consuming depending on the decisions you make at the start of the 

development process so defining this fully beforehand is very useful.  

2. Requirement engineering practices in agile process speeds up the work in my 

project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

Strongly agree – You know what you need to do before you do it and can group 

work together.  

3. What do you think of the quality of the project documentation? How do you think it 

can be improved?  

At times good sometimes lacking information which leads you to sometimes make 

assumptions.  

Work could sometimes be grouped better. 

Particular details and functionalities could be more defined. Occasionally a feature 

is implemented incorrectly to the user’s desire and this can lead to lengthy changes 

due to bad spec in the first place  
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4. What challenges do you face in collecting complete maintaining consistent 

requirements? 

Consistency over the whole application.  

Seeing all the possible options  

5. When implementing requirements do you have all the system aspects required for 

the task defined and available? If not, can you explain what they are and why? 

Sometimes missing text or messages  

Sometimes missing alternate pathway and error cases  

Sometimes missing greater detail on the application flow and the exact process  

6. To your knowledge how frequently do you implement a use case that includes 

transparency requirements?  

 

Rarely – they tend to be messages back to the users and general information 

messages.  

7. Which transparency requirements elicitation processes do you have?   

 

None that I know of  

8. When implementing requirements how do you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

Sometimes get nervous at collecting particular data, we were collecting race and religious 

data for bookinghub. We store the data correctly and restrict access to user that require it 

but do not have a deeper policy in terms of implementation.  

9. When implementing requirements how do you consider informing the user about the 

data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your data 

protection processes.  

General over the whole application in a privacy policy –  

Sometimes if there is a specific use for the data like the address, we might ask for current 

address and inform them of that.  

10. To what extent do requirement practices in agile process’s help you and other new 

developers to think about what is missing in your and their software requirements? 

can you elaborate? 
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A fair bit but my experience has been more domain expert focus and understanding what is 

required through conversation and their expertise. 

Prequestionnaire 4  

What is your area of expertise in software development?  

20 Years’ experience in healthcare software development.   

Spent 2 years as a SQL DBA. 

How many years of experience do you have in your current area of expertise? What is your 

position in this project (i.e., developer, senior developer, domain expert., academic, 

industrial)?  

I am currently Head of Development.  I am currently overseeing many aspects of the 

functionality of the development team.  I have been doing this for 1 year at Spirit 

Healthcare and have been responsible for a team for a year in the past. 

Before applying the methodology 

1. Requirement engineering practices in agile process make the overall workload less 

during a project lifetime. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

D. Agree.  I think agile allows the developer to put more of their thought processes 

and style into a change request.  It is more flexible and allows them to show their 

flair for something. 

2. Requirement engineering practices in agile process speeds up the work in my 

project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

D. Agree – Again, because the developer is working to their strengths, the work will 

be completed slightly more quickly. 

3. What do you think of the quality of the project documentation? How do you think it 

can be improved?  
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Project documentation was good but was quite abstract.  More time is required to 

write up more detailed change requests. 

4. What challenges do you face in collecting complete maintaining consistent 

requirements? 

Getting the required parties to focus on accuracy of information. 

Having time to write up the item. 

5. When implementing requirements do you have all the system aspects required for 

the task defined and available? If not, can you explain what they are and why? 

Usually, yes.  If not though, it may be that something was overlooked or there may 

be an issue which arose due to the way something has been coded in the past. 

6. To your knowledge how frequently do you implement a use case that includes 

transparency requirements?  

 

Always. 

7. Which transparency requirements elicitation processes do you have?   

 

We do not have a specific process, although we do publish a development item 

overview for our clients at the time of each release, which describes the change we 

implemented. 

8. When implementing requirements how do you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

We make a call during the requirements phase as to whether the information is 

personal or not. 

9. When implementing requirements how do you consider informing the user about the 

data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your data 

protection processes.  

We have a specific text on first login to our system (CliniTouch Vie) that the patient 

must agree to in order to use the system. 

10. To what extent do requirement practices in agile processes help you and other new 

developers to think about what is missing in your and their software requirements? 

can you elaborate? 
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The backlog grooming meeting helps to identify any missing parts in a requirement, 

since without that information, we cannot estimate the size of the item, which is 

critical for that meeting. 

8.2 Postquestionnaires  

Postquestionnaire1- Developers 

1. Transparency Engineering methodology made the workload less in overall work in 

my project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

C. The workload is about the same if not increased in some areas due to a more 

complete description of the tasks. 

2. Transparency Engineering methodology speeds up the work in my project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

D. Better defined tasks make it easier implement. Had to go back over work to add 

additional features fewer times which can be extremely time consuming.  

3. What do you think of the quality of the methodology documentation? How do you 

think it can be improved? How straight forward is to apply and train for the 

proposed methodology? 

Good as a whole, can be difficult to follow at times and have to jump between 

different documents and because of that you miss things. Found the process got a lot 

easier as time went on and the process naturally streamlined itself as I become more 

familiar with the process and documentation. Easy once you know what you are 

doing, can be a bit confusing up to that point. 

4. After applying the proposed methodology when implementing requirements are the 

system aspects required for the task more defined and available? If not, can you 

explain what they are and why? 

Yes, very much so. Helps to define the functionality more clearly. And has a user 

focused bent with everything focusing on communication with the user which is 

often an afterthought for me.  
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Really great for multi-faceted pathway use case – like the cancel course. 

5. Knowing about transparency requirements. How many transparency requirements 

are discovered with the proposed methodology?  

About 40. 

6. Do you think implementing the proposed methodology’s resulting requirements will 

improve the software? If yes, what improvement, why and how?   

Yes, better communication with users.  

More transparent about the system  

Better defined task and better understanding of similar functionality across the 

system leading to more robust code.  

7. How did applying the proposed methodology made you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

Made me considered each of the data point and data interests for each task and 

structure the task description around them. We often collect data without telling the 

users what it is being used for, so it was good to considered why at each point in the 

application we are collecting given things. Make you rethink the validity in 

collecting certain things, such as user personality ethnic details were removed from 

the system as we had no real reason to collect it.  

Data interests are a great extension on the concept of table – you can group many 

tables under a data interest if they are often or always used under the  

 

8. How did applying the proposed methodology made you consider informing the user 

about the data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your 

data protection processes.  

Help to maintain user focused development later into the development cycle where 

at the task implementation level it is all but lost in a more functional description. 

This meant we informed the user about processes we probably would not have 

bothered before with but can be informative. On data collection every input is more 
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deeply scrutinized especially peripheral data collection processes which were often 

overlooked.  

9. Do you think implementing the proposed methodology’s requirements help the user 

to be informed about the system aspects and data?  

Yes 

10. Based on your domain experience and after applying the methodology, do you think 

implementing the methodology’s resulting requirements will help you and other new 

developers to think about what is missing in their software requirements? if yes, 

does following the methodology help in filling in these gaps?  How and why?  

Yes, it helps fill in many of the gaps particularly around informing the user. Often, we 

would only inform the user if something were going wrong and this meant that there were 

lots of gaps as it was often down to the developers’ discretion as they were implementing 

the task, the structure forces user to be informed about everything so you do not miss the 

important communications.   

11. Are there limitations of the methodology you can think of? How do you think it can 

be improved?  

I think it could overwhelm the user with information. There is no way to consider the type 

of user and the amount of information that they want to see, some technical users may find 

it useful to see more whilst a less technical user just wants to see the vital information (for 

example).  

The structure could be improved to make the steps easier to follow.  

I found myself linking similar outputs together, formalizing this process could be beneficial 

and would help link together similar areas of the application and the ways in which the 

information is presented.  
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Postquestionnaire 2 - Developers 

1. Transparency Engineering methodology made the workload less in overall work in 

my project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

Somewhere between C and D depending on the team.  

Depending on the developer doing the work, I think most things are usually picked 

up and developed when the developer is an experienced hand.  If it is a new team, 

new product, and less experienced developer then the methodology would certainly 

be beneficial when looking at potential feedback to users that might otherwise be 

missed. 

 

2. Transparency Engineering methodology speeds up the work in my project. 

A. Strongly disagree B. Disagree   C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Agree E. 

Strongly Agree 

Please briefly describe why you have selected this answer. 

B. It would not speed up the work as it does add more work, but it would improve 

the quality of the system.  

 

3. What do you think of the quality of the methodology documentation? How do you 

think it can be improved? How straight forward is to apply and train for the 

proposed methodology? 

I felt that it could do with more complete examples of the sort of thing each aspect 

of the methodology requires.  

4. After applying the proposed methodology when implementing requirements are the 

system aspects required for the task more defined and available? If not, can you 

explain what they are and why? 

Yes, since there is more thought given to the development items.  
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5. Knowing about transparency requirements. How many transparency requirements 

are discovered with the proposed methodology?  

Not sure as I did not complete them for all our requirements.  I suspect between 10 

and 20.  

General improvement of the system 

6. Do you think implementing the proposed methodology’s resulting requirements will 

improve the software? If yes, what improvement, why and how?   

Yes, as any aspect of the software that provides a greater level of explanation or 

feedback to it will make it easier or more satisfying to use.  

7. How did applying the proposed methodology make you think about the data you are 

collecting?  And if the data collection meets data protection rules?  

We have had to think about this before when it came up in the initial spec, so it was 

not a consideration for us.  

8. How did applying the proposed methodology made you consider informing the user 

about the data being collected and the processes being performed? As well as your 

data protection processes.  

We have had to think about this before at the implementation stage and decided 

upon both a clinician user informing a patient user of how the system works and 

also ensuring that the user agrees to a statement of use before being able to access 

any system functionality.  

9. Do you think implementing the proposed methodology’s requirements help the user 

to be informed about the system aspects and data?  

Yes.  It certainly raises the thought and discussion between stakeholders, which then 

if carried out will certainly help the user in their use of the system.  

10. Based on your domain experience and after applying the methodology, do you think 

implementing the methodology’s resulting requirements will help you and other new 
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developers to think about what is missing in their software requirements? if yes, 

does following the methodology help in filling in these gaps?  How and why?  

I think it will make newer developers think more laterally and perhaps make them 

question themselves on how the system should respond in certain areas or 

situations.  

11. Are there limitations of the methodology you can think of? How do you think it can 

be improved?  

I think the methodology is useful, but it has a distinct time requirement to it.  If a 

development team is experienced and estimates their work well, as well as being 

given enough time by senior management to complete the work then they should be 

able to gain some benefit from using the methodology.  The limitations from my 

perspective really were time-based.   

The only other aspect was the items that were considered, but not worth 

implementing.  If at a stakeholder meeting, we discussed things that were not going 

to make it into a system, it is unlikely we would record this in any detail as it would 

be scoped out of the spec pretty quickly. 

Postquestionnaire 2 - Domain Experts 

1. Based on your domain experience, how do you think implementing the 

methodology’s resulting requirements will help you and other developers to inform 

users about their data and the way their data has been used, processed, and 

protected? Would that influence their knowledge about the system and therefore 

their trust? How and why? What is your definition of trust here? How has that been 

done before Transparency Engineering Methodology?    

The methodology offers full transparency to the user and I think this approach can also be 

useful to reference in the device’s Governance policy.  

 It prompts me to think about the user experience from a perspective of trust – this gives 

any user confidence in a system when user prompts, behaviours and details are taken into 

account in relation to transparency of data and in turn the protection of it.   
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When a user sees that a system is informing them of their actions, I believe this makes for a 

trusting user experience. 

In the current platform users have a permissions page displayed prior to be able to use the 

system which they can opt out of.   

2. Are there limitations of the methodology you can think of? How do you think it can 

be improved?  

The methodology seems robust  

3. How would you describe and characterize the methodology’s after applying it?  

The methodology is concise, consistent, and replicable. 

4. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in increasing users’ cognitive trust, i.e., perceived 

understandability, reliability, and technical competence? If yes, can you explain 

How and why and why not?  

Anytime we can be transparent and show how the user experience has been thoughtfully 

interrogated the better experience for all. 

5. Based on your experience, how do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in improved usability and usefulness of software functions, 

in other words, ease-of-use software? Explain why or why not? 

In both the above questions I think the implementation speaks more to the development 

side of things and prompts questions as to how we can make the platform more robust as 

we acquire more users 

6. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in increasing temporary and permanent reassurance, data 

traceability? In other words, helping the user to trace their activities and data in the 

software? Explain why or why not? 

Absolutely yes for the reasons stated prior.  Transparency and rigorous methodology will 

lead to traceability throughout the application 
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7. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help in building user’s trust in the software?  Explain how and 

why or why not? 

I think this is the same question and as above 

8. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help users to make more informed decisions when interacting 

with the software? Can you explain how and why or why not?   

It will allow users to ultimately decide if they use the software and what parts of the 

software, they are happy with/not 

9. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help meeting the user’s expectations? Can you elaborate?    

I think users expect transparency, but I am not sure they know how to articulate what that is 

– it might be even more useful to be explicit about what the methodology actually assures 

for the user? 

Postquestionnaire 2- Domain Experts 

1. Based on your domain experience, how do you think implementing the 

methodology’s resulting requirements will help you and other developers to inform 

users about their data and the way their data has been used, processed, and 

protected? Would that influence their knowledge about the system and therefore 

their trust? How and why? What is your definition of trust here? How has that been 

done before Transparency Engineering Methodology?    

I think the methodology reminds us to consider what user data we are storing and whether 

we need to remind them about how it will be used.  For the systems that I am currently 

working with, it is clear that the user must disclose the information that the clinician 

requests in order for the service to work for them.  This part is usually explained face to 

face to the user, which many systems do not have the luxury of and is key to them trusting 

the system. 
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Regarding other systems that I have worked with, I think there are clear benefits to a 

process that ensures consideration is given to explaining potentially complex tasks that the 

system is capable of to the user.  This kind of extra detail is often not picked up by 

developers, so being picked up by the methodology would be helpful. 

I have found that once a complex feature is better explained, it attracts more usage.  This is 

an example of a user trusting the system to do what it says it should.  I once worked with a 

system that allowed users to export a file, modify it to suit their needs and then allow them 

to upload it again, however there was no information on the page about how to use that 

facility and what it was for.  Once that detail was added, users had confidence in 

customising that part of the system. 

Before the Transparency Engineering Methodology (TEM) it was usually the case that 

features would not be used due to users not knowing how they worked or what data they 

might affect.  It was usually when someone new to the system was asking questions about it 

or running training sessions on it that questions raised by the TEM would have become 

clear. 

2. Are there limitations of the methodology you can think of? How do you think it can 

be improved?  

I think the limitation is in the time required to run it.  It is completely down to the 

circumstances of the development team as to whether they could fit this detailed analysis 

into their plans.  I think creating concise examples of what is expected in a tabular or list 

format would help the user to understand exactly what is required. 

3. How would you describe and characterize the methodology’s after applying it?  

I think it provides a reminder as to some of the aspects of planning that are not always 

considered when writing a specification.  I think it falls somewhere between spec-writing 

and the writing of the user stories that end up in the project tracking software and serves to 

generate discussion between developers/stakeholders around points that may not otherwise 

be considered.  It could be characterised somewhat as a safety net. 

4. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in increasing users’ cognitive trust, i.e., perceived 
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understandability, reliability, and technical competence? If yes, can you explain 

How and why and why not?  

It depends on the actions taken as a result of running the TEM.  I think it can result in 

identifying places in the system where information about functionality is lacking, which 

when applied can make a user feel very confident about the system.  I think my story above 

about the system that allows the export and import of a file explains this quite well.  The 

users I dealt with back then certainly felt more confident in using that facility as a result of 

adding detailed information on its use. 

A lot of the time, when the system is clear in what it does and follows well-thought-out 

processes that the user understands and they receive feedback from the system after 

carrying out commands, then users trust it and have confidence in it. 

5. Based on your experience, how do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in improved usability and usefulness of software functions, 

in other words, ease-of-use software? Explain why or why not? 

I think my answer to the previous question goes into this. 

6. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will result in increasing temporary and permanent reassurance, data 

traceability? In other words, helping the user to trace their activities and data in the 

software? Explain why or why not? 

If every TEM output was put in place, then I think some users would feel reassured, 

whereas some may feel like the system is trying to tell them too much.  Depending upon 

what the system is trying to achieve, some users want more information and some just want 

it to do the job it does without any distractions or potentially unnecessary information. 

7. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help in building user’s trust in the software?  Explain how and 

why or why not? 

Yes, see above story around file export/import. 
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8. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help users to make more informed decisions when interacting 

with the software? Can you explain how and why or why not?   

Yes, since if they have a clear understanding of what various system features do then they 

will know whether it is the appropriate feature that they need to use at that time. 

9. Based on your domain experience, do you think implementing the resulting 

requirements will help meeting the user’s expectations? Can you elaborate?    

Users differ hugely, but all users expect some sort of response when they interact with a 

system.  If the system responses validate what the user did whenever they use any part of 

the system, then the user’s needs or expectations should be met. If it is unclear what a part 

of the system does, then it is important to set that user’s expectations before they try to use 

that functionality.  These, sometimes missing items, be it a message box or informational 

text can make all the difference when it comes to user satisfaction. 

8.3 TEM Implementation on SpiritHub 

New Transparency feature  

Better defined functionality and user ability  

Already well defined with the Use case  

When a pattern has not been directly followed but has helped to think about the use case in 

another way  

Table 8.1:User stories-TEM 

User Story 1. Account creation - 

(Booking Hub Administrator 

Portal) 

As a Hub Service Administrator, I 

need to be able to create and 

account using an easily 

memorable username and self-set 

password.  I should be requested 

Data driven 

pattern  

 

Alternative use 

case pattern 

 

GDPR 

Data interests  

-Personal 

contact details 

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that it holds email 

address. This can be 

edited by the admin team. 

Used only to set up an 

account and log in. 

Keep a record of who is 
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to set the password the first time I 

log into the system. I should be 

delivered to the Administrator 

Booking Hub home page. 

 

Test Case 1: When a Hub Service 

Administrator creates a login to 

the service for the first time, they 

should be prompted to setup a 

memorable password.  The 

username should be their valid 

email address. They will need to 

enter a password of X characters 

with at least X number and a 

special character. They will need 

to enter the password twice to 

ensure they have entered it 

correctly. 

making changes in the 

system. 

 

The system must 

communicate re-enter 

details if the email 

already within the 

system, email is not a 

valid email, password not 

of the correct complexity, 

passwords do not match 

 

The system holds email 

address, which is 

accessible by system 

admin, the details will be 

stored even after account 

deletion in order to 

maintain a record. 

 User Story 2. Login to Hub 

Admin Portal 

As a Hub Administrator I should 

be able to login to the system 

using my memorable username 

and password and have visibility 

of my administrative tasks. 

 

Test Case 1: At subsequent logon 

attempts the Hub Administrator 

should be asked to enter their 

username and password. On a 

successful logon they should be 

taken to the relevant homepage 

for the Hub Service Administrator 

Dynamic Use 

Case 

Transparency 

Requirement 

Pattern 

 

Data driven 

pattern  

 If current system state 

doesn’t meet login details 

at end of login, they 

system must 

communicate list of 

alternative available and 

enabled use-cases – 

reenter details – reset 

password Use case 3 in 

order to set up log in 

details.  

 

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that it holds data of the 
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and this will be a list of tasks that 

are currently unclaimed for any 

patients/ HCP/GPs which include 

SE bookings, referrals, enquiries 

and self-referrals.  The home page 

of the administration system will 

provide menus and options to 

enable the Hub Administrator to 

carry out the system 

administration tasks. 

Test Case 3: On successful login 

the date and timestamp of the 

login should be recorded in the 

system audit tables. 

Test Case 4: On an unsuccessful 

login attempt the date and 

timestamp should be recorded 

alongside the reason that the login 

was unsuccessful e.g., Incorrect 

Password. 

 

Ask Nadine if these are all 

NHS.net passwords 

type login record which 

can be viewed by the 

admin team 

User Story 3. Reset Password 

As a Hub Service Administrator, I 

need to be able to perform a 

password reset if I forget my 

password, the password reset 

request link should be clearly 

visible on the login screen.  I 

should be sent a password reset 

link to my registered valid email 

address registered with the 

system. 

Process driven 

pattern  

 

 

Alternative 

process pattern  

 The system must 

communicate that if valid 

email address and 

account with the system 

and email will be sent to 

the email address  

 

 

 

Alternative pattern to 

contact the admin team 
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Test Case 1: When I request a 

password reset, I am asked for my 

username and if there is a valid 

email registered with the service 

an email is sent with a password 

reset link.  Instructions on the 

screen should state that the 

password reset link has been sent 

to the registered email address for 

the account and to follow the 

instructions within the email. 

Test Case 2: When I request a 

password reset, I am asked for my 

username and if there is not a 

valid email registered with the 

service I should be directed to 

contact the service support office 

at Spirit Digital to gain assistance 

with gaining access to the system 

and registering a valid email 

address. 

must be shown all the 

time in order to give the 

user too much 

information about the 

details in the system. The 

admin details should be 

displayed all the time.  

User Story 4: Edit personal 

details 

Test Case 1: When an email 

address is entered or changed an 

email requesting confirmation 

should be sent to the email 

address.  The email should not be 

deemed valid until the link in the 

email had been clicked. When the 

link in the email has been clicked 

the email should be marked as 

valid and is used by the system 

Alternate 

Process  

 

Dynamic Data 

 

GDPR Data 

protection 

 In case personal details 

are updated by admin 

user the personal details 

can be viewed and 

updated by other admins 

and possible all other 

user types 

 

If email address is 

updated by admin the 

system must 

communicate to the user, 
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for communication with the user 

(password resets etc.) and as the 

users’ username when logging 

into the system.   

 

Test Case 2: When a user logs 

into the system, if their email 

address has been changed and has 

not been validated it should be 

stated that the email address has 

not been validated in the personal 

details and the user should be 

prompted at each login attempt to 

validate their email address. The 

username will remain as the 

previous email address before 

changes were made. A link should 

also be presented resend the email 

validation email.  When the email 

has been validated the link should 

no longer appear and the user 

should not receive further 

reminders when logging into the 

system. The email should appear 

as validated in the personal details 

section. 

 

Test Case 3: When any 

information is entered or edited in 

the personal details the old and 

new value should be audited in an 

audit table and timestamped along 

with the user who made the 

change. 

the currently in use email 

address which is being 

used by the user and 

other admins – informing 

them that the email could 

have been changed.  

 

The system must 

communicate that it holds 

data of the type personal 

details which has access 

by the admin team and 

selected members of 

other user types stored 

even after account has 

been deleted due to 

auditing for at least 2 

years.  

 

If the current system state 

doesn’t meet email 

confirmed the system 

must communicate 

confirm email because it 

has been changed and not 

confirmed   

 

 

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that any changes made to 

the data are audited and 

details of the changer 

recorded.  
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User Story 5. Visibility of Tasks 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

must be able to see all referrals 

and tasks within the Booking Hub 

which include: 

Self-referrals 

Pending patients - flagged 

Referral by GP or HCP 

SE Provider Courses - menu of 

options and details 

On Hold Referrals- flagged 

DNAs (reported from the SE 

Providers) 

Any other messages e.g., 

requests/questions from SE 

Providers 

Test Case 1: When a Service Hub 

Administrator is logged into the 

Hub there must be a drop-down 

menu of all activities. 

 

Test Case 2: When the Service 

Hub Administrator clicks on an 

activity a detailed list is accessible 

showing all activity within the 

fields including flags (refer to 

user stories 6 & 7) 

Static Use case   The system must 

communicate that on 

login in that “You are 

logged in please select 

from the tasks” 

User Story 6.  Patient self-

referral process 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

must be able to see the completed 

self-referral template, check if 

patient information is missing and 

Dynamic Data 

 

GDPR 

 

Process 

Alternate 

Referral 

information 

including 

personal 

medical records.  

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info   
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integrate this template into their 

GP/HCP systems.  There will 

often be missing data for the 

patient e.g., HbA1c, Date of 

diagnosis etc. and I will need to 

be able to request this missing 

information from the patient’s 

GP/HCP in a timely manner (less 

than 2-week turnaround). If 

medical information is needed, I 

need to set this patient to 

‘pending’ and flag it. 

 

Select from a drop down of 

General Practices with additional 

information like address present 

in the dropdown. Not just name.  

 

Test case 1: As a Service Hub 

Administrator I have access to all 

self- referring details input by the 

patient and am able to request 

information from the patient’s GP 

practice using a standard 

template. When I request this 

information, the patient should be 

flagged to pending to allow for 

return of the details.  This flag 

will ensure the patient is booked 

on the course as soon as all 

information is completed in a 

timely manner. 

 

Test case 2. As a Service Hub 

GP information 

– email address 

– address etc.  

 

SNOMED  

 

Courses /Course 

bookings  

 

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that it holds data of the 

type personal medical 

records and can be 

updated by Current user 

and care must be taken as 

the medical records must 

reflect the true records of 

the patient as they are 

used in the courses  

 

The system must 

communicate the option 

to re-request information 

form the GP, Decline the 

referral, if the 

information is 

incomplete.  

 

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that changes to the 

patient record that 

information is recorded 

to the SNOMED codes 

and sent back to the GP 

as part of the patient’s 

medical record 

 

The system must 

communicate to the SE 

Provider that a patient 
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Administrator, I will be 

monitoring flagged Pending self-

referrals for their completed 

medical information to be 

returned from their GP/HCP 

which will allow me to confirm 

them on their chosen course. 

 When in receipt of all details, 

flagged pending will be set to 

booked and a message to the 

patient will be generated 

confirming their course and the 

details. The confirmed 

information will also be sent to 

the SE Provider to confirm this 

patient’s place on the course. 

has been confirmed onto 

a course due to the 

referral being completed.  

User Story 7. Creation of 

Unique Referral Code for the 

patient on receipt of self-

referral details 

The system will generate a 

Unique Reference Number for 

each patient (across the entire 

system) The Unique Reference 

Number will contain 6 numbers. 

 This is to allow a Service Hub 

Administrator even greater ability 

to match patient records and 

clarify their details. This number 

will be used along with two other 

verifiers e.g., DOB, Post code 

Test case 1: On receipt of a 

patient’s details the system will 

automatically assign that patient a 

  This is more of a back 

end process and doesn’t 

really denote to any of 

the frameworks as is 

basic system labelling.  
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unique 6 letter reference which 

will be tagged to that patient e.g., 

Jane Doe -Unique Reference 

Code 123456 

User Story 8. GP/HCP patient 

referral process 

As a GP/ HCP I can refer a 

patient into The Hub using a 

standard referral template via e-

RS and NHS.net email accounts. 

 I can also direct highly motivated 

patients to self-refer via The Hub. 

 

Test case 1. The GP/HCP 

completes the patient’s full details 

which must include Hba1C, Date 

of diagnosis and mandatory 

personal fields into the standard 

template (refer to Emis document 

in files) 

 

Test case 2. The GP/HCP 

signposts the patient to The Hub 

following a discussion about 

courses available and suitable 

options for their diagnosis 

Data 

transparency 

Patient Referral 

info 

Course 

information 

 

Actors  

Patient 

Admin 

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info 

 

The system must 

communicate a list of 

available courses that 

are suitable for the 

patient as option for 

course     

User story 9. Creation of 

Unique Referral Code for the 

patient on receipt of GP/HCP 

referral details 

To allow a Service Hub 

Administrator even greater ability 

to match patient records and 

clarify details the system will 

  This is more of a back 

end process and doesn’t 

really denote to any of 

the frameworks as is 

basic system labelling. 
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generate a Unique Reference 

Number for each patient (across 

the entire system) The Unique 

Reference Number will contain 

6numbers. This number will be 

used along with two other 

verifiers e.g., DOB, Post code. 

 

Test case 1: On receipt of a 

patient’s details the system will 

automatically assign that patient a 

unique 6 letter reference which 

will be tagged to that patient e.g., 

Jane Doe -Unique Reference 

Code ABCDEF 

User story 10. The Hub receives 

and captures the referral then 

contacts the patient 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

receive the referral via the 

standard template and if the 

information is complete, I contact 

the patient to discuss the course 

options with the goal of booking 

the first course and sign posting 

the patient to access The Hub for 

further information. 

Test case 1. The Service Hub 

Administrator has all the 

information necessary to contact 

the patient and help them make a 

choice of course suitable for 

them, book them on the first 

course and sign post them to the 

Process Static 

 

Dynamic 

process 

Patient Contact 

details  

Course  

 

 

---- 

Admin  

Patient  

 

Precondition- 

contact details  

The system must 

communicate that 

because referral process 

is complete the patient 

can book onto a course 

and is encouraged to do 

so as soon as possible.  

 

If the system has not 

collected all the referral 

information, it must 

communicate to the 

admin that a patient has 

not all the required 

referral information and 

so cannot book onto a 

course. To fulfill the 

condition the GP must 

send a completed referral 
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website. form, the admin can re-

request a referral form 

from the users Referral 

page.  

 

If the system doesn’t 

have contact details, then 

they must be obtained for 

the referral process on the 

referral page by 

contacting the gp.  

User Story 11. The Service Hub 

Administrator books the patient 

on the first course and 

communicates the booking 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

have all the information needed to 

book the patient on their first SE 

course.  Once the patient has 

decided on the SE Course, I must 

ensure to contact the relevant 

individuals with the relevant 

information i.e., SE Provider/ 

Patient  ( there is an exception - 

when a patient has no email 

address The Booking Hub needs 

to be able to override the 

mandatory email section when 

booking a patient on the course - 

ask Jane about this) 

Test case 1. The Hub informs the 

SE Provider of the booking by 

sending the booking confirmation 

and referral template information 

Data 

transparency 

 

Static process    

Actors –  

Admin 

Patient  

 

Data –  

Patient contact 

details  

Course details  

 

Precondition – 

Patient 

confirmed desire 

for course  

Referral 

complete (?) 

 

Postconditions  

Course booking 

has been made  

#Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

 

The system must 

communicate the course 

has been booked after the 

course has been booked 

to the patient.  
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to the SE course provider in an 

electronic format that will easily 

integrate with their system. 

 

Test case 2. The Hub sends the 

patient confirmation of the 

booking by email/text (or letter if 

none of these exists) which will 

include full details of where and 

when the course will be with a 

map attached and other relevant 

details.  This confirmation will 

also include a link to other 

resources available on the 

website. In the instance where a 

patient has no web access this will 

need to be sent in paper form. 

Test case 3. The Hub sends out 

timely SE Course booking 

reminder via text/email (letter as 

last resort if no email or mobile) 

to the patient  

Ask Nadine to list the courses and 

their length and if they have to be 

attended in order 

User Story 3. Reset Password 

As a Hub Service Administrator, I 

need to be able to perform a 

password reset if I forget my 

password, the password reset 

request link should be clearly 

visible on the login screen.  I 

should be sent a password reset 

link to my registered valid email 

Dynamic 

process  

 

Data 

transparency  

Actors- 

Admin  

 

 

Data- 

Personal details  

 

Preconditions-  

Existing account  

If the system does not 

have personal details 

/Email is not received, 

then it must communicate 

– Contact admin team – 

Or try another email – 

Check spam folder –  

 

#Data_Transparency_con
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address registered with the 

system. 

Test Case 1: When I request a 

password reset, I am asked for my 

username and if there is a valid 

email registered with the service 

an email is sent with a password 

reset link.  Instructions on the 

screen should state that the 

password reset link has been sent 

to the registered email address for 

the account and to follow the 

instructions within the email. 

Test Case 2: When I request a 

password reset, I am asked for my 

username and if there is not a 

valid email registered with the 

service I should be directed to 

contact the service support office 

at Spirit Digital to gain assistance 

with gaining access to the system 

and registering a valid email 

address. 

 

Postconditions- 

Email received  

tact_details_patient 

 

User Story 13. Patient not 

contactable 

As a Service Hub Administrator if 

I cannot contact the patient after a 

set number of attempts (to be 

determined by Hub) I must send 

the referral back to the referrer 

i.e., GP/HCP/Diabetic Clinic to 

flag this and provide feedback. 

Test case 1. After the set number 

of attempts to contact the patient 

Dynamic User 

case  

Actor- 

Admin  

Patient  

 

Data –  

Patient Details  

SNOMED 

 

Precondition-  

Patient details  

 

If the Patient is 

uncontactable the system 

must try to inform the 

patient that due to a lack 

of contact returns 

SNOMED code recording 

the uncontactable to be 

returned to the GP and to 

contact the admin team 

as soon as possible to 

prevent this from 
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the Service Hub Supervisor 

generates outcome information 

for that individual in an electronic 

format correctly coded (READ/ 

SNOMED) and returns it to the 

referrer e.g., GP/HCP so it can be 

integrated in the patient record.  

The patient will only be contacted 

again if the GP/HCP makes 

another (new) referral. 

Postconditions –  

Contact patient  

Do not contact 

patient  

happening   

 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info   

 

 

*Difficult use case as it is 

to do with being unable 

to contact the patient.  

User Story 14. A patient is not 

suitable for SE Course 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

may determine that the patient is 

not suitable for the SE course.  In 

which case the patient must be 

referred back to the referring 

GP/HCP using an electronic 

format correctly coded 

(READ/SNOMED) 

Test case 1. Service Hub provider 

uses the electronic format and 

correct READ/SNOMED codes to 

communicate unsuitability to the 

referrer e.g., GP/HCP 

GDPR Pattern 

 

Data 

transparey  

 

Dynamic use 

case pattern 

Actor-  

Admin  

Patient  

 

Data- 

Patient Details 

Patient Medical 

details 

SNOMED  

Course 

Course 

Bookings  

 

Preconditions 

Patient is 

booked   

 

Postcondition  

Patient is no 

longer booked  

Patient is 

informed  

The system must 

communicate that the 

patient will be informed 

by email at the 

cancelation of the course 

and their position will be 

made available to other 

patients.  

 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info   

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

If the user doesn’t think 

that they are unsuitable 

for the course they must 

be told the options to 

contact their gp or 

contact the admin team. 

 

If the system must 

communicate to the suer 
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that it holds data of the 

type SNOMED codes 

which are returned to the 

GP as part of your 

medical record and stored 

within the EMIS system 

and maybe kept for some 

time.  

 

 

User Story 15. A patient needs 

to be put on hold 

As a Service Hub Administrator 

there may be instances when a 

patient needs to be put ON HOLD 

(this could be because they cannot 

find a course geographically 

suitable/they need further support 

prior to receiving SE) I need to 

ensure I can actively identify and 

manage the referrals ON HOLD. 

 To do this the information must 

be held in the database and 

flagged so I can contact this 

patient after an agreed length of 

time to offer them an SE Course if 

they are ready.  An exception to 

the length of time to contact the 

patient would be if they are on a 

waiting list. Whilst these patients 

are ON HOLD, I will signpost 

them to other learning services via 

the website. I will capture the 

reasons patients are ON HOLD. 

Use case Actor- 

Patient  

Admin 

 

Data- 

Patient Referral 

details 

Admin Action  

 

Preconditions- 

Patient has been 

referred 

 

Postconditions- 

Patient cannot 

book course  

Patient is 

informed of 

their status 

Admin – Action  

Course 

Bookings 

If a patient’s records 

cannot be obtained the 

system must 

communicate to the user 

that their referral process 

has been suspended and 

will be unable to make a 

booking at this time. 

Once the correct 

information has been 

obtained, we will contact 

the patient to book them 

onto a course, an admin 

action will be created to 

remind of that.  

 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info   

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

If current system state 

meets patient has 
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Test story 1. When a patient is 

identified as not ready i.e., ON 

HOLD they must be flagged as 

such in the data base with a time 

stamp and a reminder set to re 

connect with the patient in a 

timely, set period e.g., 6 weeks. 

 

Test story 2. When a patient is 

ON HOLD because they are 

waitlisted for a particular course 

and that course becomes 

available, they should be 

contacted and offered the place. 

These patients should be flagged 

ON HOLD/WAITLISTED  

 

Test story 3. A Service Hub 

Administrator will capture the 

reason a patient is ON HOLD and 

keep a record of where they 

signposted the patient to in the 

database.  This will be useful for 

reporting purposes. 

A Service Hub Provider does not 

need to inform the GP practice, in 

this instance, but should a GP 

practice call to ask the status of a 

patient, The Hub should easily be 

able to find that patient and tell 

the GP practice that they are on 

hold. 

 

booking, then once the 

patient has been put on 

hold all course bookings 

must be cancelled  

- This could merge 

with the one 

above.  

User story 16. Patient does not Alternate Actor- Patient is contacted about 
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attend (DNA) the SE Course 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

need to be able to identify DNAs 

from the SE attendance 

information.  I need to attempt to 

contact that patient and find out 

the reason for the DNA, 

reschedule them onto another 

course or signpost them to other 

support. 

Test story 1: The Service Hub 

Administrator attempts to text/call 

the patient as a first option to 

discuss reasons for DNA and tries 

to rebook (this could also include 

did not confirm also) If there is no 

answer then an email is sent (or 

letter) 

 

Test story 2. The Service Hub 

Administrator reports the DNA (if 

no contact from patient) to the 

referrer GP/HCP by means of an 

electronic format that can easily 

integrate with the GP/HCP 

system. 

Process 

 

GDPR 

Patient  

Se Course 

Educator 

 

Data –  

Course 

Attendance  

Course Details 

Patient Details  

SNOMED 

 

Preconditions –  

Patient DNA 

 

Postconditions-  

Patient informed  

SNOMED  

missing the course.  

The system must 

communicate the patient 

is encouraged to book 

onto another course 

because they did not 

attend  

 

#Data_Transparency_SN

OMED_Code 

User Story 17. A Patient attends 

the SE course 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

must report the patient’s 

attendance on SE Course to their 

referring GP/HCP.  I will be 

informed of this attendance by the 

SE Provider through their 

Alternative 

Process pattern  

 

Data driven 

pattern  

 

 

Actor 

Patient  

SE Course 

Educator  

 

Data 

Patient Details 

SNOMED  

#Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

 

#Data_Transparency_SN

OMED_Code 

 

The system must 

communicate book onto 
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attendance taking data which will 

be sent to The Hub.  I must also 

contact the patient stating their 

attendance and signpost them to 

further resources and support. 

Test story 1. The Hub sends the 

attendance/completion letter to 

the referrer and the GP in an 

electronic format which will 

easily integrate into the 

GP/referrer systems (this could be 

HCP and the Diabetic Care 

Provider) with the correct 

READ/SNOMED codes, stating 

when and where the attendance 

was completed, any clinical 

information and any follow up 

actions. 

 

Test story 2. The Hub sends the 

patient a message to say they have 

completed the course.  The 

message will include self-care 

messages/ follow up information 

and sign posting to website for 

other health information. 

(this process is different for Type 

1 as they require much more 

intensive follow up) 

 

Course Details  

Course 

Attendance 

details 

 

Preconditions 

Patient is 

booked onto a 

course  

Patient has 

referral 

 

Postconditions 

Updated 

SNOMED codes  

Booked onto 

another course 

instance if 

unattended  

Confirm 

attendance 

status with 

patient  

another course if the 

patient does not book 

onto the course, 

alternatively they can be 

discharged from the 

system.  

A member of the admin 

team will contact you to 

discuss why you did not 

attend the course and try 

and book you onto 

another course. 

 

 

The system must 

communicate to the SE 

Course Educator that it 

must take the course 

attendance within 5 days 

of the course being 

completed in order to 

update the SNOMED 

codes. An email will be 

sent out to remind the 

educator of this.  

User Story 18. Understanding 

when a course is completed that 

has several sessions.  This will 

include the order of these 

Use case Static  Actor 

SE Educator  

 

Data- 

The system must 

communicate to the 

Course creator (SE 

Provider/Admin) that the 
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sessions. 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

need to know the courses 

duration, in which the order the 

SE is delivered and how to define 

'completed' - which will be decide 

by the course provider (Talk to 

Jane for more clarity on this if 

needed) 

 

(Courses have the following 

indicators - Attended or DNA for 

each physical session, and then 

the Course Educator or Provider 

Administrator (not The Hub 

admin) should confirm if the 

course is considered complete.  

Whether or not a course  

Test Story 1.  The SE course 

provider will communicate with 

The Booking Hub when the 

patient is considered completed 

and the Booking Hub will in turn 

complete the appropriate 

communications to the GP/HCP 

 

Course Data 

 

Preconditions- 

Course exists 

 

Postconditions – 

Course 

Complete is 

defined  

course complete 

definition must be 

defined before the Course 

creation process can be 

finished.  

 

The system must 

communicate to the SE 

Provider that when a 

patient is considered 

complete it must 

communicate to the SE 

provider that the system 

will communicate with 

the User about 

completion. 

User Story 19. Follow up 

protocol for various courses 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

need to determine the follow up 

protocol for Type 1 and Type 2 

Diabetics and ensure these 

patients receive appropriate 

reminders for all courses 

Static data 

 

Dynamic Data  

Actor  

Patient  

Admin 

 

Data 

Other Resources  

Questionnaire  

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

In case course has been 

completed the system 

must communicate to the 

user that Other Resources 

and alternate course will 
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including remote.  

Test story 1. The Hub will send 

those patients with Type 1 a 

reminder 6/52 for follow up 

course. This will require that a 

patient to be flagged on date of 

initial course completion to be 

contacted 6 months (24 weeks for 

alert) from this date. This will 

also include collecting follow up 

quality of life (QOL) and baseline 

information 

 

 

Test story 2. The Hub will send 

out a 12-month reminder to those 

patients with Type 2. This will 

require that a patient to be flagged 

on date of initial course 

completion to be contacted 12 

months (50 weeks for alert) 

months from this date. This will 

also include collecting follow up 

QOL and baseline information. 

Precondition  

Completed 

course 

 

Postconditions 

Informed about 

other resources  

be sent out to the patient 

and the admin team will 

contact you about 

booking onto another 

course.  

 

In case the course has 

been completed the 

system must 

communicate to the user 

that a quality-of-life 

questionnaire will be 

asked to be completed 6 

months from the 

completion of the course 

as well as a feedback 

form for the course itself.  

User Story 20. Support SE 

Provider when a course is 

cancelled. 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

must assist the SE provider if the 

provider cancels the course. I 

must notify all patients on the 

course of the cancellation by 

text/email/call (this may have to 

be by return to ensure the patient 

Static data  

 

Dynamic data  

 

Dynamic 

process  

 

Dynamic use 

case 

Actor - 

Admin  

Patient  

SE Course 

Educator 

 

Data 

User details  

Course details  

 

#Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

- Also, for other 

actors (except 

admin)  

 

If the current system has 

booked patients it must 

communicate to the 

patients that the course 

has been cancelled and 
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receives the cancellation 

notification) and rebook them on 

other suitable courses. 

 

Test case 1. The Hub must be able 

to efficiently contact all patients 

booked on the course that is being 

cancelled.  They may require a 

phone call to ensure all people are 

notified.  All patients should be 

offered and booked on an 

alternative course.  cancellations 

should be recorded for reporting 

purposes. 

Preconditions  

Course exists 

 

Postconditions 

Course 

cancelled  

All actors 

informed  

Patients 

rebooked  

alternative course are 

available to be booked 

onto, the admin team will 

contact them about 

booking onto another 

course.  

- The system must 

create admin 

actions for postal 

patients and the 

appropriate 

contact method 

for all others.  

 

If the system has 

educators on the course 

the system must 

communicate to all 

educators that the course 

has been cancelled.  

 

 

If the current system does 

not meet all patients 

informed of cancellation, 

then it must display to the 

admin that all the patients 

have not yet confirmed 

the cancellation. 

 

The system must 

communicate to all those 

using the system that the 

course has now been 

cancelled.  
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The system must 

communicate as the 

course has been cancelled 

the course will no longer 

be visible to the patients 

and that bookings can no 

longer be made. The 

system must 

communicate that in 

order to uncanceled the 

course the SE Provider 

must contact the admin 

team   

User Story 21. The Hub must 

identify any missing attendance 

information and a reminder 

sent to the SE Provider 

As a Service Hub Administrator, I 

need to identify any missing 

attendance information and 

contact the SE Provider to provide 

this within 5 days of the course 

completion. 

Test case 1. Should a course not 

be fully 'outcomes' within 48 

hours, an auto email is sent to the 

Provider Course Administrator 

(usually the SE Super Admin, a 

named email address) saying 

XYZ course has not been fully 

outcome.  This is repeated again 

in 48hours if it still remains 

incomplete 

Dynamic 

process  

Actor  

SE Provider 

SE Eductor 

 

Data 

Course details  

Course 

attendance 

details  

 

Preconditions 

Course has 

finished 

Course has 

incomplete 

attendance 

record  

 

Postconditions  

Course has 

complete 

If the current system 

doesn’t meet the 

complete attendance at 

end of 48 hours after 

course the system must 

communicate to the SE 

Course provider that the 

attendance can be 

completed on the Course 

View page of the hub 

where all the attendance 

must be taken in order for 

the course to be 

considered complete   

 

The system must 

communicate that if the 

course is not completed 

after another 48 hours 

then another email will 

be sent out to the SE 
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attendance 

record  

provider asking them to 

complete the course  

User Story 22. Ability to access 

the website 

When the patient lands on the 

home page of the website they 

have the option to browse the 

educational material and read 

about the various courses without 

needing to log in. 

As a patient I need to be able to 

access the website with either a 

URL link or by typing the website 

into my browser. I can view SE 

Courses detail and educational 

information on the website. 

(if I want to book a course, I need 

to create a login using my email 

and a password on the home 

page) 

 

Home page 

The home page should 

incorporate the following aspects: 

 

It should be responsive so as to be 

clear and usable on a laptop, 

tablet or smartphone. 

It should initially include a course 

search list based on a postcode 

that we can set. See item #518 in 

relation to the course list. 

 

The home page of the site should 

Dynamic Use 

case  

Actor  

All  

 

Precondition  

Website exists 

and is up  

 

 

If the system is not up it 

must communicate to the 

user that the system is not 

up and list alternate 

action to try again later, if 

the problem persists to 

contact the administration 

team. 

 

The system must 

communicate the options 

available to the user at 

the home page.  

https://dev.azure.com/SpiritDigital/64de4164-cfd0-4636-a187-4242f65ae271/_workitems/edit/518
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contain: 

 

Welcome text, which reads: 

 Booking Hub - Diabetes Courses 

In XYZ. 

A phone number of the call 

Centre as a callable link, which 

reads: for support in booking 

courses, please call: 0111 

1111111 

Buttons to allow the visitor to 

register/sign up to the system. 

 (PBI #514  & #517 ) 

A search facility for courses 

(PBI #518 ) 

 

User Story 23. Ability to book a 

course online by creating an 

online account Test Case 1.  

The patient chooses a course to 

book online (this could be a 

remote course or a face-to-face 

group course) To do this they 

need to be able to create an 

account using an easily 

memorable username and self-set 

password. The username should 

be their valid email address. They 

will need to enter a password at 

least 8 characters long, 1 number 

and a special character. They will 

need to enter the password twice 

to ensure they have entered it 

correctly. 

Dynamic Use 

case  

 

Static Use Case 

 

Alternate Use 

case  

Actor  

Patient  

 

 

Data 

Patient User 

details 

Course details  

SNOMED 

 

Preconditions  

Course Exists 

Courses exist 2 

weeks for self-

referral  

Patient is 

registered 

 

If the current system 

doesn’t have courses that 

exist at point of course 

search the system must 

communicate a list of 

alternatives to adjust the 

search parameters, 

contact the administration 

team to find available 

courses. It could be that 

no course is available 

within the given area. 

 

The system must 

communicate that  course 

has been booked and the 

patient is able to attend 

the course with given 

https://dev.azure.com/SpiritDigital/64de4164-cfd0-4636-a187-4242f65ae271/_workitems/edit/514
https://dev.azure.com/SpiritDigital/64de4164-cfd0-4636-a187-4242f65ae271/_workitems/edit/517
https://dev.azure.com/SpiritDigital/64de4164-cfd0-4636-a187-4242f65ae271/_workitems/edit/518
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When they login they should have 

the option to save their sign in 

details for future login. 

 

https://diabetesbooking.co.uk/regi

stration1?id=5d8a0b8935c2f  for 

reference of how this is done in 

DB&L  

website 

 

Test Case 2.  

When the patient subsequently 

logs into the system, they should 

be able to see details of what 

courses they have previously 

attended and which courses they 

have booked onto and allow them 

to click into the details of those 

courses to identify things like 

date, time, location, facilities. 

 

Test Case 3.  If a patient tries to 

book a course that they are 

already on, the system should 

warn that they are already on that 

course. 

 

Test Case 4.  A patient should not 

be allowed to double book 

themselves. 

 

Postconditions  

Course is 

booked   

 

Alternate paths  

Course is full  

Course has been 

cancelled  

Book a career 

details <<Use case 17>> 

 

#Data_Transparency_SN

OMED_Code 

 

The system must 

communicate that if the 

course is cancelled you 

will be informed that the 

course has been cancelled 

and to no attend the 

course.  

 

The system must 

communicate that the 

course is full and to 

choose to form other 

available courses or 

contact the administration 

team in order to book 

onto a course.  

 

The system must 

communicate that the 

patient can book a carer 

position to aid in 

attending the course. The 

number of carer positions 

will be made visible on 

each course. <<Carer use 

case>>  

 

If the current system state 

doesn’t meet the 
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precondition of having an 

account <<Logged in to 

an account>>  the system 

must communicate 

Login, create account, 

contact admin, <<>> 

which can allow you to 

log in with an account.  

User story 24. Permission to 

inform patients of further 

health information and other 

courses 

As a patient I can opt out of 

receiving more health 

information, upcoming courses 

etc. via my preferred method of 

communication. 

Test Case 1. When I input my 

details online, I accept the offer to 

have further health information 

served up to me via email or text 

message. 

GDPR Actor  

Patient  

 

Data 

Patient personal 

details  

 

Preconditions  

Patient has 

account  

 

Postconditions  

Recorded status  

The system must 

communicate to the user 

that it holds data of the 

type further health 

information which is 

used to continue 

contacting you about 

other available courses.  

User Story 25. Reset Password 

As a patient I need to be able to 

perform a password reset if I 

forget my password, the password 

reset request link should be 

clearly visible on the login screen. 

 I should be sent a password reset 

link to my registered valid email 

address registered with the 

system. 

 

Test Case 1: When I request a 

Static Use Case 

 

Dynamic Data 

 

Dynamic Use 

case  

Actor  

Patient  

 

Data 

Personal details  

 

Preconditions  

Patient has 

account  

 

Postcondition  

Password 

The system must 

communicate that Patient 

must have an account and 

access to the email 

account associated with 

that account in order to 

reset the password. 

 

In case the <user><new 

password><string> is not 

valid the system must 

communicate to the 
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password reset, I am asked for my 

username and if there is a valid 

email registered with the service 

an email is sent with a password 

reset link.  Instructions on the 

screen should state that the 

password reset link has been sent 

to the registered email address for 

the account and to follow the 

instructions within the email. 

Test Case 2: When I request a 

password reset I am asked for my 

username and if there is not a 

valid email registered with the 

service I should be directed to 

contact the service support office 

at The Booking Hub to gain 

assistance with gaining access to 

the system and registering a valid 

email address. 

The Hub contact number will be 

displayed on the website and the 

patient will be able to call for 

support. 

I need to be able to perform a 

password reset if I forget my 

password. 

updated  

 

Alternative  

Password not 

suitable  

Not correct 

email address  

Passwords don’t 

match  

string gathered is not 

suitable for the given 

reason. Too short, No 

Capitals, No numbers, 

No special characters. 

Passwords don’t match  

 

If the current system state 

doesn’t meet correct 

email address the system 

must communicate 

contact admin team to 

help reset password and 

allow access to account, 

also check spam folder.  

 

If the current system state 

updates the password it 

must communicate to the 

user that the password 

has been updated and the 

new password is now in 

use.  

 

User Story 26. Electronically 

complete a standard template 

with personal details 

As a patient I need to be able to 

complete an online template with 

my details for the purpose of 

being able to sign up for a 

Data  

 

Dynamic use 

case  

Actor  

Patient  

 

Data 

Personal details  

SNOMED 

 

#Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref

erral_info 

 

#Data_Transparency_Ref
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Structured Educational (SE) 

course. I will need to complete: 

My full name 

DOB 

Address 

GP name and address 

Email address 

Mobile phone number 

Ethnicity (follow NHS standard 

drop down) 

Language of preference 

Preferred means of contact e.g., 

email, Text message 

Test Case 1. When a patient log 

into the system they will be asked 

to complete a standard template to 

collect their personal details to 

enable them to book onto a 

course. These details will be 

mandatory fields. 

 

(This information will allow The 

Hub to recognize the correct 

patient by using their unique 

details. The patient must complete 

the GP name and address to allow 

The Hub to send the patient’s 

details to the Practice to let them 

know the patient has signed up for 

SE and for them to complete any 

information that might be missing 

e.g.  HBA1C blood result - we 

want to assign a unique referral 

code to them at this time as per 

Preconditions 

Selected a 

course  

Email address  

 

Postconditions 

Account created 

 

Alternative path  

Email already 

exists   

erral_info 

 

#Data_Transparency_SN

OMED_Code 

 

If the current system state 

doesn’t meet select the 

course the system must 

communicate that in 

order to create an account 

the patient must first 

select a course on which 

to book onto, this can be 

done by selecting book a 

course and searching for 

available courses.  

 

If the system already has 

account with that email 

address the patient must 

be told to contact the 

admin team  

 

The system must 

communicate 

requirement email 

address before account 

can be created and to 

contact the admin team 

on the given number to 

create an account and 

book onto a course.  
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User story 7) 

User story 27. Display 

Structured Education Courses 

As a patient I need to be shown 

the appropriate SE courses for 

me.  This will include courses 

available online (referred to as 

Remote) and face to face group 

courses. I will need to see the 

detail of what the course is 

offering, where the course is 

being held and the date and time. 

On entry of the home page 

containing the course location 

search, the system should display 

some search controls, followed by 

a map via Google (details of API 

key to follow).  The system 

should also have two buttons 

available to switch between a map 

view and a list view. 

The basic search controls should 

be laid out horizontally across the 

page and consist of: 

• Postcode text box + 

dropdown for +1, +2, +5, 

+10 and +50 miles. 

(default to +10) 

• Diabetes Type - 

Dropdown list 

(containing Type 1 and 

Type 2) 

• Course Type - Dropdown 

list (containing values 

from Course Type table) 

The postcode textbox should 

Static data 

 

Dynamic data 

 

GDPR   

Actor  

Patient  

 

Data 

Course  

Course booking   

Patient details 

Locational data  

 

Preconditions  

Courses exists  

 

Postconditions  

All suitable 

courses are 

shown  

 

The system must 

communicate that Uses 

Postcode to search for 

course and is only 

“accessed by system 

admin”. This data is 

anonymized and will be 

stored until your account 

deletion. 

acted on by the system  

 

In case the patients 

search parameters are do 

not return results the 

system must 

communicate to the user 

that the search 

parameters are too 

narrow and that if they 

widen them to a 

particular degree more 

results would become 

available.  

 

The system must 

communicate to the suer 

that it holds data of type 

postcode and locational 

data which will be sent to 

Google via google maps 

and stored on their 

servers.  
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attempt to identify the user's 

location.  If that is not possible 

then a default postcode should be 

used, recorded in the settings file. 

 

 

When the screen is in map view, 

which is the default, then the 

resulting courses should then be 

marked as pins on the map, which 

should be visible beneath the 

search controls. 

 

If a user then clicks on a pin, the 

system should display a list of 

those courses available at that 

location.   

 

The course list screen should 

display the following information 

per course: 

Course Name 

Type of course - e.g., Type 2, 

Face to Face 

Description 

Type - e.g., Desmond, Empower, 

etc. 

Course Date - e.g., 03 Jun 2020 

Duration - e.g., Full day. 

 

If the user switches to list view, 

then the system should display a 

list of courses containing the 

information above. 
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If the user wishes to use more 

detailed filters, then the following 

should be available via a hidden 

menu that becomes visible when 

clicked on: 

 

Month (heading) followed by 

each month name and a 

checkbox.  Limits the course list 

to courses held on the selected 

months.  This should only select 

future courses, so if it were April 

2020, clicking on a course from 

February should result in the Feb 

2021 courses being displayed. 

 

Day (heading) Include every day 

of the week along with a 

checkbox for each.  Limits the 

course list to courses held on the 

selected days. 

 

Time of Day (heading) Include 

two options: daytime, 

evening.  Limits the course list to 

courses that start before 5pm 

(daytime) and courses that start 

after 5pm (evening courses). 

 

Course Location Has (heading) 

Containing the following, plus 

checkboxes for each: Disabled 

Access, Parking, Lunch Included, 
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Wi-Fi, Refreshments.  Limits the 

courses as described.  Info held in 

the Course instance Session table. 

 

Session Type (heading) this 

should include options for: Face 

to Face, Remote / Digital.  DB 

field yet to be created. 

 

Diabetes Type (heading).  Either 

Type 1 or Type 2.  DB field yet to 

be created. 

The course list screen should 

allow the user to easily click on 

more details or simply allow the 

user to go straight to course 

booking.  If the user is not logged 

in, then it should take them to the 

registration/login page. 

User Story 28. Patient receives a 

message thanking them for 

signing up to a course and 

confirming they have a 

provisional booking 

Data   #Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

User Story 29. Receive 

appropriate reminders and 

messages about upcoming 

course 

Once booked onto an SE course I 

need to receive a reminder of my 

upcoming course with details of 

time and place.  This will be in 

the form of email or text.  I will 

have chosen my preferred means 

GDPR  

 

Dynamic Use 

case  

Actor  

Patient  

 

Data 

Patient Details  

Course bookings  

 

Preconditions  

Patient is 

booked onto 

#GDPR_Personal_Referr

al_info   

 

#Data_Transparency_con

tact_details_patient 

 

If the current system is 

within 2 weeks 1 week 

and 2 days of the start of 

the course the patient 
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of communication when I created 

my login. 

Test Case 1. The patient will 

receive relevant reminders of their 

course and the course details. 

course  

 

Postconditions  

Patient is 

reminded of 

course  

must be sent an email to 

remind them of the 

course, stating the 

alternate options to 

cancel the course, if any 

changes to the course are 

made then the admin will 

contact them, if they have 

any questions, they can 

contact the admin team.  

 

The developers created hashtag codes for shared data features during implementing TEM 

below (see Table 8.2). 

Table 8.2: Shared data features  

#Data_Transparency_Referral_info 

 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds 

data of the type Referral and can be view and edited 

by Admin and Viewed by SE provider and Educator. 

#GDPR_Personal_Referral_info   The system must communicate to the user that it holds 

data of the type Referral information which admins 

can view and edit, SE Course providers and Educators 

can view  

#Data_Transparency_contact_details_patie

nt 

The system must communicate to the user that it holds 

data of the type Personal Contact information and can 

be view and edited by Admin and Viewed by SE 

provider and Educator.  

#Data_Transparency_SNOMED_Code The system must communicate to the user that it 

collects data which is returned the GP system to 

update their medical records via SNOMED codes 

which can be viewed by the GP and admin team, 3rd 

parties via the GP 

 

 


